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A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF TRADITIONAL DANCE BY OUTDOOR MUSEUMS 
AND HISTORIC SITES 
Jan Alm September 1981 176 pages 
Directed by: Jay A. Anderson, John M. Forbes, Camilla A. Collins 
Department of Modern Languages and Western Kentucky University 
Intercultural Studies, Folk Studies Program 
Folklife scholars often produce work which is valuable to outdoor 
museums and historic sites. Folklife scholars deal with functional, con-
textual, emic, and interdisciplinary studies--all approaches which pro-
duce valuable interpretive data for museums and sites. This thesis is an 
example of folklife work designed for use in the museum field. 
Outdoor museums and historic sites are increasingly involved with the 
interpretation of social and emotional life. Because it is a social and 
emotional event, dance can be a valuable part of this interpretation. 
Sites and museums developing programs of traditional dance interpreta- · 
tion may find it helpful to follow several steps: 1.) determine through re-
search that dance did occur at the site and time period portrayed; 2.) 
identify the interpretive themes and objectives dance can fulfill; 3.) 
gather as much information about the site's dance traditions as possible 
through research employing a wide variety of sources; 4.) learn to perform 
the dances, identify their interpretive significance, and incorporate them 
in interpretive programs. 
The text includes both descriptions and examples of a wide variety of 
research sources--primary, secondary, iconographic, material culture, and 
others. Also included is a checklist of aspects of dance events any or all 
of which staff members may wish to research and interpret. The closing 
"Sources and Resources" section is an annotated guide to books, periodicals, 
organizations, and other sources of assistance in dance interpretation. 
viii. 
CHAPTER ONE: FOLKLIFE RESEARCH AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO INTERPRETATION 
AT HISTORIC SITES AND OUTDOOR MUSEUMS 
Staff members at historic sites and outdoor museums and the scholars 
of several academic disciplines are increasingly con ce rned with the study 
and interpretation of the everyday life of th e common man, or folklife. 
Among folklorists, interest in the lif e of the common man can be seen in 
the rise of folklife study as a discipline. Among historians, this growing 
interest can be seen in the recent development of the New Social History, 
an inter e st in the average man and his social and eco nomic patterns. 
Historic sites and outdoor museums of the past commonly represented the 
elite elements of American history: houses of the rich, forts, governmental 
buildings, and the like. In recent years, however, new sites have been 
appearing which interpret the life of the common people, or folk. 
Books and articles like Don Yoder 's "Folklif e Studies in American 
Scholarship" in American Folklife (Yoder 1 976 :3-1 8) are indications of 
growing folklife interest within the folklore field. Richard Dorson's 
opening to Folklore and Folklife: an Introduction (Dorson, 1972 :1-50) 
is titled "Concepts of Folklore and Folklife Studies" and discusses 
folklife as a discipline which is related to but independ en t from the 
discipline of folklore. The selection of "Folklor e and Folklife" (Univ er -
sit y of Pennsylvania) and "Folk and Intercultural Studies" (Western Ken-
tucky University) as departmental nam es also indica tes an expanding 
l. 
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interest beyond the traditional "folklore" study of texts and oral materi-
als. Dorson cites the 1963 founding of the journal Folk Life by th .e 
Soci ety for Folk Life Studies as an indicator of the types of investi-
gations pursued in the field of folklife studies: occupational, architec-
tural, custom, craft, and aesthetic, as well as diverse others (Dorson 
1972:3). The United States government, too, recognizes th e field of 
folklife studies with governmental use of the term "folklife." The 
National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humani-
ties both fund folklife projects . Th e government supports a national 
Folklife Center and sponsors the Festival of American Folklife. 
Folklife study deals with all aspec ts of a group's day-to-day existence. 
According to J. Geraint Jenkins, 
The folklife student's duty is to co llect the too l3 and imple-
ments that ordinary people us ed , and to record details of t heir 
life, th eir skills, their homes, their fields, their customs, 
their speech, and their leisure activities. The student of 
folklife searches for the key to th e world of ordinary people; 
he attempts to throw light on th e ir astonishingly ill-documented 
day-to-day life. (J enk ins 1972:498). 
Among historians·, the New Social History school of study--founded in 
1929 by French historians Marc Bloch and Luci en Febvre--explores the 
economic patterns and the social behavior of individuals. In contrast to 
traditional historians' study of th e e lite and the "history-makers," the 
New Soc ial Historians study material which is virtually identical to the 
materials of folklife studies--the everyday life of the common man. Brit-
ish historians such as George Ewart Evans (Tools of Their Trades) and 
W.G. Hoskins (Th e Midland Peasant) have joined this recent French school 
of historical study, and Americans, too, have begun to join the movement. 
Studies done by Americans which deal with workers, women, family, and 
occupational groups all reflect the growing American interest in the New 
Social History. An American historian, George McDaniel, for instance, 
recently wrote Hearth and Home: Preserving~ People's Culture (McDaniel 
1981), a study of Afro-American folk housing and anything bLi:an elitist 
history. 
Folklife museums are becoming increasingly common. J.W.Y. Higgs 
explains the purpose of a folk or folklife museum in the following way. 
A folk museum should preserve a record of the everyday life 
and culture of the area which it serves; it should mirror the 
changes in this culture whether they are of the past or currently 
taking place in order that they may be adequately recorded. 
People come to a folk museum in order to study th e history and 
background of their own everyday life .... (Hi ggs 1963:4- 8 ). 
In Europe, th e first museum devoted to the culture of the common 
people of a region was Sweeden's Museum of Scandinavian Folklore, 
found ed in 1873 by Artur Hazelius, and which later became Skansen, the 
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outdoor folklife museum. The concept of a folk museum spread to Denmark 
where the Frilandsmuseet was opened in 1901 and to Norway where Maihaugen 
(May Hill) was opened in 1904 (Alexander 1979: 84-85 ). The concept of 
a museum devoted to folklife materials spread to America with the found-
ing of Colonial Williamsburg in 1926. Colonial Williamsburg attempts to 
recr ea te the activity and life of a major part of a colonial city. 
Columbia, California, a typical mining town; Old Sturbridge Village in 
Massachusetts; Mystic Seaport, a Connecticut sea town; and the Farmers 
Museum at Cooperstown, New York, all followed in the wide assortment of 
musewns which collect, preserve, study, and interpret the folklife of the 
American people (Alexander 1979:91-93). 
Ellis Burcaw, in Introduction to Museum Work, discusses the changing 
role of the history museum as museums increasingly turn attention to the 
preservation of folklife materials. Burcaw says: 
The important objects in a history museum are the commonplace, 
typical, popular, and once-plentiful artifacts of everyday 
living, but it is precisely this kind of material that is 
least likely to be stored away in a trunk in the attic eventual-
ly to be offered to the local museum. Progress iv e history mu-
seums tod ay accept two somewhat radical ideas: 1) the best 
history includes a strong measure of anthropology, and 2) col-
lecting from today's world for tomorrow's makes sense. (Burcaw 
1975:61). 
This concept that the ordinary is the stuff of which history is made is 
the same concept which is leading to the formation of larger numbers of 
intentionally and consciously folklife-centered museums. 
Historic sites and outdoor museums are becoming involved with this 
new folklife movement in several ways: through new research being done, 
through the development of new interpretive programs, and through the 
development of completely new museums and sites. Much of the research 
which is being done at history sites and museums illustrates a folklife 
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interest. The research files of Indiana's Conner Prairie Pioneer Settle-
ment, for example, reveal infonnation not on which dances were being done 
by the rich Conner family but on which dances were typical of any central 
Indiana village in 1836. The development of interpretive programs which 
deal with folklife also illustrates an interest in the common man. At 
Homestead National Monument in Nebraska, interpretation centers on the 
experiences not of the rich or the elite but of the common man, th e 
homesteader. Completely new museums are being seen, too, the sole aim 
of which is t o interpret folklife. One example is The Homep l ace 1850 
which portrays the life on a two-generation family farm in Tennessee and 
Kentucky's Land Between the Lakes region during 18 50. 
Some folklorists are studying and dealing with information which 
these "folk" si t es attempt to interpret to th e public. Both sites and 
folklorists are exc1llining the events of daily life: the way wheat was 
harvested, th e songs sung in church, the way crawdads were cooked, who 
named the children, how people felt about their in-laws, which dances 
were danced--in short, every aspect of the lives and emotions of the 
common peop le. 
5. 
Folklore and folklife scholars have a special way of examintng 
cultural materials which makes their work valuable to museums and sites 
which interpret folklife. The folklorist's concern for not on ly eth-
nography but the interpretation of context, structure , and function makes 
folklore work useful in the interpretation of folk culture and life. 
A museum for t he preserving or restoring folk architecture in the 
Virginia area would find much valuable information in Henry Glassie's 
detailed study Folk Housing in Middle Virginia;~ Structural Analysis of 
Historic Artifacts (Glassie 19 79). If th e museum was located in Kentucky, 
the work of Lyn wood Montell and Michael Morse, Kentucky Folk Architecture 
(Montell and Morse 1976) would offer much data. Sod Walls (Welsch 1968) 
would be indispensible to a historic site or outdoor museum interpreting 
the life of Nenraska's settlers who dwelt in sod houses. 
Regionalists such as Welsch , because of their in-depth know l edge of 
a single area, have much to offer the museums and sites which interpret 
that region. Don Yoder has spent years researching the lives of the 
Pennsylvania Germans. Yoder's work, although not specifically in tended 
for use by museums, provides much of the ethnographic observation and 
detail needed to interpret the lives of the Pennsylvania Germans. In 
England , George Ewart Evans delved into the folklife of a single region, 
East Anglia, and produced six books of such ethnograph ic detail th at they 
would be treasures to any museum wishing to interpret the area's folklife. 
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One of Evans's books, for example, is Tools of Their Trades: an Oral 
History of Men at Work c. 1900 (Evans 1970). Life and Tradition in the 
-- -- ------ -- --
Yorkshire Dales (Hartle y and In g ilby 1968) includ es many pho to graphs of 
folklife in Yorksh ir e which would help make a museum portrayal of this 
folklife more authentic. 
Folklore work dea ling specifically with material culture of a 
people can be a great value to museum interpretation, too. Because mu-
seums and sites, unlike sound recordings or coll ect ions of tales, deal 
primarily with the inter pre tation of tangibl e artifacts, scholarly studies 
of material culture will contribute much to a museum's r esearch base. 
Books such as Allen Eaton's Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands (Eaton 
19 73) and J. Geraint Jenkins's Traditional Country Craftsmen (J enkins 
1965) contain much data for the museums which study and collect the 
artifacts of the southern Appalachians or of Wales 
In addition to the folklore work which is in cidently useful to museums 
and sites, some folklore work is designed and done specifically for th ese 
organizations. Ormond Loomis, for examp l e , compiled a lengthy bibliography 
of materials useful to outdoor museums and historic sites. His work is 
titled Sources on Folk Museums and Living Historical Farms (Loomis 1977). 
Among the folklore work which is being used by historic sites and 
outdoor museums is Ja y Anderson's "A Solid Sufficiency: an Ethnography of 
Yeoman Foodways in Stuart England" (Anderson 19 71). This doctoral dis-
sertation was the basis of much of the foodways interpretation which is 
being done at Plimoth Plantation in Massachusetts. Candace Matelic, a 
197 7 graduate of the Cooperstown Graduate Program, wrote a manual for 
plann in g museum inter pre tation programs. Her work is titl ed "Training 
Programs for Interpreters at Outdoor Museums in the Northeast" (Matelic 
7. 
1977). Matelic examines the staff training programs of six outdoor 
museums and concludes with a suggested model program and standards for 
training! One emphasis of Matelic's work is to assist museum staff mem-
bers in the development of an understanding of the concepts of folklore 
and folklife. Maud Lyon's thesis is another example of folkloristic 
work which is being used by sites and museums. A recent Cooperstown 
graduate, Lyon prepared a thesis titled "History That Fits: Period 
Clothing for Living History Interpretation" (Lyon 1981). This work is 
a practical guide and sourcebook for professionals in the museum field. 
Recently, as Don Yoder discusses in "Folklife Studies in American 
Scholarship" (Yoder 1976:3-18), historic sites and outdoor museums have 
ext e nded their interest in material culture to include the emotional and 
social liv e s of the people of their various locales. Included in the 
spectrum of cultural material studi e d by both folkl o rists and s ites is 
dance. Dance is an inter p retive genre which enables a site to illustrate 
social and emotional behavior, for dance is a social and emotional event. 
Dance was a vital traditional genre in many of the folk communities which 
historical sites and outdoor museums portray. In fact, Curt Sachs 
says, " ... we should acc e pt with caution the occasional reports about 
'danceless' peoples." (Sachs 1937:11). Dance is a vehicle for the inter-
pretation of the wholeness of the lives of the people of the past, of the 
folklife sites and museums are seeking to interpret. 
Judith Lynne Hanna effectively defines dance in this way: 
Dance can be most usefully defined as human behavior composed, 
from the dancer's perspective, of (1) purposeful, (2) inten-
tionally rhythmical, and (3) culturally patterned sequences of 
(4a) nonverbal body movements (4b) other than ordinary motor 
activities, (4c) the motion having inherent and aesthetic 
value. (Hanna 1979:19). 
Like folk sites and museums, folklorists are interested in the 
social and emotional lives of the people. Much folklore work in the 
area of dance, however, is either too technical or not academic enough 
to benefit sitESand museums. 
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The lack of beneficial folklore work in the area of dance is illus-
trated in the paper "Dancin g Through the Journal of American Folklore" 
(Alm 1981), a survey of the dance articles and reviews of dance books 
found in the pages of the Journal of American Folklore from 1888 through 
1980. Th e survey shows that the ear li est dance information found in 
the Journal is ethnographic descriptions of American Indian dancing 
recorded by anthropologists. This information is of limited use to sites 
because it was recorded by observers outside the culture of the dancers 
themselves and with little or no attempt to understand the dancing from 
the dancers' point of view. From the 1910's through the 1930 ' s, dance 
articles most often were collections of playparty texts with little or no 
contextual information, music, or instructions for performance included. 
These missing elements are the information most needed by sites and 
museums interpreting playparties . During the 1940's and 1950's, reviews 
of "how to folk dance" types of books comprised the Journal's largest 
category of dance articles. The Journal's reviews of such "h ow to folk 
dance" books r evea l the books' general lack of scholarship. Such books 
were frequently written and intended for recreational folk dancers and are 
often not academic enough to be of u se to sites and museums. At the other 
extreme lie th e articles on such topics as lab anotatio n, a method for 
recording movement on pape r. Articles of this type are frequently too 
academic and are therefore of little us e to site researchers. Dance 
articles in the Journal of American Folklore have provided little informa-
9. 
tion which would be of significant value to site or museum staff members 
planning a program of dance interpretation. 
Because of the way folklife scholars study a subject, their work 
can be especially useful to folklife museums. The study of contextual 
data, the field work, the emic studies, the concern with function, and 
the multi-disciplinary approach employed by folklife scholars all provid e 
the types of information needed by folklife museums as bases for inter-
pretation. In dance, as in other areas, folklife scholars have the 
tools and techniques to produce studies which will offer folklife museums 
the information needed to develop accurate programs of interpretation. 
Folklorists need to produce accurate, well documented studies of 
dancing which are intended not only as academic works but as information 
useful to the professionals in the museum field. If applied to the area 
of dance, the structural, functional, and contextual studies wh ich folk-
lorists are now producing could be useful to outdoor museums and historic 
sites. Hopefully, this thesis could serve as an example of the type of 
study which could be of value to the museum field. 
CHAPTER TWO: HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN TRADITIONAL DANCE 
INTERPRETATION 
This thesis is designed for people who are responsible for the 
development and presentation of interpretiv e programs at historic sites 
and outdoor museums. In addition, the information in c luded may be useful 
to those who wish to mount static, indoor exh ibits inter p reting tradi-
tional dance. This work may also aid thos e responsible for the presen-
tation of traditional dance at festivals and other special events, and 
it may assist sites in the interpretation of dance without actual pe r-
formances of the dances. 
A historic site is the location at which some event or events con-
sid ered to be of "historical significance'' occurred. There are historic 
sites located across the country. These sites are commonly houses of the 
rich, battlefields, court houses, places of po litical importanc e , or 
monuments to the history of society's elite--Independence Hall, for 
example. In recent years, with increased interest in the everyday lives 
of the common people, many more historic sites have been developed which 
commemorate the lives of commoners. One such site is Homestead National 
Monument in Nebraska, a site which recognizes the hardships and triumphs 
of the pione e rs who homesteaded the American West. 
The everyday lif e , or folklife, of the people is a subject of in-
cr eas ing interest in historic site interpretation. The social life of 
10. 
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individuals and of communities is becoming a major theme. Th e ways in 
which people lived and related to one another are being portrayed, and 
historic sites are becoming increasingly interested in interpreting the 
totality of life. 
Dance is a traditional form of expression which was often important 
as an event which cut across class, ethnic, occupational, and other 
divisions. Dancing is an activity which occurred at many of the locations 
which are now considered historic sites. Portrayal of dance and its 
context and functions i s therefore essential to the interpretation of the 
totality of life at these historic sites . Dance is also essential to the 
interpretation of the social and emot ional lives of the pe op l e who lived 
at these historic sites. Homestead National Monument, for example, might 
interpret dance as an il lustration of a major social function in the 
homesteaders' lives. Independenc e Hall might choose to int erpret the 
balls which were held in the building's second floor ballroom at the time 
of the writing of the Declaration of Ind epende nce-- an illustration that 
the lives of the people were not solely devoted to politics. 
Unlike historic sites , outdoor museums are placed in locations which 
are of no particular historical significance. To form outdoor museums, 
buildings of a particular time period or region are relocated, restored, 
or reconstructed at the museum site. The buildings themselves are arti-
facts exhibited by the museums. Th e intent of outdoor museums is to 
represent a nd interpret the day-to-day lives of the people of a certain 
r eg i on or time period . One outdoor museum i s Conner Prairie Pioneer 
Settlement , a re-creation of an 1830's village in Indiana. Another, 
Nebraska's Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer, portrays an 1880's 
Nebraska railroad town. Livin g historical farms are outdoor museums which 
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interpret rural life, in cl uding s oc ial life. One aim of living historical 
farms is to portray rural dwellers not as totally isolated but as a part 
of a community. 
Outdoor museums have from the start repr ese nted the folklife of the 
common people. These museums have been leaders in the interpretation of 
all aspects of life, including social and emotional facets. Dance events, 
occasions which cut across many social boundaries and brought many groups 
into int era ction, can be a major tool for social life int e rpretation by 
outdoor museums. Georgia Agrirama, an agricultural museum, might choose 
to portray dancing in an effort to dispel the imag e of early farms as 
isolat ed outposts. Th e Stuhr Museum of the Pr a iri e Pioneer might 
interpret dance even ts as a majo r social function in a pioneer town. 
Historic organizations and arts groups may also have occasion to 
become involved in the interpretation of traditional dance. Encampments, 
reenactments, and craft shows are popu l ar events commonly sponsored by 
such o rg an izations. The Tippecanoe County Historical Association of 
Indiana, for examp le, each Fall sponsors the Feast of th e Hunter's Moon, 
a re-creation of a 1700's gathering of the French and Indian s at a fur 
trading outpost on the Wabash River. The events includ es demonstrating 
craftsmen, contests of skill, military units, food, and other eve nts and 
activities--including dance. Dance is an active, visual, and exciting 
event and is ther ef ore often included in such festival occasions. 
This volume is intended as a sourcebook for th e interpr etat ion of 
traditional dance by historic sites, outdoor museums, and oth e r organi-
zations. The following pages includ e program id eas and suggestions and 
a r esea rch guide to a wide variety of ty pes of research sources. In 
addition, the annotated "Sourc es and Resourc es " section should provide 
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some starting points for dance research. The chapters which follow are 
int ended to give ideas and to suggest directions and starting points for 
people working in the museum field who wish to inclu de traditional dance 
in their in terpretive programs . 
CHAPTER THREE: VARIETY OF TRADITIONAL DANCE PROGRAMS FOR HISTORIC SITES 
AND OUTDOOR MUSEUMS 
A program of traditional danc e int e r pre tation should support and 
contribute to a site's overall interpr e tiv e program, to the site's goals, 
objectives, and th emes . Like any other inter p retive event, dance should 
b e a well-int egrated por tion of the visitor's experience at a site. 
In p lanning for dance interpr e tati o n, it will ther efo r e be nec essary to 
determine what the site's overall p ur pose is and in what ways dance can 
contribute to the accomp lishm ent of this purpose . Staff mernbe~s will also 
find it hel pfu l to decide what the purpose of th e dancing itself wi ll be 
and for whonthe dance program will be intended. A dance program should 
be as serious artlwell-integrated a part of overall site int e r p retation 
as any demonstration of plowing or blacksmithing. 
If dance is to be presented for th e pub lic, four types of dance 
programs ar e possible. The dancing may be an authentic r e -cr eat ion of 
a dance event; the site may present a demonstration of one or more types 
of dancing; the dancing may be an educational event in which th e public 
is invited to participate; the dancing may be a strictly recreational 
occasion. A fifth possibility is that dancing may be sponsored by a 
site for the staff alone without public inv olveme nt. Any of thes e 
p rograms will r eq uir e th e planning, res ea rch, and implementation of the 
t ypes sugg e st ed and discussed in th e chapters which follow. 
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An authentic re-creation for the public. The aim of this type of 
dance interpretation i s to represent the past accurately. This type of 
program implies first-person interpretation, with indi viduals and the 
surroundings all repr ese nting an actual dance event from the past. This 
type of interpretati o n allows the visitors to view the dancing in the 
context in which it originally occurred. The appropriate surround-
ings and even time of day can all be portrayed . Authenticity requires 
that many consid e rations be dealt with: clothing, music, instruments, 
refreshments, location--all in addition to the dances themselv e s. An 
authentic re-creation, however, offers th e opportunity to inter p ret much 
more than th e dancers' mov e ments to th e music. The considerations above --
clothing, music, instrum e nts, refr es hmen ts, location--all b ecome a part 
of th e event viewed by th e visitors. A scandalized r emar k between staff 
members regarding th e way in whic h one danca-holds his partner may tell 
th e visitors more about wha t was acceptable than an int e r pre t er 's lectur e 
would. Auth en tic r e -cr ea tion of a dance event may also begin a week or 
more before the occurrence of the dance event. Baking, practicing music, 
making decorations, and other related activities may be portrayed a t 
the site in th e days preceeding the danc e itself. Advance preparations 
for the dance can also be discuss ed with visitors before the occasion , 
giving interpret e rs p lenty of time and material to work with. 
Some of the goals which an authentic re-creation of a dance event 
would achieve includ e the following: 
--Illustrate the celebration of holidays and calendar 
customs 
--Contribute to the interpr e tation of rites of pass age 
--Illustr a te social cohesion and interaction (To dance, 
individuals must work tog e th e r.) 
--Interpret the spiritual culture of the people in 
context 
--Portray a sense of community 
-- Allow visitors to deduce for themselves the 
similarities to today's dance and community func-
tions. 
A dance demonstration for the public. Demonstration of dancing 
may be done by the staff for visitors. The purpose is to illustrate 
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dances themselves without attempting to portray the context, historical 
setting, or social functions involved. These aspects of the original 
dance event, however, may be explained to viewers. Because the intent 
is not to present a dance event as it actually occurred in the past , a 
moderator or announc e r would not be out of place. Inst e ad, a narrative 
wo uld serve to increase th e illustrative and educational value of the 
visitor's experience. Demonstrations of dancing may take place at a site 
as a part of everyday interpretation or may be done as a part of a festi-
val, special event, special evening, or weekend. 
Goals in the use of dance demonstrations might include the following: 
--Interpret dance as a genre , as art and expression 
--Present a variety of types or styles together for 
comparison (a variety of ethnic groups' dances, for 
example ) 
--Pr esent a diachronic view of dance (d ance over time) 
--Spotlight a single genre outside of it s natural 
context 
--Point out to viewers the similarities to today's 
dance and community functions. 
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An educational dance program for the public. Dance may be included 
as one portion of a site's total educational program. An educational 
dance program may be as brief as one twenty-minute session or as long as 
a semester-length course, and it may include any single age group or a 
mixture of ages together. As with any educational endeavor, good teach-
ing technique will be essential. Whatever the format, the goals of an 
educational dance program would probably include these: 
--Teach the dances of specified time(s) or 
area(s) to the public 
--Give information about the dances' original 
contexts and functions 
--If tuition is charged, gain income for the 
site. 
Recreational dancing open to the public. A site or organ1zation 
may choose to sponsor a dance event for anyone who wishes to p articipate. 
The site may simply "hold a dance." In this case, the site or museum 
would not function as an authentic representation of any historical 
period or place, but simply as a park--the location for the dance to 
be held. In recreational dancing, the primary intent of the sponsoring 
site is not to educate the participants, although education may occur, 
but merely to have fun. 
A site which sponsors recreational dancing will provide music and 
a dance teacher or caller. Admission may or may not be charged. If 
admission is charged, recreational dancing for the public could be used 
as a money-making event for the site. 
These are some of the goals which recreational dancing can achieve 
for a site: 
--The primary goal of sheer play, to have 
a good time 
--O pport unit y for staff members and the 
pub lic to interact and meet each other 
(pub lic relations) 
--Creation of additional income for the site 
--A pprox imation of the original functions of 
the dance event. 
This final goal is significant. Recreational dancing most closely 
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approximates the original, authentic functions of the dances as they were 
done in the past--the functions of relaxation, fellowship, court ing, and 
fun. 
Dance events for the staff. Staff dancing provides a shared experience 
for co-workers and is an excellent add ition to staff parties . The 
visiting, cooperating, and relaxing involv ed in a dance party can help to 
int egrate new staff, volunteers, members of the "mus eum friends" organi-
zation, and even administrators with the front line, full-time staff members. 
Families and friends may also be included in an evening of pot luck dining 
followed by dancing. An evening of dance might also serve as a thank-you 
to volunteers, board members, and friends of the museum. For staff alone, 
dancing together can provide a practice for a dance presentation for the 
public. 
The goals of staff dancing might include: 
--Getting together to relax and have fun 
--Hel p ing new staff or others feel a part of the 
group 
--R e -cr eat i on of th e feel of a community dance 
event of the past. 
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The five types of dance programs outlined above are essentially 
"pure strains." A site which develops a dance program of its own is 
likely to develop a hybrid of its own to suit its individual needs, 
goals, themes, and objectives. Perhaps an authentic re-creation followed 
by an educational workshop or a recreational dance to pped off by a staff 
demonstration will fulfill an individual site's needs. Variations are 
no doubt infinite, but the five types outlined above should give site 
staff members a start designing a dance program to meet their needs and 
goals. 
CHAPTER FOUR: PLANNING A PROGRAM OF TRADITIONAL DANCE INTERPRETATION 
Outdoor museums and historic sites wishing to initiat e a program of 
traditional dance interpretation must deal with several initial considera-
tions. If the intent is to interpret the traditional dancin g which 
occurred at a given site during a given time period , the first step will 
be to substantiate through research that dancing did in fact occur at 
that site during that time per i od . Eventually, information will be needed 
concerning what ty pes of dance events occurred, which specific dances were 
don e , what social functions were fulfilled by the dancing, in what sur-
roundings and context the dancing occurred , and how the individual dances 
were performed. 
The second step is to determine whether a program of dance interpreta-
tion is indeed desirable, what the objectives of such a program wi ll be, 
and what type of program will be appropriate to serve the needs and goals 
of the site. A major topic of concern will be how a dance program would 
serve to enhance the site's established int e r pret iv e them es and objectives. 
Dance is a valuable tool in int erpretation because it is non-threaten-
ing, neutral, and easy for visitors to relate to. Dance clearly illustrates 
social systems and the human ecology of living in a community with others. 
Dance is also on e way of inter p r eting process and activity. An easi ly-
overlooked advantage to the use of dance is the way in which dance in-
t e rpretation can portray the complexity of the mental abilities of our 
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predecessors . The viewing of one contra dance with its complex patterns 
should be sufficient to dispel th e "sim ple peasants " myth from any 
watcher's mind. 
Dance has the potentia l to convey a variety of different interpretive 
themes to site visitors. Beyond "this is what dancing look ed like in 
1847," dance interpr e tation enters into the communication of social 
customs, of the celebration of rites of passage, of courtship, of play 
and leisure, and of community involv ement and networks. A site may choose 
to interpret dance as an activity to balance an otherwise heavy emphasis 
on work themes, as an introduction to a folk art in context, or as an 
activity which requires teamwork and cooperation. 
Once a site has d e cided to devel op a dance program , the first 
essential step is r esea rch. To achi eve any degree of authenticity, a 
traditional dance program must b e well grounded in res ea rch. 
In the field, at sites, research may be difficult to accomplish due 
to lack of staff, lack of time, or lack of available research resources. 
Several tactics may help to accomplish the required research. When se-
lecting an individual staff member to work on dance research, select a 
person who has an interest in the area of dance and , if possible, some 
prior experience and expertise. Give this staff member release.:ltime 
from other duties to accomplish th e r esearch tasks. A site may also 
keep a running list of areas in which research is needed. History, 
folklore, agriculture, or other appropriate departments of a nearby 
college may be contacted with the request that interested students be 
allowed to do research projects on the to p ics which th e site need assis-
tance with. For examp l e , Betsy Tyrie, a graduate folklore student at 
Western Kentucky Univ ersity , completed a semester-long research project 
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for th e Ken tu cky Museum . The study contributes to the inter pre tation of 
foodways at th e museum's log house and is titled "Docume nti ng Early 
American Fo odways : So urc es and Annotated Bibliogra phy " (Tyrie 1981). 
In add iti on , Tyr i e 's project fulfilled a "Museum Studies" course r eq uire-
ment . 
Referring to th e source list s and considerations list i n the 
following chapters as well as to the "S o urc es and Resources" c losing 
section may also exped it e r esearch efforts. Thes e sections a r e a ll 
meant to give dance researchers i deas and directions. 
In addition to the us e of a site's own research libr a r y and records, 
effor ts should be made for th e research e r to work in other , larger libr a ri es . 
State or r egional librar i es, a state historical society, research li bra ri es , 
manuscript collections, a nd arch i ves a ll hold valuable inf ormation for the 
ferreting-out. A vital key to the ferreting-out of inform atio n so 
specific as the dance traditions of a given locale and tim e per iod is the 
use of human resources. Libr arians can often save hours of labor by 
point in g a research e r t o just t he ri ght bib li og r aphy or journal. Dance 
historians, r esearche r s , and t eachers , too, can be of assistance. Anyone 
who has been in recent co ntact with potentia l resources i s in a pos ition 
to save th e site's researcher time. 
A ra p id inv en tor y of available r esources will narrow the field of 
poss ible sourc es down to the most h e l p ful from which the researcher can 
attempt to r eco nstruct the dancing of the pas t. If inf ormat i on regarding 
th e appropriate area a nd tim e per iod i s scant, informati on from nearby 
sim il a r communities may be us eab l e . A knowledge of migration and diffusion 
patte rn s may l ead th e researcher to applicable in format i on from other 
nearby areas if l oca l information is not ava ilabl e . 
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Basically, researchers need to find two types of information: 
evidence that dancing did occur in the area during the time period portrayed 
and some description of the dance event and its context. It will be neces-
sary to determine what t ypes of dance events occurr ed (Presidential balls 
or playparties?). Research will also be needed to reveal who danced, when 
they danced, and where they danced. Some evidence of which specific 
dances were done will be needed. How the dances were done may be found in 
other non-local sources if necessary. An idea of what functions dancing 
fulfilled in the conununity will be n eede d for a full inter pre tation of 
traditional dancing. A guide to what information will be needed is this: 
obtain enough information to answer the questions of the visitors. 
Information learned through res e arch will be of greatest value if put 
into short, easy to grasp, and memborable format for dissemination to staff 
members. During his work as Chief of Research and Interpretab .ri:;.i a.t 
Living History Farms in Iowa, Dr. Jay Anderson developed a model for 
th e clear and rapid sharing of research information with staff members. 
Anderson's format is a one-page capsulization of a single aspect of the 
research data. The information given includes a contemporary description 
of the item or event, who, what, when, where, the function of the item 
or evertwithin the community, and the interpretive significance. All of 
this information is included in one sheet which can be read and digested 
in just ten minutes. The name of this format, therefore, is a "1-10." 
The 1-10 format enables research e rs to communicate data to interpreters 
with maximum ease and minimum time investment. 
When using Anderson's 1-10 format, the scope of the data communicated 
must be limited to a single aspect of an it e m or event. (Anderson's own 
first 1-10 dealt with how to tell a Plymouth Rock from a Rhode Island 
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Red and th e im porta nce of each of these poul try breeds to Iowa's early 
settlers.) A 1-10 for dance interpretation might deal with the food 
served at a particular Christmas ba ll, babysitting provisions made for 
thr ee different dance occasions, how to "read" an iconographic source 
for needed information, clothing worn for an 1858 playparty, or the 
history of a single dance . Because each 1-10 covers only a single aspect 
of a topic, several (or even many) 1-l O's might be prepared to communi -
cate all of the im po rtant in formation about a particu l ar dance event . 
Th e following page i s an example of the 1-10 format as used for 
ra p id dissemination of information to int erpret ive staff members. The 
example is a 1-10 drawn up by a staff member from Living Histor y Farms 
in Iowa and was distrib uted to int erpretive staff members there . 
It is importan t that site researchers remember that some information 
is not possible or necessary to obtain. It is not essent ia l to p rove that 
everybody danced all the time. Establish instead what most peop le did. 
Which records are lost anct which records s urviv e and are available to us 
years later is often totally accidental. Researchers should find whatever 
information th ey can and then move on. Total verification and validation 
of a dance event and its context is not always possible with available 
resources and available time. Four or five solid sources which give 
support in g contextual information may be enough to base a dance program 
on. 
After researching wh i ch danc es were done and in what context, sites 
wishing to perform the actua l dances will n ee d to find out how to do 
those dances. Lear ning to perform traditiona l dances from books is not 
a reliable method. "How to folk dance" ty pes of manua l s are espec ially 
unr e liable in terms of music and context and even in steps a nd instructions. 
One - Ten Pioneer Farm 
BlRTll .u:HROL 25 . 
Visitors co:ning into the cabin some ti mes talk about the 
pr cdic.Jrr.cnt of a woman clo,_;:ieJ to having one child afte'r another 
with no means of preven ti:1 ;; conception. This is not t he case 
as so me methods of birth control have been available for 
centui;-i es . 
Metho ds raow n To Iowa Pioneers : There were two books circulated and 
a ccepted during the Iowa pione e r period. 
Robert Owen's , Mora 1 Phys iolo r.y; or A J3rief anci Plain 
Tre;:iti se on the Population Question, published 1831, inclu cled 
a brief di::;cussio n of birth control methods. "Owen recommended 
coitus interruptus, while arguing that the vaginal sponge 
[call ed a pessary in " receipt" books] was ineffective and the 
skin condom expensive and unaesthetic, 
Charles Knowlton, in 1832, wrote Fruits of Philosophy; or, 
The Pdva te Companion of Young M,1rried People. He reco mmended 
the douche to "wash out the semen" and further, "to add some -
thin g to the water that should not hurt the woman, but yet kill 
the little t ender animacules, or in other words, destroy the 
fecundatin g property of the semen .• " 
Abortion then, as now, is one option chosen by many women. 
Particul ar ly unfortunate was the lack of medical care which 
often re su lted in infection and death after self-induced 
abortion s . 
Some approx imate information on the menstrual cycJ.e was 
known ~hi c i1 al low ed some prev entive success for thos e wi th 
re guLir cycles . Frederick llollick, a young physicia n, .: ectured 
en th e an,'.!tomy and the menstrual cycle and was well received 
by his audience , mos tly women. 
What we don't know is how these books and practices were 
accepted in pioneer Iowa. We do know that "the Americ an birth 
rate fell throu ghout the nineteenth century, with a specially 
lar ge drop between 1840 and 1850." 
How Do We In terp r et Birth Control?: We could say that successful 
contr ace ptive methods result in the lack of children in the 
cabin. Often a discussion of the number of children in a 
family l eads to a discus s ion on whether or not a couple had 
any choice about pre gnancy. Of course, abstinence is the most 
effectiv e birth control and this is the method we will be 
practicin g at the cabin, N O W 
Cv--/e_~) 




Written pr im arily as recreational guides, "how to folk dance" books 
usually contain scant if any historical, contextual, or functional infor-
mation. The music included is often arranged for the piano and may re-
tain little of the flavor of the original renditions or instruments. The 
steps and instructions given may describe how a revivalist folk dance club 
does a dance and not necessarily how the dance was traditionally per-
formed. In some cases such "how to folk dance" books may be the only 
sourcesavailable for learning to perform a specific dance. If such sources 
are used, it is advisable that further substantiating information be added. 
Accurate re-creation of a dance from a written description alone is 
exceedingly difficult. Some experience with that particular dance itself 
or with related dances will be nec essary accompaniment to written dance 
descriptions. For example, a collection of dances published in Indiana 
in 1834 g iv es these directions for a dance called "Th e Young i-1i<i.ow11 : 
Chasse out side, up, down centre, up , cast off, six circle 
half round, first and third couples balance, and half right 
and left, leading couple swing round. (Brouillet 1834). 
No music or formation is given. Not even the numb e r of dancers is specified. 
Although this book is a localized, primary source, site staff members 
unfamiliar with this dance tradition would have difficulty reconstructing 
"The Young Widow" from the description given above. On an even simp l er 
level, when l earning a dance from a book, how will you know how fast to 
dance? 
At the very least, any s it e planning a program of dance interpretation 
will probably find it helpful to contact area dancers and dance groups and 
ask for assistance. Far better , however, would be to send a staff member 
to attend a workshop sponsored by a national organ i zation and taught by 
a professional dance historian and teacher or to br i ng a profess ion a l dance 
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historian and t eache r to the site to t each a workshop for the entire staff. 
Sending a staff member to attend an appropriate workshop taught by 
a professional would be ideal. (If the staff is unsure whether a given 
workshop's material would pertain to their site, a phone call to the 
sponsoring organization or to the teacher is an easy solution.) The 
staff member selected to attend should be someone who is already interested 
in dance and preferably someone who already has some background in the area. 
It is also critical that the staff member selected be a good teacher as 
he will become the site's active tradition bearer responsible to pass the 
knowledge he gains on to others. A staff member who attends a national 
workshop should go armed with all the inf ormat ion the site's research has 
uncovered regarding dance in the area. This information should include 
the names of any specific dances known to have been done at th e site. A 
workshop is an exce ll ent opportunity to ask the advice and sug ~e stions of 
the expert or experts present. Workshop attendance has the added advantage 
of communicating much of the feel and id ea of a past dance event to the 
participants--the fellowship, the sound of the music, the courting, th e 
feel of people working together to accomplish a dance. 
A second excellent option is for a site to bring in an exper t con-
sultant who can teach the entire staff to do the dancing which is to be 
interpreted. An int ens ive weekend workshop, for example, would give a con-
sultant time to r e view the site's research, work with the staff and the 
musicians, and offer concrete suggestions. The consultant should be 
informed in advance regarding which specific dances and what historical 
and contextual information hav e been foun d by site res ea rch e rs as well as 
what location and time pe riod the site portrays. This information will 
allow the consultant tim e to prepare sufficiently in advance and to consult 
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sources he knows of and uses. While he is at the site, allow the consultant 
time to work with the musicians as well as the dancers. Advice and sug-
gestions given to musicians can be as impor tant to the site's dance in-
ter pre tation as that given to dancers. A site may also request in advance 
that the consultant follow up his visit to the site with a brief written 
re port . This consultant's report may be a statement of tips, reminders, 
suggestions, sources and/or historical information. One caution in the 
us e of any other person's research--consultant, workshop teach er , or dance 
historian--is that staff members should be clear about which information 
gained is historical assumption or conjecture and which is known fact. 
Skills and knowledge of potential consultants vary widely . Site 
staff members will probably find it us ef ul to contact nation al or re g ional 
dance organizations for assistance is selecting a consultant who can fill 
the site's needs. The site's needs and goals may also be disc :vssed in 
detail with the consultant himself to determine whether he can offer the 
site the assistance r e quired. 
Before attempting to perform any dances for the visiting pub lic, it 
will be necessary to hold a staff training session for inter prete rs to 
learn the dances and to discuss th e interpretive themes the dancing is 
meant to convey. This staff workshop may be taught by a staff member who 
attended a dance workshop or by a visiting consultant. Dance workshops 
are pleasant because they ca n serve as recreational time and training in 
one. The staff's dance r esea rcher should briefly review for the group the 
information which research has uncovered. Printed summaries of the research 
information, such as the 1-lO's described above, might be handed out at 
the training workshop so that connectio ns between r esea rch data, individual 
dances, and interpretive themes will be clear to participants. Staff 
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members should be encouraged to ask questions, g iv e suggestions, and 
requ est additional information which they feel will be needed to interpret 
the dancing to the public . The meaning of the dancing and the entire 
dance event to th e peop le who originally did the dances at the site might 
be discussed, and the interpretive significance and themes should be clear 
to all. 
A preliminary worksho p for staff members should aim to make everyone 
as familiar and as comfortable as possib l e with the dances to be done for 
th e public. Music should be performed by the live musicians who will be 
performing with the dancers for the public. Practice might also include 
at l east one run-through in costume. Puffy sleeves, ti ght shoes, or lon g 
skirts may alter the way in which th e dancers are able to perform. The 
workshop teacher s hould be careful not to present too much information. 
Four or fiv e dances are all a group of in expe rienced dancers should be 
expected to deal with and are enough to base an inter p retive program on. 
A training session for dancing can be treated as a special event for 
staff members and could be combined with other festivities such as a pot 
lu ck to make it especially pleasant. Remember that, in most cases, dancing 
was originally don e as a recreational activity. Authenticity therefore 
dictates that staff members have fun while dancing. 
Some suggestions may be helpful for the staff member who is responsible 
to teach dancing to other staff members or to the visiting publ ic. The 
following is a list of hints and suggestions for dance te achers. 
1. Know the dances! A file card with not es may be 
n ecessary , but know how to do what's on the card. 
2. Know the words and tun e if the dance is a p lay-
party . 
3. Practice and work through new dances before 
attempting to te ach them. Work with a small 
group to be certain you understand how the 
dance works. 
4. Work with the musicians ahead of time. Agree 
on the music to be played. Agree on signals 
to indicate th e end of the dance. Give the 
musicians an id ea of the speed of the music 
before they begin to play. 
5 . For staff members , give a brief comment on 
the history and context of each dance to hel p 
the dancers understand the meaning of the 
dance . 
6. Ask the musicians to play the music through 
once before beginning to teach each dance. 
The music has much to do with the way a dance 
is perce ived and performed. 
7. If poss ibl e , arrange to have one group demon-
strate the dance so the others can see what 
they're aiming to achieve. 
8 . Teach each dance a section at a time and then 
a ll together. 
9. Make your explanations as clear as possible , and 
demonstrate where necessary or helpful. 
10. Call out each move of the dance before the 
dancers need to begin doing it. Let them know 
what's coming even while they're dancing. 
Always promp t the public through the entire 
duration of the dancing even if staff members 
cease to need prompting. 
11. Be certain the danc ers can hear you. 
12. If possible , don't dance yourself . It is much 
easier to spot problems and help with them if 
you ' re not dancing. 
1 3 . With the public, invite them to join in. Offer 
them a p l ace after they have seen what will be 
required of them. Never try to inti midate 
people into dancing. 
14. Always be open , polite, and non - critical--with 
staff and public alike . 
15. Don't be a perfectionist . After all, the 
goal is to be authentic. 
16. Be enthusiastic and enjoy the dancing 
yourself. 
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Some sites and museums will encounter special difficulties in the 
planning of traditional dance interpretation programs. Some will be 
dealing with the interpretation of groups which left little written record 
of their lives. Oral traditions or studies by cultural outsiders may be 
the only sources available to document a part icular culture. Those 
attempting to portray early Afro-American life, for example , may have to 
consult plantation journals and surviving photographs instead of news-
papers and diaries. In the early 1900's, the Bureau of American Ethnology 
published ethnographic studies of many Native American groups , bu t accounts 
given by the peop l e th emse lves are often scarce. Some Native American 
groups, however, may include individuals who are still active or passive 
tradition bearers and who could offer much information and assistance. 
Other groups, such as irrunigrants, may also have left little written record. 
Their portrayal might depend upon ethnographic work such as that done by 
Upton Sinclair in The Jungle. The example below is part of a detailed 
description of the food, music, location, guests, and clothes observed 
by Sinclair at a Lithuanian wedding in Chicago. Suggestions of sp a ce, 
seating, and vigor of dances and dancers are all visible in this small 
portion of the description. 
When Tamosz ius and his companions stop for a rest, as 
perforce they must, now and th en , the dancers halt where 
they are and wait pat i en tly. Th ey never seem to tire; and 
there i s no p l ace for them to sit down if they did. It i s 
only for a minute, anyway , for the leader starts up again 
in spite of all the protest of the oth e r two. (Sincl a ir 1950:12). 
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In the case of newly-arrived immigrant groups which l eft little 
written record, it may be necessary to consult the traditions of the 
country from which the peop le came. Th e probab ilit y that the immigrants 
were doing the dances of th ei r mother country is great. 
Other prob l ems with dance int erpre tation may occur as wel l as a 
la ck of written r ecords . It is poss ible that a site might lack th e 
musi c ians or th e instrum e nts to perform th e necessary music--in the case 
of the interpr e tation of the dances of Chin ese immigr an ts, for example. 
Skilled dancers may be required to perform some types of dances. In 
this case, a visiting dance group might be asked to handle the pe rforming. 
A site may also simply lack th e number of bodies required to present live 
dancing. A site with two paid staff members will have to rely on volun-
te ers or films to portray and int erpre t the dances of its locale and tim e 
period . Even though dancing was known to occur, a site may lack the 
appropriate cont ex t or location for an authentic portrayal. For examp l e, 
the staff of a museum which interprets the lives of lumb e rja cks might 
desire to int erpret the dancing known to have occ urr ed as a balance to 
the heavy emphasis placed upon work. Th e lumberjacks, how ever , may have 
actually done their dancing in town. Such a site would be unable to 
present an authentic setting, but might present the dancing as a demon-
stration instead. 
One e nduring difficulty with the study of dance is th e i nabi lity to 
accurately put into words or still photographs the actual movements and 
feel of the dancing. Modern technol ogy 's improvement of and increased 
availability of motion-recording devices is helping to overcome this 
prob l em. Vid eo ta p in g , filming, and sound recording devices are all im-
prov in g the recording of dance events. Keeping well in mind the lack of 
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information regarding historical dance events which is available today, 
sites, museums, and scholars of dance could benefit themselves and . others 
by recording now the dancing of toda y . Popular culture, too, should be 
collected as representative of today's dancing. Movies like Saturday 
Night Fever and They Shoot Horses, Don't They? and television shows like 
American Bandstand are valuable records of our culture. Popular culture 
books like Wanda Hickey's Night of Golden Memories and Other Disasters 
(Sh ephe rd 1974) and magazines like Seventeen with their portrayals of 
present day dancing are full of valuable ethnographic data. We should be 
consciously producing descriptive records of disco dancing , rock and 
roll dancing, jitterbu gg ing, today's ballroom styles , and even today's 
interpretation of historical and ethnic dances. We should be doing the 
accurate, well-documented contemporary ethnography which will so quickly 
become valuable to us as records of our own culture , 
CHAPTER FIVE: CONSIDERATIONS FOR RESEARCHING AND PRESENTING A PROGRAM 
OF TRADITIONAL DANCE INTERPRETATION 
Research will be the most difficult part of preparing a prog ram of 
dance interpretation. This chapter contains a checklist of considerations 
any or all of which an individual outdoor museum or historic site may wish 
to research and include in a program of dance int erpretation. The type, 
int ent, objectives, themes, authenticity intended, and audience are all 
factors which will enter into any decision regarding which of the following 
considerations will be addressed by a site in its int erpretive program < 
Outline of Dance Event Aspects and Considerations 
1. What type of dance event occurred? 
a. Ball 
b. Reception 
c. House party 
d. Dancing classes or less ons 
e. Barn dance 
f. Bee, barn-raising, or other work -relat ed event 
g. Religious events or activities 
h. Club or organization function 
i. Other 
2. Which dances were done? 
a. What were the names of specific dances? 
b. Were the dances for couples? solo? group? 
c. What was the make -u p of a typical even ing's program (the 
order of dances and other events)? 
d. By whom were th e dances written down and pre served? 
e. For whom were the dances written down and preserved? 
f. Why were the dances written down and preserved? 
g. How nPw were the dances being done? 
h. Other 
3. Purposes of the dance event 




b. Celebration of holidays 
c. Observance of rites of passage 
d. Release or escape mechanism 
e. Religion (communication with dieties, other) 
f. Fund-raising (by whom for what?) 
g. So::ial event (seeing far-away neighbors, other) 
h. Courtship 
i. Communication (a chance to share buisness information, gossip, 
other) 
j. Function of a club or organization 
k. Other 






















Functions may vary among age groups, social groups, other 
groups. 
Dance events may have structure or functions beyond the 
the consciousness of the individual dancers (to reinforce 
the importance of couples, other). 
danced? 
Only locals or visitors as well? 
How many people attended? 
How many people danced, and how many watched or engaged in 
other activities? 
What age groups attended, and how many of each? 
What status divisions were represented? 
What was the economic level of the dancers? 
What groups participated: family? clubs? the social elite? 
political? slaves? military? other? 
How were partners chosen? 
Who and how many were teachers or leaders or callers? 
Who organized the event? 
What was the balance or imbalance of sexes? 
Would there have been a variety of languages or accents? 
What were the occupations of the people? 
What were the religious backgrounds? 
What were the ethnic backgrounds? 
What individual idiosyncracies might have been visible (non-
dancers, other)? 
Other 
5. Where was dancing done? 
a. Indoors or outdoors 
b. In private homes 
c. In dance halls 
d. In ballrooms 
e. In barns or other farm buildings 
f. In churches 
g. In community buildings 
h. Other 
i. In which rooms? 
j. What was the layout of the event? (Where was dancing? food? 
drinks? music? other?) 
k. Where were any children? 
1. Where were non-dancers? 
m. Where were other activities such as card playing? 
n. Where was sleeping space for anyone who stayed overnight? 
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o. What spaces were female territory? male territory? young or 
old territory? other? 
p. Other 


















Time of day 
Time of week 





Who called the dances? 
Who decided which dance would be done? 
How were the dances announced? called? 
How did people learn to dance? 
From whom did people learn to dance? 
Was there a professional dancing teacher? 
What did the dancing teacher, if any, teach? where? 
Was there a dancing school? 
How was the teacher or leader or caller paid? 
Other 
8. Music and musicians 
a. What type of mu.sic was played? 
b. Which specific tunes were played? 
c. Who played the music? (Itinerant musicians? local people? 
a record player? other?) 
d. Who led the music? 
e. How many musicians played? 
f. What was the musicians' social class? occupation? age? other? 
g. How were the musicians paid? (Subscription dances? paid "on 
the corner"? admission fee? not paid? other?) 
h. How did the musicians learn to play? 
i. When and where did the musicians practice? 
j. What were the characteristic playing styles of the time period 
and location? 
k. What instruments were played? 
1. Was any of the music vocal? 
m. Did the musicians all play together? 
n. How long did each individual dance tune last? 
o. Other 
9. What other activities occurred in conjunction with the dancing? 
(It will be necessary to determine who, what, when, where, and 
what kind for each.) 
a.Bees, bean shellings, quilting parties, corn shuckings, tobacco 
strippings, barn raisings, or other work events 
b. Contests 
c. Storytelling 
d. Cards or other gambling 
e. Sporting events 
f. Picnics or barbeques 
g. Political events 
h. Religious functions (or interventions in the dancing) 
i. Children's activities 
j. Other 
10. Food and drinks 
a. What dishes, if an~ were served? 
b. By whom were the dishes prepared? 
c. When was the food prepared? 
d. Where was the food prepared? 
e. Where was the food served? 
f. How was food kept warm? cold? 
g. What beverages, if any, were served? 
h. Was alcohol served? What kind? 
i. To whom and by whom was alcohol served? 
j. Where was alcohol served? Other beverages? 
k. Was there a charge for food or drinks? 
1. Other 
11. Clothing 
a. Was everyday or special clothing worn? 
b. How much travel was involved for the participants? 
c. What was the time of year? 
d. What was the wearer's social level? economic level? 
e. Were items of clothing homemade? tailored? read-to-wear? 
f. What fabrics were used? 
g. What jewelry or other adornment was worn? 
h. What makeup was worn? 
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i. Specifically what styles and items were worn by men? women? 
children? Which were omitted (shoes, shirt, other)? 
j. What accessories were included? 
k. What range of social levels would have been indicated by 
clothing? 
1. Other 
12. Additional logistics of putting on a dance 
a. How much travel was involved for those who attended? 
b. What transportation was required? 
c. Did people stay the night after the dance? 
d. Where were vehicles parked and animals tended? By whom? 
e. Were special toilet arrangements made? How? 
f. Was any special lighting provided? 
g. Any decorations? 
h. Which, if any, furniture was moved in or out? 
i. Where were coats and wraps left? 
j. Was babysitting provided? 
k. Was there a cost to attend? 
1. What changes occurred in the dance event over time? 
m. Other 
13. Negative realities a site may wish to interpret 
a. A mixture of clothing types accoring to economic level may 
have been evident. (Don't reinforce stereotypes like the 
Grand Ole Opry clogger image.) 
b. Deodorant and other personal hygiene products or techniques 
may not have been used. 
c. Afro-Americans may have participated only as servants, on-
lookers, or musicians. 
d. An imbalance between the sexes would have been likely (or 
intentional as for some coming out parties). 
e. And many others. 
CHAPTER SIX : TYPES OF SOURCES FOR RESEARCHING TRADITIONAL DANCE 
The following four chapters contain descriptions of types of sources 
which a researcher of traditional dance may find helpfu l. Although 
l engthy, this listing of source types is doubtl e ss incomplete. The types 
given and the examples which illustrate them are intended as a point of 
departure from which individual museum and site rese a rchers can discover 
thos e sources which contain the information applicable to their own sites. 
Much of the information found during research work will vary and even be 
contradictory, so it will be necessa r y to piece tog e th e r from a uariety 
of sources as comp lete a picture of a site's traditional dancing as possible. 
These chapters are intend ed as a guide to typ es of sources which may hel p 
researchers to discover: 1) whether dancing occurred at a g i ven site 
during a given time period; 2) which dances were done; 3) what the 
significance , context , and functions of the dances were; and 4) how to 
perform the appropriate dances. 
In research work, full advantage should be taken of all the resources 
available: the site's own library, historical organizations, state libraries, 
university libr aries, archives, manuscript collections, research libraries, 
and other organizations and instituti ons . The potential value of peop l e--
human assistance -- should not be overlooked . Libr arians, dance organiza-
tions, dance historians, dance teachers, authors of books , and many others 
can offer invaluable assistance. Th e annotated "Sources and Reso ur ces " 
38. 
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section at the close of this paper includes addresses, bibliographical 
information, and other items to assist the researcher. 
Because research time is often limited, some sources will be of more 
value than others. The more localized a source is, in both geography and 
time period, the more reliable it will be in revealing what dancing took 
place. The more local the source, the less extrapolation and conjecture 
is needed to make use of it. A researcher should also be aware who wrote 
any particular source for whom and for what reason. Knowing the credentials 
of the author will allow the reader to make some judgements regarding 
reliability. Intended audience and intended use are just as important. 
A dance manual written for dance historians may be given more credibility 
than a.dance manual written for elementary physical education teachers 
because the former is likely to be more technically precise. First person 
accounts of dancing are the most reliable source of information. Described 
at the time of the actual evertby an eyewitness, a first person account 
has the added benefit of being unedited. Reprinting and editing of material 
further reduces reliability, because it becomes impossible for the reader 
to know what omissions, additions, and rearrangings have been made. An 
edited, secondary source, however, may include a bibliography which will 
lead the researcher to other, less-edited sources and even to the original, 
first person sources used by the author. Remember that even the best of 
sources are better when backed up by additional information. Bibliographies 
in books and bibliographic works will often point to additional potential 
sources of information. Time can become a critical factor for a researcher 
who selects diaries, newspapers, or other unindexed items as key infor-
mation sources. When indexed sources are available, they can save the 
researcher valuable time and effort--hours of pouring over difficult-to-
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decipher handwr itin g from a diary, for example . 
The chapters which follow and the examp l es th ey contain are a guide 
to where to begin lookin g for t rad ition a l dance infor mation. Th e examples 
are intended to sugg e st types of so urc es which dance researchers may find 
valuable. 
CHAPTER SEVEN: A GUIDE TO TYPES OF SOURCES FOR DANCE RESEARCH: 
CONTEMPORARY WRITTEN SOURCES 
Thi s chapter includes facsimile and reprint ed itions as we ll as 
original sources from the time per i od in which the dancing descr ib ed 
occurred. 
1. Collections of Dances 
This category includes a wide variety of materials , from books 
p ublished by dancing masters to notebooks ke p t by individuals 
who lik ed to dance . Co ll ec tions are not intended to give instruc-
tions in how to dance, but simply to record the order of the 
movements and some ti mes the music--with ju st a few explanatory 
notes in some cases . Researchers may find the in formation in 
these collections of dances hard to dec i pher wi th out th e he l p of 
a dance historian. Collections of dances r ange from lo ca l to 
regional in scope . They are l ess helpful in matters of context 
but g iv e specific inf ormation on th e pe rf orm ing of individual 
dances. 
Th e example below is from Th e Scho l ar ' s Compa nion and Ba llroom 
Vad e Mecum ... With Hints and Instru ctions Res pec ti ng To il e t, 
Deportment, Etc ., Etc. and illu st r ates th e l ac k of instructions 
4 1. 
(1. Coll e ctions of D:11,c~s) 
off e r ed for Lhe first b , o fi g ur es of 3 quadrille (lli l l grove 
1GS7::i4). 
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'l'h e followi:1~ 1 ex :imp l e fr e,m :1 r e rr.int V~!rsion of Plil yfcn l' :1 fumons 
Th e f'n(J l_i sh_ Danci .ng M::ist e 1- , wl,i c h was fit·st: pub li shed j n 1G50 , 
al s ,) rni 9ht r equ ire somt-: ass .isl,:rnc e in t.l,e deciµh c--rinq , a l though 
th e symbols and abbre v iation s used are defin 2d i n th e book 
(Pl ayford 1977:29) . 
(1. Collections of Da nc es ) 
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These manuals may be more use, tL) site researc h ers than a r e simple 
collections of dances. Dancing manu a ls g ive in st ructi o ns how to 
actually perform the mov e ment s and steps of th e dance. Illustra-
tions found in dan c ing manu ,ils will be o f additional help with 
clothing and sett in0 as well as how dance movements were performed. 
Often including etiquette and deportm,~nt .ins tr.u c tions, dancinq 
manuals may offer many keys to th 8 D)nt e xt of the original dance 
event . 
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(2. DancinCJ Manu.::i.ls) 
In this modern example from Tl~.::. Comr.,le t e Book of Ba llr oo m Dancir~, 
the au thor exp lains one portL:m of the "Si ng le Lindy Basic " 
(Steph e::nson 1980:106) . Notice that th ese photog r aphs tEll m1.:.ch 
ab o ut c l othing, hairstyles, hmJ the dancers hold their pa rtn ers , 
the way the dancers loo k at one anotJ- ,er , and tJ-;e ti me pe riod 
during which the Lin dy was do ne . The illustr at i on a lso t e lls 
th e reader how t .o p ,Jrform the Jane e step . 
J 
j 
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3. Sheet Music and Music Books 
Books and sheets of music printed during the appropriate time 
period are key elements in accurate dance interpretation. Some 
libraries have collections of early sheet music, and bibliographies 
covering the printed music of specific time periods or regions are 
often available. Information regarding musical instruments can 
sometimes be found in or deduced from music sources, too. 
If the tim e period is right, the researcher who uncov er s a title 
such as this one is certain to have struck a goldmine ; Musician's 
Omnibus; Containin g Forty Setts of Quadrill es , Includin g Waltz, 
Polka a nd Schottische, With Calls, and an Immense Collection of 
Polkas, Etc. for th e Violin, Flute, Coronet, Clarionette, &c._ 
(Howe 1 864 ) . Not only does this source promise mus i.r.:, .,ut it 
inclu des dance calls and an indic a tion of appropr iat e instrum en t s 
as well. 
4. Accounts of Dancing 
Accounts of dancing may be found in trav e l e rs' records and accounts. 
Other official and unofficial articles and reports may also includ e 
descriptions of dancing which the authors observed. One danger in 
the use of accounts of dancing is that if the observer and author 
is not a member of the culture he observes, misinterpretation of 
aspects of the dance event are possible. Still, an outsider view-
ing a danc e event may include details which to an insid e r are too 
insignificant to me ntion. As with other first person sources, 
the fact t hat accounts of dancing a re rec orded by those who actually 
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(4. Accounts of Dancing) 
observed the dancing themselves makes these resources valuable. 
The background and intent of the author, however, should be taken 
into account. 
In this example from 1642, a Jesuit missionary observed a Huron 
Indian dance. His observations are from The Jesuit Relations and 
Allied Documents: Travels and Explorations of the Jesuit Mission-
aries in New France 1610-1791 (Thwaites 1959: vol. 23, pg. 213). 
The dance consisted of three parts. The first represented 
various encounters of enemies in a single combat,--one pur-
suing his foe, hatchet in hand, to give him the deathblow, 
while at the same time he seems to receive it himself, 
by losing his advantagei he regains it, and after a gre~t 
many feints, all performed in time to the music, he f iHally 
overcomes his antagonist, and returns victor.ious. 
The more closely related his own culture is to the culture which 
the observer describes, the more reliable his interpretation of 
the dance event is likely to be. For this reason, a reliable 
source for America's White society of the 1830's, for example, 
might be the work of the Englishwoman Mrs. Trollope, Domestic 
Manners of Americans (Trollope 1832). 
Entire bibliographies of travelers' accounts are available and 
may be of assistance to some sites. 
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5. Advertisements in Newspapers, Broadsides, and Other Sources 
Advertisements may yield valuable information for the dance 
res e archer. In an attempt to sell a prod u ct, an advertisement 
may give considerable information concerning the context and 
function of the product's use. If the reader must be convinced 
of the product's value, a complete descri p tion and reasons for 
its usefulness may be included. Advertising may also be seen as 
an index of what the public of the time period desired. Adver-
tising gives an indication what people were willing to spend 
their money on (and how much money they were willing to spend). 
Adv e rtisements of use to dance researchers may be for dance 
instruction, a dance event , musicians, clothing, and so forth. 
Th ese examp l e s from the 1 89 7 Sears catalog r evea l no t: c,n ly t he 
names of currently fashionable dances but also the fact that the 
violin was an important dance accompaniment and that, evidently, 
anyone might aspire to prompt dances (Sears Roebuck a nd Company 
1968:541). This advertisement also gives the titles of four 
books which might individually be pursued by the researcher--
through interlibrary loans, for example. 
(5 . Advertisements in News papers , Broad~id e s , a nd Oth e r So urc es ) 
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>, '1) 7'-ill'.! Hf'\ i,,·, l l· .1 1111o111 <.f 11;_.i,:·c; l, '11: 1 \ 1ilk C ail 
Ho,,h a1.i1 H ,1H j<, ,0 111 l 'r, .11q,1,·r. ' l"!i· -. ,., ; 11,1r; i... t 11or -
111n · ti\r r ,• \ · 1-.i·d :io , I i i'. i-.1r i1, -,1 b \·,11. i !-· r. 11.i d ,r , ·, ·1uo11, 
lt,1,\ l11 cal! .. n li~ u r,·~ ,of t , ·1·r \· d . .11,·• · tl,o J,• 1 11.-1J1 1' , 
1•ft h , · {;,rm :,n . a-- ,\ ·II :1 ~ ,,n 11·1·· ~l 1\.lc ltJ ,lt-1 ,,11 
IIH ' llt: '...\J (l:l~t ,. l \q ; , p , ·,· tal JI! h ' t •. . ~IJ .'M.I 
, . ..... , .,:..·, · 1 ,,·1.1 , 
48 . 
1~ e ad v e rtisem e nt below is from an l A27 new spape r and offers 
several items of inf ormat io n . First, there was suff i c i e nt 
in terest in Bowling Green , Kentucky , i n 1827 to support a danc i ng 
set .col . Additio na ll y , inst ruct i on took pla ~e at t he home of 
a n individual, th e in str uc tion was given Ly a mal e , th<1 yow- ,g 
l adies and g~ ntl emen received sep a rat e instru c tion, and 
scholars from out of to wn wer e expected , too. 'I'he ,1d in c lu des 
th e n ames of thr ee individu a l s a ny or a ll of which mi <Jht yield 
adJ.itional in fo.c mation if p ur sue d. 
( 5 . A.:J.,,erti:;em,,nt.s jr . Ne1.,1sr,c:.i:,c:rs , Broads!.dcs , i't,1<1 C.dter Sou 1:cc.:s ) 
-~------- -·-- ·------- ------ ---·-1 
i 
·~t ~ "A'f.'li":····,;, ... ,.~. ti .>I'S 11 '\'."'i.'l~'7\r.J.."a·' I! 
.i;.,11..i;;;., ,..<,1' vi~Y. ~ ..... '!.VJ..i. . .L-.t.,d.'fJ £. t 
E. JI /$ ,_-LL.. .. 1' 
·fl""")LGS bt~e to i1.iL·,1~ th e ciiiz~11~ ofB i,tt-
_f[) l~,,t;rr·e1i :;Iii ] it:< vicinil), t l1;\I LC: in;r:,1ds I 
oi'c 11i11i q SCI!UOL, .:it !lie liDuse rif".'if.-s. I 
£. ]( ,iio , 011 F riday, tlse ::J,t i 11sta1,t, ,,t 10 I I r,'t lu\k',.-\ .. ~- for i l:P pi: rr1c,;"~ d( gi > j ' 'b J~ ,, ) ~> td 
you11g I ,a,hi :o: and ;t t C 0 d,)ck, I', MO l"r U e! 1~ ! 
tl t·mc11. Tl ,u,e wl,c, liecc,rrw ,r liola rs, arc re· i 
q11e,tr,d l0/ 11tend i,t tllf' C'dl:!m• ·n t:e!IJl'l !I L,ftiic Ii 
,r:~,in1i", ,1£ it k1H:crss,11y th:,t tlie;,; , l1ould } l 
I 
l CCL'i re, lli~ f1 n,t ] t' :,SOn_, a.t _the E:1rni.! fj rne. · ·J . 
((J l· lll terms, 1'11! 1uir·c at tl•e lfar ,)[Mr. i'i!. I 
\V. H cnry.- -Scpt. l"1,·1ll'..!7,, : :.• -, : <J3-3t' 
---~=--=~ ---~-~_-J 
4 '). 
Adv ert.i.s i1vJ broads i dc~s , t oo , may c:or,tain a.nnounceme:1ts o f th e 
open in g of d .:rnc ir FJ schoDls , r.lw -:1vaj l a!:,ilit y o . .: d ,,,n c 5 ri r,2 sl. i rpe r.·s, 
o r th a occasion of a ball. 
Librar y or a rc h i ve broad s ide col l ect ions may also inclu de broad-
sides wh ich a r e not s tri ct l y ao.•,e:ctisemer,t:~ but wh ich m:'ly be of 
.:i. b:coaJsid 1~ Lcom the Uni vers it ·y of Gec.rq i :, Lihrary c~num,' r a tinq the 
ruh is of Savannah , Geor g ia's, d.:1nci r,g , \ SSl: .rtb l'j, some of which 
fol. lo w h e r e (Hummel 10 71: 315). Suc h a docum e n t as this will 
giv, i t he r ese archer ma n:/ clu e s to th e cont t., :<t of the dan c in9 which 
t c,nk p l 3c, :•. 
so. 
(5. Advertisements in Newspapers , Broadsides , and Other Sources) 
Rules and Regula ti ons for the Dancing Assembly of Savannah ... 
Each Assemb l y to open with Minu ets , beginning p r ecisely at 
Half Pa st S ix o 'Clock .... Every Lady mall stand up when h er 
Number is ca ll ed , and no Lady shall sit down till every 
Couple Shall have gone through the Dance ... . No Gentlemen 
r e sidin g in, or within 15 Mil es of Sava nn ah , who is not a 
Subscriber, Sha ll be adm itt ed .... An/Subscriber intr oduc in g 
a Stranger (Lady or Gentleman) !:hall be ans.,.;erab l e for any 
imprope r Introduction .... No Card-playing until th e Country 
Dances begin. No Gentl ema n t o be adm itt ed in Boots .... 
Savannah, 19th November , 1790. 
6. Articles in Newspapers 
News pape r articles about dances often in clude a great deal of 
information regard i ng decorations , refreshm en ts, music, dances 
done, and clothing . Newspape r articles are in te nded b8r.h to 
impr ess thos e who did not attend and to satisfy those who did. 
Newspapers of neighboring towns may report each o t hers' soc i a l 
events more thoroughly than their own . 
I n the example be lo w, the 1 880 "Lea p Year Hop" of Frankfor t, 
Kentucky, i s described. Many state congressmen were in attendance. 
Portions of a descriptive n ewspaper ar ticl e fo llo w (Th e Daily 
Yeoman 1/ 12 /1880 ): 
(6. nrticl ~s in N0q s papers) 
,---- -- - - - -· - ·-· ·--·- -----· ·--- - · ··- · 
~I d f. I. i . •\ l' '. t-A l{ ~ J, J ? . 
rrankiurt ne·;er er. j oyed ,l more dc-
li~;:,1.f·!~ o.:L·;ision th:u1 that 0f Fr.day 
oi,;ht. Th~ ball r :-,o m w as a hla!e of 
sp lendor from nin e o'cl ·ick P. llL until 
four o'clo ck A. M. Di s tin g ui shed gentle· 
men from ;.II p :nh c,f the State were pre,' 
ent, and, as it was an c:ve11t especially d~-1 
voted to thq• en:krn cn , it hives u s pka ·;ure 
to n oteh ow tbe y arr,c;,recl. Thnc maybe I 
some slight f;:ult, anrl 01,fr ;, ic,110 in the 
de ; criptions of co s tumes wl.i cli f0li::,w, I 
but as the se t:Hn;:s oft e n o c:c ur, t' :e n 111 
reportorial outli11c .; of the ks s eL.bo,.1tt I 
t oi lPtles of the gentler se x , we will s ur ,~ly I 
be· pardoned fur any short ( o1nin;:. The 
n:p ,,ner's d,· sig n Ins teen to rh ·tll more 
1tpon th,~ con~pi, ·uou,ly fin e 1:a.rr.ieDt s 
th .ill 111H•n the promin~nre c,f i11di, 1r.lu.,I ,;. 
Th e titl es_ c,1 g entlemen h;He been s tudi· 1' 
o u, ly 01<11tted. an ,l. 1n r,r,lcc to ' i,:ue rhe 
c orr."positur, \\'e gi ve only i11i1i.,L. j 
Ir i•. prop e r lO say that th~ l adies on 
thi s o ,J s ion we re modestly attirtd, ar,<l 
c.i c h a s a h, ;q t ss beh ,1ve ,\ very p~ettily .. 
The Jat1 ,e was ope ne d in rat her a fc:v-
cri ; h w,,y by h i, r :,, .<:lkn c y of th e Co111-l 
, n or,wralt h of I..::<:t, u cky, who h.,<l fur h is 
, ·;s ., ~,is the li i;ht ,tnd graceful Scn :uc,1 
Lom Kcntu r,. Th ..: '.c,nner wore· an Cl'. · 
qui ,i tc saffrnn r.ln:s c<oa t, trimin t d with 
Yellow Ja c k button s , o,·er the breast of 
whi c h l a y , ix gold medals: A'. one time j 
in u1c d.tnc...-1hc S enaloria.1 l· 0 0te Lore 
nil,er hea v ily ur, o n the E,e<:1Jt1ve roril, I 
out a p«rd un wa ; freely gra11tcd upon 
bei n ,: 1•.i l!rel~ · a ·.l:rd. 1 
\\" .rh thi , 111·, lu,k we r11te 1 up on ti ,e : 
l.i, 1t: f ,:<,tn, I 
7. l.c~ttcrs 
C. l ,· !,:ciJ: ,"\\.:r. (·n 1- -A L ufi , I LJ ·~· t'. 
1
1 
r • l ,· .-,n ,\ n·,nr.c.:.,1ns-s.:al 1 1 ioc h 1<~1 1.r.• •. :i ... l I c. ~ I 
,:o~t- 'f · A. (C,l<lw cl i ;. _f-r, nccto n 11,a,L_ic 
.; L O~)li t i..: lim~ -&\ Oll C ~l\H l :;. ~fH,ft -h u . n 
,~v,r c crt~ Al 10Jt bis neck, ~r. l bl ,.:\i. f)erk -
1.r:1au, , J f ti cu l nc:..r d?'r(' 11.1.nt:11,,ons . He) .~ :;. re:. 
tle• nf'' f l. rs li<aJ. . I A. c. i (J.Ytn j- -\'t~;s) u;!\qu ~ t()tktl e o f :o · 
I b jccn }cJYC'S 
I 
on tclq,h c nr: wir:e; :, n ar g usy 
! \:~,j 1a.r, ;it ld !l!J hr 1urnp ~k t' sto ck. 
1 
I 
c_ G . t I• J·,1css )_- J·1neg a rn•'.t· co ,ore<l" ~Ion· 
arch i.u!tf\ ur1d t'r Ure ~::. w ith l 1el,1s ov _rs ktrl 
i n 111an}· l~)'th. Only d.1nced tl.1t: g.:Lllop. 
I }< . _A.. C. 1::\a s,.H1 }- ·Sky -bl tat . 111dtp•·:i,\enl dem :-tr<'1n, 1':de grr-t'n p<d,1n:i1:i~, c,1rd111:d 
\ ~a ... h an,t p,dl'. \t · :l '.")W ~ t K\;ing s ~ a very mod-
e -I ~c.st·J:11<. ( l '.sm lll :t,l in t·J.~ bac lc,:ro und• 
Oil ;!(: ( QC ·.t of a ':t..JfO .) . 
T. J . \Mon1.;um:ry)-l\ea111ifol mule -sk111 
Y..::-.t ~ c e.irg1an t!UW ::>Cf ~. (D Jnccd a fox-
!r Gt. 
fair lca thtf l;oo t•:, <le.:d ~ulri car-rinr ~. .. 
C. L K . (J..w1enc,L urg) - · He1ntl!Ul 
I\ , r,d L ii!ia rci i>ln1ose, wit h Mcl !r ayer ur,.ier 
I , k irt.' 
l. T . W. (llarr ) -Su~erL red flanne l 
Lret. ch es , "ith p ,int lace trimming s , Byr, 1n 
co l hr, pcA:1 ;)rn:i.n:er,ls. . 
L. C. F. (Ldlloh) -- -Jsl, ,od .thrr st, • ;ocl,s , 
aJJ;gato r pcmps
1 
c;-rnva :.St"tl h 1ms, and r:t litt\e 
fur cap. A p ,cture• q u e and unique _re pre-
!\Clitat 1c:n [If the vl:\ u.l kt'n hu cktt 1n :11!'-
L3c\: h•ir. . 
11. Jl. :';. (\\'Jrr ,,a )-i le rtj're -en1eo -he I 
C tu1 \1f flnv.ers ; w 0re ,\ n rn11rmou c; l, Jnqu~t 
upon hi-.. ho!'"lffi; a R ( mJn tog:;.\; \Vt:1 lin~ton 
I 
b y, !!=-:in<l ~,,~1rs . 
S. S. ( LJ.S . A.) --- l(ich l ·ll1'1:n ,.: ov er dre ss , 
51r iperl ~;oLki: Jg~· ; ~t:i.r o:-n3:11ents. . I J . .-\. C. ( h a.i :.i"u::;- Ua , oratt white 
\ ~ wi st, ; ;,rinrr ss:.:---t .~ir orn .i mcr"Ms . 
J. I!. lJ i l ; orrari\ )----P, nl. an d w illt ,· ope ra 
c\. .. ) .1\.:-. wa !s:(oal or ,zree n s.:tin, na\·y -blue 
p .1n1aloons . cut Knickerbocke r , heaJ -<lre s, 
with chenile ,nd grass trimmings. 
T. 1-.. T. (Franld ,,rrJ-Gold foil t oil ette, 
I 
p ure r-bin o rnaments. . 
J. I' . S. (~~~)~~·=le satin tight, , 
Sl. 
Person,11 l e tt e rs may hold first p2rson c1ccounts of d .1.nc ing attended 
or :Jbserv, ~d . Ui:le:s. ·, in dexl!d or in...:1.udcd as a part of a printed 
coJ.lo c tion, h o wever , lett. ,~rs can l.)1;; time-consuming to US (! as 
52. 
(7. Letters) 
source. Pouring through handwritten pages without knowing 
whether any information is to be found can use up valuable 
research time. 
This exerpt from a letter written in 1788 is found in the Mary-
land Historical Magazine's article "Letters of Molly and Hetty 
Tilghman" (Tilghman and Tilghman 1926). 
Plays, Balls (yes Balls) visits and serenades, fill'd up 
both night and day. The vulgar r e freshment of sleep, was 
not even thought of for one Week, and at the end of it, 
gay ones look'd accordingly, pale and Haggard. (Molly 
Tilghman, July 7, 1788). 
8. Diaries and Journals 
Like letters, diaries can involve the researcher in more time 
than is profitable to spend. If indexed or reprinted, they may 
be more expeditious to use. In diaries, great variation exists 
in amount of detail included and accuracy of description. Still, 
a first person record of any event is more credible than a second 
or third person retelling. 
This example is from the Pennsylvania Magazine of Historical 
Biography's article "The Diary of William Black" (Black 1877). 
Beyond the dancing itself, information is offered concerning 
refreshments, other activities, and the layout of the event. 
(8. Diaries and Journals) 
... in a Room back from that where they Danc'd, was 
Several sorts of Wines, Punch, and Sweet Meats, in 
this Room, those that was not engaged in a Dancing 
Match might either Employ themselves at Cards, Dice, 
Back-Gamon, or with a Cheerful Glass .•.. (Annapolis 
1774). 
53. 
The above two examp les are both taken from Jim Morrison's book 
Twenty Four Early American Country Dances, Cotillions, and Reels 
For the Year 1976 (Morrison 1976) and are an example of the use-
fuln ess of other researchers' work. Quotes, sources, and biblio-
graphic entries may all lead to material the researcher is seeking. 
9. Etiquette Guides 
Guides to et iqu e tte are not only found as entire books but as 
chapters or sections of other books such as dancing manuals as 
well. Etiquett e instructions are of interest in that they reveal 
not only what th e social elite were doing (the instructions on 
what to do in order to be p rop er ) but also what the common-people 
wer e doing (the instructions on what not to do in order to be 
proper). 
The following example is from The Etiquette of New York To-day, 
published in 1906 (Learned 1906:43). 
(9 . Etiquette Guides) 
An awning and a carpet are always at the street entrance 
on the occasion of all danc e s; men-servants are employed 
to attend to calling carriages; maids are in the la dies ' 
dressing room to care for wraps. 
10. Legal and Religious Records and Publications 
54. 
Because of ea rly religious stands against dancing, religious 
publications may offer helpful descriptions of what exactly was 
considered to be sinful--what people were doing that th e church 
felt the need to speak out against. In locations and per iods 
in which law was in the hands of the church, official regula-
tions may reveal penalties which were handed out with a descri p -
tion of the offense, an indication of what was actually being 
done by at least some segment of the populace. 
In "An Arrow Against Mixt Dancing," Increase Mather reveals that 
the sinfulness of dancing lay largely in its involvement of both 
sexes together (Marks 1975:31). 
But our question is concerning Gynecandrical Dancing, or 
that which is commonly called Mixt or Promiscuous Dancing, 
viz, of Men and Women (be they elder or younger persons ) 
togeth er : Now this we affirm to be utterly unlawful, and 
that it cannot be tollerated in such a place as New-England, 
without great Sin. (1865). 
Laws against dancing in some cases remain on local law books to 
the present day. Older l egislation may be sought through 
courthouses and legislatur es or through articles such as "Danc e 
55. 
(10. Legal and Religious Records and Publications) 
Regulations of 1747" found in the Rhode Island Historical Collec-
tion, Volume 23, April 1930 , pages 56-59. 
A bibliography of anti-dance books pub lis hed from 1685 through 
1963 is found in the book The Mathers on Dancing (Marks 1975: 
79-91). It is important to note, however, that not all religious 
or legal records involving dance will necessarily be negative. 
Some church records, for example, might reveal that a dance was 
sponsored by th e congregation. 
11. Military Records and Accounts of Military Life 
Accounts of military dancing may occur in official mJl,~ary r ec ords, 
i n diaries and letters of servicemen, or in the records left by 
th ose who had dealings with the military . The staff of a site 
which interprets the life of a military organization will find 
sp ec ialized records which apply to their site but not necessarily 
to th e general surrounding populace. 
This diary exerpt is from a manuscript in the Kentucky Library's 
manuscript collection and was written by a young woman who was 
glad the Union forces had arrived and captured Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky. Even this scrap of description tells the reader who 
sponsored the dance, where it was held, that the li ghting was 
bright, that spirits were gay, and that the event was called a 
"ho p . II (Nazro n.d.:n.p.). 
(11. Military Records and Accounts of Military Lif e) 
It is a curious thing how war and gaiety go together. 
The sound of "revelry by night"--bright lights shining 
"ov e r fair women and brave men"--might have recalled 
Waterloo to some, last night at the pretty hop--given 
by the officers at headquarters. (Josie L. Nazro, 
Aprill, 1862). 
12. Magazine Articles and Stories 
56. 
Magazine stories may give the researcher helpful information. 
Dances themselves as well as context may be revealed. It is 
neces sa ry, howev er , to rememb er that in ficticious stories, 
th e reader has no way to know where fact and fiction divide. 
In factual articles, the information given may be better relied 
upon. The researcher will still ne e d to be aware of the writer 's 
expertise and intent. 
In an article titled "Th e Public Dance Halls of Chicago," 
Jane Addams addressed the readers of the Ladies' Home Journal. 
Th e article is a goldmine of detail not about the dances them-
selv es but about the context of the entire dan c e event. (Addams 
1900:22). 
The clever inv es tigators, two young married couples, found 
that eighty-six thousand people freq uented the 328 dance 
halls on a Saturday night; that of these the majority were 
boys between the ages of sixteen and eighteen and gir ls be-
tween the ages of fourteen and sixteen .... In one case the 
investigator saw a young girl held while four boys poured 
whiskey from a flask down her throat, she pr otesting half 
lau ghi ngly all the time that she had never had anything to 
drink before. An hour later sh e was seen intoxicated. 
57. 
(12. Magazine Articles and Stories) 
Further information in the same article shows that one dance hall 
owner wished to improve his establishment. This single sentence 
tells much about the dance halls' physical design (Addams 1900: 
22) • 
He was told he must close his saloon, abandon his wine room, 
separate the toilets for men from those for women, and put 
in drinking fountains. 
13. Club Minutes 
In times and places where dances were sponsor ed by clubs, club 
minutes may contain information about the planning and the details 
of the occasions: decorations, music , refresh ments .- ?.;rpe nses and 
so forth. 
The Bowling Green, Kentucky, Rotary Club minutes found in the 
Kentucky Library include information about "Allen Albert Rotary 
Night" which included a speaker and a soloist followed by 
dancing to "Billy Whiteman and His Collegians." The event took 
place on May 26th of 1936 at 7:00 p.m., and admission was one 
dollar. 
14. Autobiographies and Autobiographical Stories 
Books in which the author deals with occasions and situations 
which he himself has experienced may be classified a~ first person 
sources. Although autobiographical accounts may be fictionalized 
58. 
(14. Autobiographi es and Autobiographical Stories) 
to a degree for the purposes of the story being told or due to 
the workings of memory, these accounts still have th e advantage 
of being first person retellings. 
Home Grown includes the account of a dance held in southeastern 
Michigan. Along with detailed descriptions of clothing, furni-
ture, dance calls, and other contextual items, the following 
paragraph is found (Lutes 1937:263-264): 
He murmured stilted words, and she got up and went with him 
to the other room. Cory and I were thrilled. It was a strange 
thing--and sweet--to see them go around and around that way, 
slowly, not very close together, their bodies hardly touching, 
William's one hand supporting Jennie's back, the oth er clasped 
in Jennie's--lifted high. They did not speak. Th ey looked very 
solemn. I thou gh t Jennie look ed as if she might cr y t 7illiam ' <:' 
face was set and stern. When th e waltz was over, th ey walked 
back to where she had been sitting, he bowed and l eft her, and 
went out of doors to where some of the other men and boys were 
standing. 
The seemingly unhelpful paragraph above contains many items of 
interest to the researcher. Clues reveal the number of rooms 
involved, that the dance was a waltz, that the waltz was slow, 
how the partners held each other, that their solemness was not 
the norm, that women were generally indoors and men were generally 
outdoors. Such seemingly uninformational paragraphs as the one 
above often yield helpful information. 
CHAPTER EIGHT: A GUIDE TO TYPES OF RESOURCES FOR DANCE RESEARCH: 
RETROSPECTIVE WRITTEN SOURCES 
This section includes sources from time periods later than the period 
during which the described dancing occurred. 
1. Scholarly Journals 
Journal s of dance, music, folklor e , anthropology, or sociology 
may contain information relating to dance events. Indexes often 
make the inform at ion in th ese journals accessible, but the articles 
themselves may be so esoteric as to be of li .ttle v a lue to a site. 
"Play, Role Reversal and Humor: Symbolic Elements of a Tewa Pueblo 
• 
Navajo Dance" in Dance Research Journal describ e s a dance Pueblo 
Indians perform as a humorous mimick of their Navajo n e ighbors. 
Although dealing with Pueblo dance, this article would be of littl e 
value to the researcher attempting to uncover typical Pueble dances 
for interpretation. (Sweet 198 0 : 4-5 ). 
Also, "couples" occasionally left the line to dance in the 
waltz p osition or to have their pictures taken by a friend. 
These antics caused the Pueblo audience to laugh uproariously 
becaus e ... they consider such actions typical of the Navajo 
but impro pe r for the Pueblo. 
---- - ---- - -
59. 
60. 
(1. Scholarly Journals) 
On the other hand, the article "Th e Missouri Play-Party" from the 
Journal of American Folklore (Ames 1911:295-318) discusses the 
author's recollections of playparties popular in the 1880's--
church taboos, how invitations were spread, individual texts, and 
more. This a rticle may be of considerable value to a r ese archer. 
2. Popular Dance J o urnals 
Dance journals which are intended for the enthusiast rather than 
the dance scholar cover a wide rang e of dance fields ranging from 
Western square and round dancing to international folk dancing. 
Th e reliability of journals and articles can be ascertained only 
by knowing th e credentials and intent of th e author o-t •,!r.>_ch 
in d ividu a l article. 
This portion of an article called "Chinese Costume and Embroidery" 
from Let's Dance gives costuming information for Chinese ethnic 
dance groups, but the authority of the author is unclear (Bacon 
1981:5). 
61. 




The Chinese perfected the art of r·cverse e:nhroider; using 
a fine or.e stranded s ilk on a s ilk <Jr ,,und, one ne<'dle and t1-10 
embroid e rers sitting on either side of a vc r t iCJl f r <1rne, passing 
U-1c needle between th em, creating identical pat te rns un eilch 
side. Ot:her embroidery stitches used 1·1ere the L 1n9 and shor t 
stitch, voiding, which i s rows or are:1s of sati n stitc h dividcct 
by very n.1rro1~ open spac e s , couching of t•,·10 metal parallel 
trll'ead s into coilsordesigns, or a heavier y ,1rn or thr ea d cou ch-
ed into a badground or l arge flat area, the Chine se or Peking 
knot, and l ess seldom seen the cross- s titc h roundels used on 
lin en s in small vi llag e s . 
1 
L ______ 
·--- ~----- -- -
2 
·--------------- - ··--
3. Social Histori e s 
A history which concentrates upon the soci~ l or cultural institu-
ti .an s of a grou t' of people may be a source of in.formation re:garding 
that group's dance ever ,t s. 
Burt Feint.uch's acti.cl .e "Dan c .ing t o th, ;, Music: Doml~stic Square 
Dances anr..l Community in So utJ1 cer1tral Ke n tu cky, ca . 1880-1940" i n 
th 2 Jc.,t1,·n,d. ~;f the Folklore In stitut e in clL 1d,0 s this E:xc1mp l e 
(Feintuch 1981: S9 ): 
(3. Social Histories) 
The public responsiblities--providing music and calling- -
were virtually exclusive ma.le domains, as were the tasks 
of moving furniture out of the room in which the dancing 
was to be held, building fires outside, and other chores 
which might have been considered physical (as opposed to 
domestic) labor. 
4. State, Regional, or Loc al Histories 
62. 
In general, the more localized these sources are, the more help 
they will be to the researcher. Good documentation is also 
essential to making the sources useful. Bibliographies in re-
gional or localized sources may lead the researcher to additional 
information. During the 1930's, writers for the Federal Writers ' 
Proj ec t of the Works Progress Administration compiled local and 
state histories and bibliogrq,phies which sites may find useful . 
This illustration and caption from the book The Settle:tS' West 
(Schmidt and Brown 1955:161) would be a source of contextural 
information if only the authors had given the reader the date and 
location of the photograph and the sources and tim e period for 
the caption information. 
6 j . 
(4. State, Re·0;.io n c1.l, or LuCcll Jii :;t o.:::ics) 
•r- ~ • - •· - --·- --- ·· -- - · · - •-- -- -·---- -, 
.. , . 
. ' ~ .... 
• • ,i. 
UCI/[ FA .'1TA S TI C TOE 
··.\ldhntli :,t fl'..-t" \\':J. S an :ifllicti011 that trc111h!t-d few pcrso11s , ,·hc11 a socia l wa s in prof:;rc~s. 
D.t11ces w ere h,·ld 011 th e slighk •,t pr 0Yocc1tion, or on nou c at all. I1, fr onti<'r soc iet y where 
women w ere ~c;,rce, 1nc11 org;1nizcd stag d .111c(·s, eitlil'r with d csig,1.1tcd partners . or on a sn lo 
l,asis. Hi, ·er r:dt snwn (alJOvc) wer e 1101l'd for th eir fiddlin g and pr :rnci11;;. L1·wis and C hrk 's 
ho:it1ne1, cl.u1cl'd for th e l'<lification of th e Ind ians. 
----- --- -- ---- -- -·--- ·- ---- - -- - -- --- - - - --
In I m,;a : A Gu i de to t.h c Il.:-iwkc ye ::;t.:;li :e , t.hc, follow i ng VL'•ry l oca l i:: c,d 
i ni:orrnation is fow,d {F'•::cl,:r.:11 vlriter.s ' ProJcct. 193 8 :4 2 7). Although 
the -: term " former l y " is no t. g iv e n sp r.'.c ifi :.: mc..:ming , th e i nfonr.a ti on 
is b c1s,: d on or.:i l t c:.:tc1mon i 8i; , a nd th e r0adL,r mc1y i nf ,) r their. the 
t erm r c f0rs t:.o th0 mvr ,iOt·y of th e i iitl ,.cvi2wee. One does L2 arn t h.=it 
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(4. State, Regional, or Local Histories) 
dancing is still occurring in 193 8 and is considered to be old-
fashioned. 
In Onawa, as in other corrununities in Iowa, old-time dancing 
is still a favorite recreation that had its heyday in early 
Iowa. Formerly Saturday afternoons were devoted to washing 
the buggy, polishing the harness, and fastening rosettes into 
the mane of the driving mare, preparatory to an evening's 
dancing of waltzes, square dances, quadrilles, and schottisches. 
If the dance was held in a barn, lant e rns were hung in an empty 
oat bin. The fiddlers sat in the loft, their music drifting 
above the heads of th e dancers, young and old, as the rhythmic 
beat was stamped out on the wide board floor. 
5. Histories of Dance 
As with other sources, dance histories vary with the knowledge , 
skill, and int ent of the author. The more first hand, first 
person sources th e author has used, the more reliable his own 
accounts will be. Information ranging from contextual details 
to instructions for individual dances may be found in various 
dance histories. 
In this example from World History of the Dance, Curt Sachs offers 
some discription of th e performance of the galliard (Sachs 1937: 
359) . 
To begin with, the galliard had also a tendency toward the 
pantomimic. The dancer traversed the hall once or twice with 
his partner, rel ease d her, and danced in front of her; she re-
treat ed dancing to the oppos ite end of the hall; the dancer 
h e re surpassed his previous performance, and so it went on with 
increasing intensity, until the musicians laid down t hei r 
instrum e nts .•.. 
65. 
6. Diss er tations and Thes es 
Works written by students of dance, folklore, music, and other 
r e lat ed fi e lds are usuall y well-documented and composed with the 
aid of contempora r y source materials . In addition, they may 
contain bibliogra p hies of useful works. Subjected to th e scrutin y 
of scholars, th e ses and d iss er tati ons are genera lly wel l-r esearched 
and reliable sources of inf o r mation . 
Th e Itin erant Dancing and Music Masters of Ei ghtee nt h Century 
America, a dissertation writt e n in 1963, in c lud es the following 
in format ion regarding a p articular danc in g master in th e vicinit y 
of Will i amsburg , Vir g ini a (Benson 1963:48). 
l Stagg sometimes ga thered the children of both families into one house for th e danc in g lessons. Stagg was con-sidered a guest, and it was not unusual for him to stay 
tw o or thr ee days before go ing on to his next students. 
Mus i c for dancing was normally furnished by the dancing 
master who was almost always a violinist or a French horn 
p la ye r. 
7. Record Sleeve and J acke t Notes 
In addition to prov idin g music, sound recordings may include in for -
mation regarding dance steps and context. If written by an authority, 
th ese not es may add to the r e s ea rch er ' s fund of information. If 
the author is not identified, th e authority of the compa ny which 
produced th e r eco rding may g ive some indication of the reliability 
of th e information. 
Although the writer is not id ent i fied , th e fo ll owing notes are 
66. 
(7. Record Sleeve and Jacket Notes) 
found on the jacket of Popular English Country Dances of the 17th 
and 18th Centuries (CDS-7), and the knowledge that the recording 
was produced by the Country Dance and Song Society of America 
suggests that the information is reliable. 
Country dances, contrary to what the name may imply, were 
as commonly found in the elite ballrooms of London as they 
were in rustic settings in 17th and 18th century England. 
Along with minuets and reels, they were standard fare at 
balls and dancing schools throughout the British Isles, 
America, and parts of Western Europe. 
8. ·Biogr a phies 
Biogra p hies of p eople who were involved in dancing may give the 
researcher information not only on dancing and its contexts but 
on the feelings of those involved as well. 
In addition to giving some description of clothing worn and the 
frequency of parties, the following exerpt from Peggy gives the 
reader a clear picture of the feelings of Pe ggy Shippen, a 
neutral in Philadelphia during the Revolutionary War (Duncan 1970: 
88-89). 
November 26th was the day the American forts along the 
Delaware fell and the British fleet landed in Philadelphia .•.. 
The moment they landed, the city seemed to awake from the 
dead .... I have been to parties every night this week so far, 
and tonight there is a ball at the Smiths', as there is 
every Thursday, and I have a new silk to wear and the gayest 
hat of colored feathers and, of course, we all wear hoops. 
67. 
9. Oral Histories and Oral Interviews 
Especially if the person interviewed is discussing his own experi-
ences or observations, oral testamonies may be of use to the 
researcher, whether he does the interviewing himself or uses infor-
mation from a printed interview source. Interviews with dancers, 
dance callers, and dance musicians themselves may be the most 
helpful of all. 
This example is from a printed source, The History of the County 
of Huntington and of the Seigniories of Chateaugay & Beauharnois 
From Their First Settlement to the Year 1838 and Revised to the 
1900's, based on oral testamonies. Even this brief description 
is full of information: nationality of the community , location 
of the event, duration of the occ as ion, musicians, bev <"J'A.ges r o.11d 
distances traveled by guests (Sellar 1888:435). 
A great many Highlanders were engaged in the woods and 
among them was Archie McMaster, whose people lived in 
what he called the Scotch Settlement, in Dundee. He 
married and settled down on lot number 61. I remember 
the wedding-feast as if it were yesterday. A sort of 
covering was mad e with boards and bushes between the 
house and the barn, and there the dancing and feasting 
was kept up for three days. Besides a fiddler they had 
a piper, liquor was served round like water. The people 
came from far and near. 
In a personal interview with Carl Bowman (June 19, 1981, in Lafayette, 
Indiana), who grew up in Chicago, it was revealed that the dance 
halls of Chicago's Swedish communities during the 1910's provided 
a grou p of live musicians, served alcoholic beverages, and were 
housed in large, open rooms. Further, the parents of a boy with 
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(9. Oral Histories and Oral Interviews) 
whom Bowman was acquainted worried that their son was leading 
other youths into corruption by suggesting that they all visit 
the dance halls. An interview with Bowman's daughter, Lenore 
Alm, (June 20, 1981, Lafayette, Indiana) showed that thirty years 
later those same dance halls were the scene of square dancing, 
served no alcohol of which Alm was aware, and offered an accepted 
place for single people in their early twenties to meet. These 
two interviews offer the researcher a view of changes in dance 
traditions over time. 
10. Novels--Regional, Local Color, Romantic 
Novels, especially those in which the author describe~ o ccasions 
and events in which he himself participated, may include dance 
descriptions which will be of use in dance interpretation. 
Louisa May Alcott, for example, includes several dance events in 
her book, Little Women. This section suggests that bare shoulders, 
silk boots, and a silver bouquet holder were in style (Alcott 
1968:83). 
A cluster of tea rosebuds at the bosom, and a ruche, 
reconciled Meg to the display of her pretty white shoul-
ders, and a pair of high-heeled blue si l k books satisfied 
the las t wish of her heart. A laced handkerchief, a plumy 
fan, and a bouquet in a silver holder finished her off .. . . 
11. Children's Books 
Just as much as adult books, and with the same cautions regarding 
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(11. Children's Books) 
the expertise and intent of the author, children's books may offer 
th e researcher useful views of dance events. 
This example is taken from Laura In ga lls Wilder's Little House 
in the Big Woods. This d escr i pt ion of a step dancing competition 
rev ea ls that not only was step dancing done in their location 
and time period, but women as well as men par tici pa t ed . 
1971:14 8-14 9 ). 
Laura clapped her hands in tim e to the music, with all 
th e other clapping hands. Th e fiddle sang as it had 
nev er sung before. Grandma's eyes were snapping, and 
her cheeks were red, and underneath her skirts her heels 
were clicking as fast as the thum p ing of Uncle Georges 
boots .... Ev e rybody was excited . Uncle George i(ept on 
jigging and Grandma kept on facing him, ji gging too. 
The fiddle did not stop. Uncle George began to breathe 
loudl y , and he wiped sweat off his forehead. Grandma's 
eyes twinkled. 
12. Studies of Musicians 
(Wilder 
In addition to studies about danc ers , studi es concerning musicians 
may tell the researcher pertinent information regarding dance 
activities. In addition to im po rtant information about tunes 
and styles played, the research e r may learn about th e composition 
of dance bands, instruments played, the ways music was learned, 
payment of dance bands, and other such information of value to the 
site planning a program of dance interpretation. 
70. 
(12. Studies of Musicians ) 
The book Rhode Island Music and Musicians, 1733-1850 (Mangler 
1965), for example , was written from information gleaned from 
newspapers of the time period and is certain to contain informa-
tion of use to a site in Rhode Island or a nearby area. 
13. Museum Monographs and Research Done at Other Museums 
Each museum must do research in order to produce and develop 
its exhibits and programs. Often the research done by site 
staff members remains in the files of that site alone. To mutual 
advantage, neighboring sites may choose to share research findings 
with one another. Such sharing could greatly reduce the hours 
and the duplication of energy required in doing research for 
museum interpretation. In some instances, museum research 
findings are published and so become available in printed form. 
Museum and site research is often done from first person sources, 
possibly in the collections of individual sites. The specialized 
nature of research done at sites and museums (the types of infor-
mation sought) often serves to make the research useful to other 
sites as well. 
A research paper compiled at Williamsburg, Colonial Virginians at 
Play, is the source of the following example. In addition to 
giving information which might be of use at other sites, the 
quote reveals the us e of travelers' accounts in the author's 
work. (Carson 1965:21-22). 
(13. Museum Monographs and Research Done at Other Museums) 
In the composite picture drawn by travelers, their 
Virginia hostesses were not always beautiful and 
accom p lished, lively and graceful, amiable and in-
dustrious. But all of them loved to dance, and they 
gave formal balls on the slightest exc us e -- or none 
at all. While Philip Fithian was living at Nomini 
Hall, he attended a ball at Lee Hall which lasted 
from Monday through Thursday, and even then Colonel 
Richard Lee entreated the wearied-out guests to 
stay another day. 
14. Books on How to Teach or Do Dances 
--- - -- -- ---- -- -- ----
71. 
Th ese books are distinguished from dance manuals in that 
they attempt to instruct th e reader how to perform dances which 
are not of the reader's own culture. These books, because they 
give dir ec tions how to actually perform the dances, may be some 
of the most useful mat e rials to site staff mernbe z·s c:eve loping 
a dance int erp retation program . At the same time, however, 
these books may be the most difficult to substantiate. The 
knowledge of the author, the author's cultural background, the 
intended p ur p ose of the book, the book's int ended audience , the 
age of the book, the age of the dances, and the sources used by 
the au thor should all be taken into account by th e researcher. 
In some cases, the author of the book may himself have a sufficient 
reputation as a dance scholar to permi t the unquestioning use of 
th e materials. Even in such cases, howev er , additional information 
is adv isabl e and helpful. If the background of the author himself 
is unknown, the reputation of the pub lish er may suggest reliability 
or unreliability. When the author's own authority is questionable, 
books the stated purpose of which is recreation and books on the 
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(14. Books on How to Teac h or Do Dances) 
dance of a culture oth e r than the author's own should be further 
substantiated. Sources with obvious mistakes are best avoided. 
In any book, a consideration of the work's bibliography may 
reveal strengths or weaknesses and may also lead the researcher 
to additional materials of use. 
To g iv e an example, th e Teachers' Dance Handbook: Rhythms, Song 
Plays, Play-Party Games, Folk Dances, Squares, Contras, Mixers, 
With Notes Indi ca tin g Variations, Historical and Background Infor-
mation, and Teaching Suggestions is admittedly int ended for school 
teachers. Although the book may contain the directions for a 
dance the site staff wishes to perform, the r esearcher has no 
way to know whether the author's material is based on authentic 
performances of the dances and how much th e dance and/or the 
music may have been edited for the use of school students. The 
dance exerpt below a lso illu stra tes the somewhat cumbersome 
instructions given in some books (Kulbitsky 1959:159). 
(14. Books on How to Tea ch or Do Dances) 
------ -------- -
HOR RA 
Traditional lsr .1cl. Circle D.rncl! 
Record , Fo:kraft :# I 116A 
Formation --
Si11gle circ le faci11g ,·,·1111·1·, 110 
pa rt 11crs. 
Starting Position-
Arms cx ll'111!.-d "id,·wanL ha11d :' 011 
neighbor' s "h o11 ldcr s, I .cft foot 
f r<'t '., 
C IH CI.E CU>CK \\ hE rl'J•eati11g the follo11i11 1! pattn11: 
C111·-
'·S 1e p, Cro . ;.,, S1Pp-~wi11g, Stcp-S" i1q; ·· 
Mea sur es---
.1 - 2 STU' S IUE\\ ' .\J {J) I.EJ ·T 011 f . .-f l foul ( co1t11l l an,l'I, 
CH(h S .\1\[) STJo:J' t> II Hi" lit r .... 1 i11 l,.id, of l. ,·ft ( 2 a11d), 
STEP SIDE\\'.\Hl) 1.1·:F'J' 1111 l., ·l't fn ,>t I I :111,l 1. 
lIOP ON LEFT FIH IT i\l\lJ S\\ ' l i\(; Hil;llT .\t : JW:-i~ I~ FIW!\1' 
of Left (2 and I. 
3 STFI' :-il!H '.\\'.\!Ui Iil1 ;11T ,,n Hi ;.:ht f,wt ( 1 a11.J1. 
HOl' Oi'I HIGllT HJtlT .\[\)) :-i\\ Ii\1 ; LEFJ" .\UW ~.-i I:\ FH0 1\T 
ofHigl,t (~a11d i . 
73. 
BooJ..s about th e d~rnces of other na tions and. ethn i c gro up s may d l s o 
l eave th e r ~searche r unsure of t he author 's back9 r ound and know-
1 2..:lqe . In thi s example from Dan c,::>c; of BehJiwn, th e origin a l was 
pub U ~~hec1 in French, a nd tht:: t ransl a to r 1...,as Vi o l e t Alf o rd, a well-
(14. Books on How t o 'l'co.c h or Do Dan ce E., ) 
kn own nam e in the f i eld o f foJ_k dan c ing. On the! ,) th P.r h and , 
mus i c i s in c lu ded , but the words c, f th E oriqin.c , l la! 1g; 1a9e are 
omitt ed . This l e aves t he English- spea king d a nc ers wondering 
just when to do th e r equ ir ed tu.rning on " e t no n-na!" (Pinon 
and Ja mar 1953:2 8 ). 
C:harudcr 
Ft•mwtion 
lJ ,lll ( C 
·------ -----------
.\/ . 1 N I lJ U Li JJ O l.i J" L 
Cu11 rl-S.1 i 11 t - Ft i,·1111c; \\. ,ii luu n-sp,·ah ii i f; ll ra-
li;lll t ; n 11111d Narn111· ancl 111 L11c n-g iu 11 or 
Ln t rc-~., 11: brc-c L-1\ ku sc. 
Livel y a nd ,1111u, i11g g i\ ·i11g an opp,J rtunit y for 
a ll tu m ee t, sin g an d pro ces, . 
. \ 111occs., iu11 of rrn1p!cs; in , ,rn1c pl.1LCS iL }i ;.t; 
Lc,:omc: a ,i ng lc.: l i!c c l1;1i11 d.111ce. ' l i1c i,,"r.k r 
smgs t lie \·c:rscs, d.11wcrs a11d un l1><,kcr-; joi11 in 
tltc rci"r;1i11. Tli c 111c11 d<.111cc wi1h b.1rc feet , 
the \, ·unwn \'>T, 1r , linr , . 
.\ .;w.,g~e, ing ,u lki11g str l' , lio,l ics s\\·:1vi11g. .\t Lite 
\\!Jrd, ·c 1 11011-11;11' c, ·,·ry d .111cer 1111bl 111.1kr .\ co111plc·1t: 
t11r11 ur pir r,ud tc . (Tli 1Js<.: wliu L1il t, J t11n1 rn1 the cx;1ct 
liL·:1L a rc f't11ccl. \\ ' it!1 tit ,· iinc s till' d.111c,·1s p .1y f'ur a li tr e 
ul li'l11c, 1r 1,liicl1 i, p.1·,sn l roull( l .i ~ ;1 l,wi11).; c1q1. If a 
\, ·0111:111 n-1'1,, r s to dri11k, a d111111 ,y ~o.ikcd i1, Ll1<' liq11c11r 
i.-; kn ,cd in tll lwr 111011tl1. ' I Lc,c d11i11111i,·, ;1rc lo,· c 
d 1.1r1m "l1i ch g irl s \1·c:1r !11111.'~ r,n111d th eir 11ec ks.) Th e 
'prunw11adc' co11li 11u1'.~ ad. lib . 
(, 't((Jl lJt..: i1,1,uj n 
'Fv Jill l!i-r .c !:ti, /;ml., t , 
A 11,l / /11·11 1c·r pl ant vut 111 1 
1,· ,t,1/u,s 
11 ·11/i p111, .1/a,i /) r,uil,11~.-1·, u·ith 
) 'Oii .\/ u ri /) 011du1'.)'<'--· 1·h 110.1 
JI .f p/f 1lll/ .11! _)'OU 
,\ fu, i LJ,wlo19·t- 0/1 11u.1 
--- ---.. -----
• \ •. 1?! ill O!il ;•///d_:.r.: 
. ]11,/ lll_J r•/1/ ltt.mtl.t, 
,\, ·r II I 11// _fi rt;/ lit ,:; 
(}11 <'Ill j ,0!<1li•t..1 
.·ls n·t Jn,1i.1.: .\ /,111 /J,,11do1~)'(. 
rl /i: '/] !Iii. If is tl.l/:(/11~, 
'J !t,_r',c dowi,1( !n11, Ji,.,t 
!11 h,•11,,1/f ,f . I / ,11 i l )uudotl)'t' 
Un th, iri!Jing,tc,/Id. 
75. 
( 14 . Books on Ho;; t o Teach or Do Danc, :s) 
Some books on how to do or how t o t eac h drinces ,ir e q ui te helpful . 
Tlwy contain music , clear in !:> t ruct i ons , and some contextuc.1 l data 
a s well. If t ake n fr o m danc ers who knmv thE danc es as a par t of 
th e ir ovm culture.~;, .:ill th e better. The exam t•l e below is from 
such a book , !_i::rndy Pl~ _ _PaE!Y_ :!:loo~ . ( Rohrb oucih 1.9 40: 97) . 
r-- --
2. Turn right bock in tho I, i1h trot , (j ! 
Way down below. 
3. Riqhh 6nd lolh in the Irish hot. ( 3) 
.ii. Trudi thdm oil oli~e in the lri1h t rot {3) 
6. On ce and o ha!I in the lri, h lr vt , . , 
b. We 'll got morri•d in the Irish tr<>t , •• 
7. Got a little pep in tho !rish trot , , , 
8. Almost home in th, lri1h trot . • , 
N ote: Omit or re pe at any of th e verses to cor· 
rt '.sp ond with thr. action, whic h depends o n the 
6izc of tht: circle. 
1. Join h :rn ds high in a 6inr:;k ci rc k , "v ith girl, 
fa cing oul, buys fa cing in, anJ go ~ru unJ chck, 
Wl 'e. 
2 . Circle coun tcr ·,-lo, k wis,~. 
3. P :irtm :rs Li.:c ~nd ,lo tho.: gr.ind ri ght .,nJ kft 
until tl1cy rnr r.t; ( hirb f.,cc ldt .111J go co u ntt:r· 
clock w ise, bc.,ys face r ight :inJ [!tl clue kwisc in 
anJ o ut, giving right th,:n ldt hJ.n ds. ) 
4. Double L swing (boy s progress around circle 
aB in r,ranJ n ght and left sw ingin~ each gi rl ,vith 
Ix di h.u1Js complctc:ly arcu11J once anJ J. hJlf 
to hoy's right.) 
H&rr iet N . Ruc;>or,, (<J~mer ce, Tt•H 
/(,. 
(14. Boo k s on How t o Te ach or Do Dan ces ) 
Al though th e partia l danc e example b<:!l O\v i c, from :!'he Country_ 
Volume 3 by Cecil Sh, i r p , th e well-known scholar of 
traditi o nal mus i c and dance, th e resc a r ch0r co uld still use ad -
di tional substantiation. Sha q) ' s instructi ,:.ns to P l ayford ' s 
danc e s in Th e En9 Li.sh Dan c in g Mas t e r a r e now seen as Sharp's int e r-
p r e tati on of Playford ' s instructions a nd not necessar ily th e 
definitive d escr i p ti o n. Any sch '.)l ar ' s reconstru c tion of th e 
dan ces of the past whi ch is based upo n writt e n r e..::ords is probably 
go in g to includ e 3orne assumpt i ons und qu esswo rk. ( Sharp 19 1 2 : 68 ). 
A 
Bl 





1- - ' 
TIIE :tlfl.,:J{t~Y CUi\ CE lT. 
For four: in lhrt '(J 1,art.s (1ld Ed. lliG5 ). 
0 ® 
Q) OJ 
J\I On: M f'.S TS . 
Th o t1rn couples morn forwMJ R donbl o 11uJ 
ll WOL (r.~.). 
All t11rn ,;i11g ll,, mon clockwi&:, wom en conn bur· 
cloclrn· i,;o. 
Cu11l'l':i foll lmck 11, ,lnulJh , to pl1u·,,i (r .',.). 
All turn s i11g lo, w01u· 11 clcJckll'i.-;0, m e11 counter-
<'lnckwiso. 
E 1t.:lt 111,UJ f,H1r ~lips to }fr; right 111 front of l1is 
pnrtnt.:r , and f,Jul' slips b1tck to !tis pl.tr·t, 
hc,lti11rl !ii ~: prlrt,wr, l-:1:<·ping hi:; hnck to hPr. 
G--8 l '.'.ai:11 1J11tn u1 1u :1 tLr; ,:0 11trlll')' \1·0 111an with th e 
n gli t. 
77. 
(14. Books on How to Teach and Do Dances) 
'I'he source of the follow in') example .inc1 uctes the name of the 
original collector but of no editor or compiler. The knowledge 
thu.t the publisher is the En9lish Folk Danc e u..ld Song Society 
lends much credibility to the work. If addicional informatior, 
regarding autr.enticity was desired (for exwnple, "Was Miss 
Lambert an eyewitness to this dance?"), th e publishing organiza-
tion could always be contacted to pr ovid e th e information needed. 
The examrle is from Community Dances Manual Number 5. (Cormnuni ty 
Dances Manual 1977:2). 
---- --- - - - - - ---- - - --- - ·-- ·---- ·- - --·-·-- --- - - --- ------ -- - -- - - - - -
1. STOKE cou>1;--;c COl ll'd HV DANCE 
A, no ted by 1\11,, La,nh n t 0 1 ~to~e Guiding, L.e1cester ~hire . 
l\hc,ic A.,1y lir1,~ ;;ont1nu ou, 1cd , gradu ,ill y accekraling . "K cd !Zow ·," '' ..: i)' Ddncc" 
(COM 4) . •· Ma:;011·~ Apron", etc . 
Form Lon g~ct f. ,r 4 o r 5 cnu pk, . 
l st man swing s butt om girl Crossed h:imh aav1sc:d. 
Bollom ma1, ~wing, I , 1 ~irl. 
1~1 coup le , trir s the willow lo rhe bl•tl orn . StJrt rig h t. 
Jst man 1n, ide, [st girl outside the ,et , he hand~ her up over the girls and Jown 
over the mt:n 
and 11110 the swing with th.: new kad111g 111:111 10 stail Round fv.o . 
Thi, i~ 1rJdi1 io n .. lly dancc!d ur, 1111r:1-;ed, rh.: kng1h or ;wing. el(' . heini; aJ lib .. but hcginn.:r~ 
may find 11 ea,ier 1::i Jo 11 tirst of all as a timed dance for 4 coo..1ples. 
- -------- ------
---- - ---- --~---- -- -· · 
In the following exam p le, Jim Morris,m as editor and the Coa.nt:ry 
Dance and Song Society of America ~s pub U .sher both give reli .lbil i ty 
to the sour ce. In addition, the book contains fascinating fir s t 
J:.lCrson a c count s o f dancing. A l, , ok a t Morrison's bibliogr aphy 
reveals the impressi v0 array of first person sources us ed in the 
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(14. Books on rlow to Teach ancl Do Dances) 
t e:<t, giving a good indi cation of the aut.h0r' s e xp e rtise. Th e 
example is from Twenty !::9ur Ed rl y Amer:i.c:1n Countr;L Dar,ces , Co -
tilli ons and Ree l s For th e Ye ar 1976 . (Morr is on 19 76:33). 
A 1\HB Mon ey in B!lrh Pol · kcts 
A 1 l.,r ,-L'll!' k ,,·1 r,, ~11J Lhly (t, l>c,ll , ), .ind ,i rr/c J h,rnils rvur,d 
\\'ith hn 
A.2 hr c,, L![' k .111,I 2nd ~L ·n :lt- 111111 d,,· ,.,1 11c. 
Ul Lr u1tq,k down tlic miJJ/, ·, L.IL'k .llld c,i~r ,itT 
B:? 1st .i1d 211J L·cHI['k · r(i:ht iJTIII l,'fc. 
------- - -- -- ----- ---
15. Poe trt 
16. Folk TaJ.es 
Any o[ U10. thr ee .:ibove so ur c e types ma'.' n ,vc al helpful infor mat i o n 
if th 2y are of th e prope~ tin ~ period ~nd l oca ti o n and if th ey are 
79 . 
localiz e d enough. Naturally, care should be taken t o avoid using 
a poetic description of a New England dance to hase an Arizona 
dance interpr e tation on. 
18. Da nc e Dictionar i r~s and Encycl<?J2.9dias 
Al th o ugh usually not h e lpful with s pec ific information or d," tails, 
the se sourc e s may be h e l p ful in answed n9 rr.ore generalized ques-
tions. A r esea rch e r might, for example, us e a dance dictionary 
or ency clopedia s ourc e to find the definition of some t e rm f ,-,un d 
in a first p e rson source. 
'rhis example is from 'rh c Danc e En c yclop ed i ~1 by Anat o l e Chujoy. 
(Chuj oy 1 949 :5 03 ). 
- ---- ---
Jitterbug . ;1 gene ri c term nu,,· ;tl1nm t 
uli,(Jlct c fur 1inro n \-cn1io11;d , oft c 1t fo rm -
k" :ind \'i o lent , social cLrn ccs to '>)IHO· 
p :1tcd mmi c . gc11n:t! I) i11 1/. 1 tin, c. Tl,c 
h<',t kn <,1111 fomi.- of jiu c rln1 g ,, e re tli c 
Ch:1rlc: ,t un. Bl.1ck J\otto 111, Sli :1g .rnd Li11dv 
llup. d:i 11cs of the 19 ~0 \ :111d 10::F>'s. 
19. D3nce I nd e xes 
I nd exes of va~ious so rts may be usef ul to U1e r ese ar ch e r: ind exes 
of dan ce tune s o urc c,s , findir,9 lists for dances, indexes of d an ce s 
by country or n ,0.ion of origin, and o ther s . 'l'h e use of ind e xe s 
may I, ,ad the r e scc::1r che r to e.x:,1ctly the ir.f c,n na tion whid, he s..::eks . 
RO. 
(19. Da.nc e Indexes) 
ican Countr'{ Dances, this example indicates the dance's name 
(Mr. Is aac ' s M.=-,ggot ); wh2 n and wh e re the danc.:! was first published 
(En g l a nd 16 95 ); dance formation (l ongways d up l e) ; musi ca l fcrm 
(Tri p A , 12--r efer to abbreviat i o ns l is t in t he book); an d wtwre 
th e res ea rcher can rind r ecorded music ( H lin e ), i nstruc tions 
t o th e d a n ce (I lin e ), and printed 1,msic (M line). 
---- --- ·-
t-'.k .l.::.AA(.'j r'IAL..GU I t. r ,<., l {; c., ~ U~G UUP * 1h1P A,!~ 
k L. u~ J ( T ,\ f.' t 
.I. 1.. LJL, I·, J 1,., Y l..U,I'. L[ bl•lJV '1 ' p fi '1 
M LL.ul,lr.Y L..\tn .. E 1 LI ~I! '.) bi f, ~) 
--- ·-- ----
20 . p~ Bi bliographies 
Bibl io 9raphies 0 n specia li c:ed d.tn ce topic5 as we ll as d anci ng i n 
ge n e ral can b e found . 'l'h e u se of l.Jibli og r ap hi c!S can lead to 
much USl~f ul information. If boo ks and materials li s ted in bib-
li ographi.cs ar e not h e ld in l ocal librari es , Ll1e materials can be 
b o rr m,;ed throu gh i n cerl i b rar y 10 .,m o r pu rc ha:3ed by con t acti ng 
pub lis he rs. 
'rh e example b e low is t:uke n from a sp ec iu.liz e d danc e bibli, >:ir aphy , 
So urces o n African arid African-R e l ate d Da1·:ct• . (Dr ewa l 19 74 : 21 ) . 
81. 
( 20. Dar.CE' Biblio r;r.:tphit:!S) 
,- Tbo:so~~" b::~ ~-:~:c-,-;, : .~ ~:::.:-u~~-e-:-C~:, es-, - ;~~ ,=~i~,:~-i:--1 
HarJ.em Danci n~. " ?2per 1we sen Led 2.t :.h~ lCtn Anr,ua.1. 7l;seting of the i 
African Studies Assoc:iatior,. r;ew Yor'k, Novemher 1967 . I 
I 
i 
--- ·------ - ------ --------- ··----------------- _ __ _ __ _ _J 
The Ne1v York City public libr..i!'."Y publishes a ten-,,olume (plus 
supp l eme nts) J::.ibliography of i~s mas s ive dance archive col l ec -
tion. Although the bibli ,)graphy cont.:1ins only tho se items in 
this single libt·ary 's collection , the libr a 1y' s !lo ldir, ~:3 are 
extensive , and the bibliography may be of considerable assistance 
to some re s~ archers. The ~;ou:cce of the s .:Hi'ple entr i es below is 
the Dictionary Cataloq of t..he Dance Colle,::tion (New Yor :~ Public 
Libra.ry 107 4: 752 ) . In additic·n to key ::, to lo cat ing material ir1 
the New York Public Library, entri es .include pdllication .in for-
mation which r:iay allow loc a tion of the ma.te~j _a l in l oca l or n earby 
libraries. 
------ ·------------- ----------i 
...\11,kr,011 J.d1n i) Fr!l,, L· ~ .. · ·i.J .L 111 ... :.·1 1,n 11;, 
,<11Eh ,: r11 l r.i .. 1:1.:r :\ J 1,..·l1;!r .11.i. •.c r 1•11.l'.'I ) l uJ·. of 
pk.1:-.urin · .111 ,n:d lli :1· :w ,:uE .. l lht· ptl.! t', ,.'1· .., 
1,.11111,; . . ,11· ..,,.:d1 iP: 1;t,,, I :rnd 2] il 11 f•,1 c..'/ .. \ 
D311n : m ~~:.i,.i,11:. ~c.,. \, 1(i... pl I . U c t lll5o.] 
p 1-1-!o. ;,,,,. s~. ri t 2. ~;11·. l·>St,. fl 35. r'\O ~! 
illll'-1 '\ '\, ~; ~ 2:1~.: I 
l lh t-,.irn ~l.11 11..t: tin [•\t G \\ Cu ll. Ch.11 l("'i J . 
IJ..11i.: in g m:1tk l'J ',} '.'l ·~ \,1r~ lt'1921l] p 
\ .~'-l j [ fr,-.1.J '>W \ 1\ ,, ij ·)tl,j•i~ 
£i.11n ,b r,; 1• (\ .. ,i· ! J,·lrn ., :,.t \, ~ lllil\ I 
tl 11 j •\t(."i c( JliJd :.d t-Jt1,, l. 01, ~ -~""111,; 
)'•,1: , · j, :l rt11..: 1 [ '.',,Jtlll J,,hu . ~l \t B r ,111· '" 1c '-. 
19Y1i) p h 1 1 D,1, , .1,.11, ~'\. . ! ~!'!~,,. 
Cr.i, ..... El., 1h;.·th nt.l -11,111.: .i. ,r.,.l·, u1 it .... : 'lt,li :--" .
...... ht:1,· it ·.: h..irn .1 11h_ . .., ,tdi .. 11.1,l.'::i 
ll n { •\1(, /. -\ lht. · cL111c111): t111;~·s. Lv ndun. 
J lJ.1il• l9 .b J r, 2~).~50 dlu,1 I. ,l..1d ··, .111,.-._;,,,n ::i 
l,,r, ljJ/tl J • fhC ·na ln lH•, 1~· · :--...., i! -l') lt,I ) 
I 
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21. Other !3il:ilio cjra ph.iE:s 
In addition to bibliographies covering only dance s ourc e s, bib-
liographi es of manusc.cipts, regi o r,a l p ublic a tions, private col-
lec t ions, and oth e r sources may be o f v~lu e i n the s2arch for 
dan ce .in formation. Mat e rial s whi ch co ntain i rn,_.,ortan t descriptions 
of d ance may primarily deal \1ith e n tin ,ly di.ff e 1·e nt topi c s a nd 
th e refore not appea r in biblio9r aphies dea lin g strictly with dance. 
A Gui de to th e Principal Source~;_ For American Ci vi lizati c,n, 
source for th e samp le e ntr y below. Th e book is a guide to th e 
c o ll ect i ons of librari es in New York Ciq, and the ca i-,it a l lett ers 
at the clos e of eac h e ntry indic a t e whi c h libraries liold t] ·,e 
mat er i al li s ted. Th e book is highly or0anizud by topj c 1nc l ~ding 
" persona l r eco rd s ," "r e ligion," and other head i ngs wh ich mi ght 
be u sef ul to a dance r esearcher. Th e entry b e l ow is found under 
"Descr i ption and Trav e l" (Carman and Th01;1pso n 1962 : 1 29 ) . 
i\l il'!,: 111,:, l\id n rd JLnd olpl1. Sh ·tc-hcs of Lif e in No rth C:1r,il111a-E11 1-
bral'ill g !11cidcllfs , and N.u r:1ti\ , ·s a11d l't'r S011.1l Acln ' 1.tm cs of the 
Autl wr during Forty Yc.ns of Tr :ivd . l &Ll-1: NYPL NY!IS CU . 
A hel p ful f eat ure of Th e Gi Lcrea se -l larget t Catal o gue o~ Imprin~s 
is that within each t opic , th e entr i es dre li s t e d by d a t e . Th e 
c a tal oy li s t s many of the resourc es in the colle c tion of the 
'J'hom~l,, Gi. l c r e :.is e In s titut e, Gf J\mc ri cc1n History and Art which c::cm-
centra t es Oll mat c=ri .:il s alJout th e co, intry \ves t o f th e Mississip p i 
8J . 
(21. Other Bibliogrc1phies) 
River. Thus, for a West e rn site seeking infrrmation from a par-
ticuL:..r date, this particular sp2cializ.ed hibJiograpLy may be 
of considerable value . (Thomas Gile.cease In st itute of American 
Hi s tor y and Art 1972:3 8 1). 
1887 
13;, ISTGL, S. 
Th e: Pi011n: r l 1rtJ , her. ln ciJ c1,ts nf i1,Lnc,r. Jiili F~1,cric1 cr, i,, th e :\u thl,r·s Life. 
Rn· i,·:il L:ihor , in the f-rontin Settkrnrnt ,. ,\ Perilous Tri; , ~, ros, the f'\.1ins in tim e 
of !ndi :1n \\',Jr,, :ind before rhC' lbil ro.1J ,. Three Yt :ir; in th ,~ \f ::1ing Cunps 0:" Cali-
f,, rni:i ancl IJ.th,,. Twcnry -one Ye:irs' ]{.:sidcncc in Southern C:iliforni.1. ttc. Dy Rn. 
S. Hmr ol. S.1n Bucn:i \'c:ntun, c~I. lllu<tr:itn l by ]s;thdls: Bl"ot. ChiCJg,, 3nd \: cw 
York, [ 1~87). 
3301,. 19cm. 
The "Hi s t o ric u l Records Survey " of the \vorl , s Progr Rss Admin .1.-
st.ratio11 compiled biblio<Jraphies of materials printed in particu-
lar states or p articular regions during given ti1n e periods. 
The r;e bibJ.iogra ph ies (and others found lmd e r "nam e of state--
bibl.iography" in libr.iry card catalogs) may reveal sourc e s useful 
to the dance :cer.,earcl1er . Th e e ntry bc~low is from Check List of 
Kc"'ntu£!:::y Imprints 1 81.1-1820 , a Historical Records Survey proJect 
which lists sources by dat:e of publiec,tion. (McMurti e and AlJ. e n 
1939:3.1). 
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(21. Othc!r Bibliograr .. hies) 
Clark Christ ophor. 
!, r 0hock to Shakeris:rn: I or I J.. serious refutatior. of tr..e idola-1 trous 
divinity I of I Anno Lee, of Munches tor, (Eng.) I ( Dou-ola rula] I By . 








Ken tucky, I Frintod by-- T. W. Ruble & Son I for tho author. Richmond, ( 417 ] 
19 cm. 2 lenvos, iv, 114 P• 
the end: 11Finiched at t;cnvillo by th0 so.mo printers. 
11 
edition uppoarod nt r~us se llvillo, Ky., in 1816; soo no. 5U3, bolow. 
~- ----··---- ---- ·----- -------- ·-- -·---
One k e y source for researchers to b e awc1re of is The N3.tional 
Uni~~ Catalog; ~re _-1956 Imprints (Fl7J) which is a catalog or 
bil>liogrdphy of the holdings of ma:;or li braries in the Unit e d 
Stat. es . E;:ich e ntry, lik e the example below , includes the in for-
ma tion found on the main entry card (auth or if known, or title) 
of standard library catalo9in9. The final lint '. of each e11try 
includ es abbreviations indica.ting which libraries hold the vclurne 
in their co ll ect ion s . With this infonnation, a researche1 : can 
discover exac tl y which rndjcr librari e s contain 8opi e s of a partic-
ul a r book sought. Traveling to a lil>rary which ir,cludes the volume 
or obL lininq th e work through int erlibrary loans th<:;n b ecomes pcs-
sible. Because 'i'he t~ational Union Cc.Jtalor,; P.re-1956 Imr,ri.nt.s 
is over 725 volt :.mcs in length, it i s no t usually found on shelves 
accessi.bl t; t o li brary 1.,atron!;. Re :.iE:!clYCLs rs should ask a libraL-i ,1n 
for as c;i:;t.ance. 
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22. Festival and Dance Directories 
The use of directories may allow researchers to visit in person 
locations at which dance events are occurring. The opportunity 
to observe dances in person and to seek assistance from experts 
attending may be of help to the site staff membe rs responsible 
for planning dance interpretation. 
The Book of Festivals in the Midwest, 1980 and 1981 contains the 
~- -~- -- -- -~ ~~ ~- -~-
example below (Akin and Fingerhut 1980:35-36). A visitor to 
this festival could expect to find not only dancing but clothing, 
foods, and other information which might be of value to a site 
or museum. 
(22. F0stival and Danc e Dir ec t or i es ) 
Lafayette Fe.1st of the Hunter' s Moon 
d.11,·s i11 1980. S,·pt. 27-2H, / ':ISL Ud. 3--1; l1(l111s: 10 
a.111.-S 11. 111. 
k1c.iti,1n : -1 mik s , uulhwl' s t L•f L1f.H -'-' lk <>n S uuth 
RiVL' f Road 1c21 , 
th emc:_ rccr,· .1te s 1lw 1·ighkcnt h -c,·ntur ~ ~'.·11lw ring nf 
th e 1-rl'nch and thL• lndi.in s .11 a fur-tr.1..::lin<> o utp,1st 
n n the W.ih,ish I<i vc r t, 
co nt ,1ct P'-'rs o ns fo r l'J 80 & 19!l1· r:crn :\l.ir:i,1 ur C.irol 
\V,1ddell ; pl ·"inc : (3 17) 7-1:'-8-I I I 
1979 at tC'nd.rncc: 50,000; 1978: .tS,000; ,Lite ut firs t ~ui:h 
fcsti\·,1L 1968; hi s tc1ric ,,r cultur.i l ~ihni iic,rnCt': 
cn1fh,1 s 1so n our Fr c nd1 h crit,1ge frL1m the voy.1g crs 
ant p us t 1nh .1b1tants 1,·h o w,'r L' thl' firs t Eun,pl'ans 
to sdtl c th e zirea 
ad:nissi,,!_I fee: u.!11/ts :!,.! .SO in 11.lz •1J)J ( [' , $3 al sat ,·; Jilldt'r 
12, 7::iC 111 11.li•a,1(,', ~q 111 g11/,· (,;11/,i,"< I lo (11t111:,;c) 
Dl:SCRIPTtON AND 1\Tr!( ,\ ( fll , ~!S U I' F[S 11\',\L 
m .1in ,1ttr ,1ctiun s: cr.1tt s rncn dt ' ill n n s tr .1tin g 
e1g hkenth -ct' ntury s kill s , b l.rn1'L't trad l' rs 
St·co nchry .1ttr:1ct ion~: hcn ch & l ndiJn d.1nce, f,11 ds 
pi qs,1red over np t·n fires 
Sp l'Ci,1] ,Jtlf,ll ·tion : ntilil.H)' Ullit S rt'r!Ur lll ill [ f'fl'li~ .il'll 
drills 
for s,11..:·: c raft ikm s, hl'nch & Indian fu,1J~. rt'pli czi~ ,if 
18th c..:n tur y goo d s 
cnntl' ~t:, and pri z.l'~: c.111<lL' f.lcL'<;, rnu :.z h- lu,,,Jinf; 
re fobilit y co nk :;t~. tomJh.11, k th ro\\ ·inb ; l ~th 
cenlur r it , ·Jl1', 
ATrI{A C IJO:--.S NF.,\1<1!1 
m utur bu.1t s . ru1, ·b,1,1h , c,11111,·s, ii~h ir,h . p icni, · ,HL',1~. 
n.ition '.11, s tatL', count; : p.u k~ . Tip~>,·,,rn, 1L' C ,1un t\ · 
H1s tnncal ~111SL'u111. For t 0 111. t,·11,l11 Mu s,•1111:. llattk 
Ground Hi s tll ric.11 ~1u s , ·urn . b,1Jtiv1;nnrn,b. nationJI 
or stall' lllcmunwnt s, lwr :;d, .1ck nd1 nb. th, :atrl'S 
ACCD r--l.\1l1DA l t():--JS A:'\:D IKl1\ !W NE:.-\RllY 
campgr u und :,, h o t, ·b ·m u td s, gr,ic,-ric s llL'.iroy. 
rl'st,1ur:int s nt·.irbv 
CONCF.SSJ()NS .-\VAJL\llL L ,\ r r, 'iT l\' ·\I 
crafts , ci g ht, ,L·nth -c,·ntur y 1k111s, foud ; ..:1J11t,1ct f'L' rson 
and ,k ,1d linc : s:imL'; r-.t1y I 
~ ·· 
,., -
I • -1 
• t 
'I.... '., . , 
, ..... ( 
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---- ----- -- --------- --- - --- ---- -- ------- -·------------- ~- ---- -- --- -- --
'I'he ~Je ' s Polk Dance Dir ect ~ (Hovorka and St ee le 1981 ) i s 
a us e ful s ourc e for ev e nt s , dance-r e lat e d b11siness es , and danc e 
t e achers. Ptililished by The Te xas lnt2rnati onal Folk Dancers, the 
dir ecto r y is tin attempt to cuinpi 1.r~ infc,rrna ti on reqa rdin g wher e 
folk d~nc in g r egul ctrly occ urs, what k ind of dan c ing i s don e , and 
who may b ,) .:::ont.a c tcd in 11,1rio11s ] oca ti o ns for in for r-,a tion. 
CHAPTER NINE: A GUIDE TO TYPES OF RESOURCES FOR DANCE RESEARCH: 
ICONOGRAPHIC SOURCES 
Iconographic, or visual, sources can give the researcher information 
beyond that which is included in many written descriptions: hairstyles, 
clothing details, refreshments served, layout of a dance event, number of 
musicians, and so forth. Although drawings and still photographs cannot 
impart an und e rstanding of the movements of the dance, many contextual 
details can be gathered from these sources. As with written sources, 
icono graphic sources must include tim e and place documentation in order 
to be us ef ul . A photograph which might have been tak en anywhere in the 
Southwest between 1 900 and 1920 will be of limit ed use to a site which 
portrays the life of a particular Zuni villag e , regardless of the detail 
it includes. As with written sources, a knowledge of th e creator's author-
ity and intent will help determine the reliability of a particular source. 
1. Drawings and Paintings 
This painting by Pieter Bruegel (also spelled Brueghel or 
Breughel), a Flemish painter from the lSOO's, tells the observer 
much about clothing, one particular musical instrument, village 
layout, one type of fence, some dance movements, the number of 
people and balance of sexes in attendance, and refreshments 
served. This example is taken from All the Paintings of Pieter 
Bruegel (Denis 1961: plate 154). 
87. 
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----------P-l- 3t_c_l_H· TIIE r1..\ s., sT DANCE , Vicnn :1, h.u 11sthisto r-i,_c-!1c-·s_:-_!_u_sc-·u_m·------ -- - -- · . 
2. Artists' Sketchbooks 
Sketchbooks may b e as useful as finish e d paint ing s and dra,-., ings 
to th e d a n ce r esearc h e r . 
'1,h0. sk e t .c h which follows W(,S .:i preliminary sk 0 t c ll for th e painting 
~_o l _~Y Fl ,,1.bo.c,tw ,i n in Port , J.822_ by Geor ge C..11 eh Bin <Jham . Clothing 
ue t .1i l is th e gr2:1t: es t ir. s i')ht to b e g c1in ed fror.1 this parlicular 
exa inple. Thi s p or ti o n of th ,, skt...:tcii coml::f~ [L orn tlk book The Di·a w-
iL 9E_ of G,!Or_:Je Ca l eb Bin~1 n v1Jith .::i Cata l o9ue Rai so nn t~ (Blo c h 
(2. Artists ' Sket chbooks) 
l975:24S) . 




3. Regional Art 
The work of regional artists can be an excellent source for in-
formation regarding context and detail. An artist who worked 
in a single region over a pe riod of time and p roduced art dealing 
with that r eg ion is sur e to have developed a first hand knowledge 
of the a r ea and the people whe re he worked. This int ens ified 
concern with a single re g ion can increase the value his work 
has for sites and museums. 
George Ca l eb Bingham was a Missourian who painted from his own 
experiences and observations. Among other scenes, Bingham pa int ed 
the flatboatmen he saw a l ong the Mi ssissippi River . The portion 
of a pa intin g shown below, from Joll y Flatboatmen in Port, 1 857 
i n The Drawings of George Caleb Bingham With _ a Catalog t>.e_ Ra is onne 
offers inf orma tion on dancing, musica l instruments, clothing , 
the dancer's and observers' feelings, and more . (Bloch 19 75: 240 ). 
91. 
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4. Folk i\rt 
rrhe work of folk artists can offer as nmc h inforrn.1tion about 
detail and conte~:t of a dance event as the wo rk of hi~hly trained 
artists. 
This painting with ac comra nying notes by Lewis Millc:r is from 
Lew is Mill e r: Shc~tch es crnd Chronicles (Miller 1966 : 67) . The 
92. 
( 4 . Folk Art) 
picture is dated 1 808 and depicts dancinq at the home of ar1 
in ch v.Ldual. In addition to numbc>.r o f r,eopfe prese nt, clothing, 
type of dancing being done , a nd number of mu.-;icians, the ir ,stru-
ments p l ayed arc revealed: a violin and a h a n~ e red du l c im er. I n 
s u ch a.11 unJ et:i il ed portrayal , it. would not be safe to make as-
sumptions such as number of guests in a tt e nd .:ince , balance of 




·'"'c .. , f\ ,,,t. 
. 
----- ·------------------..-. -·------
It i ;; possible th . 1t a site or museu m r csea rclwr !Tu)y find pjeces of 
sculr,tur, ~ whi ch sug9c :;t. in f o rmation ,1.JJout dancing . As with o t h ~r 
visual a:ct so ur ce s , a docwn e nt.at :i o n ,~f time and place: and some 
kn owlE"dqe of the urtist's exp0 rt:i~. e a nu int, ::nt will help the r e-
searcher to detcruin e th2 re: li, :1bi .li ty of the source. 
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6. Slides an~ Photographs 
State historical societies and other libraries often maintain 
photographic archives. Like artwork, photographs which cannot 
give a description of the dancing itself may still offer infor-
mation regarding detail and context. Also like artwork, documen-
tation of time and place will make the photo useful to the re-
searcher. Unlike artwork, photography has the advantage of 
offering the certainty that everything pictured was really there 
at the time the photo was taken--and was not the result of the 
artist's imagination or desire for embellishment. (It is po ssible, 
however, that an entire situation may be the result of the 
photographer's fanc y and be complet e ly posed.) 
The following examp le is on e portion of a pho togra ph found in 
the Kentucky Library. The photo captures the decorations for 
the Bowling Green, Kentucky, Rotary Club dinner and dance held 
annually at the armory. Unfortunately, the date of these partic-
ular decorations,complete with live palms, is unknown. 
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(G. Slid es and Ph o tographs ) 
--------·--- ---------
7. Films and Vid eo Ti::pcs 
In additi o n to capturing detail and contex t, films and vid eo tapes 
can r, ·iVea J the way in which particular dances were po r formed 
and tlw spirit of the dance evc'.n t. Films which rniqht be of use i.n 
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(7. Films and Video Tapes) 
planning dance interpretation range from anthropological and 
folklife studies to popular culture movies depending upon the 
dance to be interpreted. Media review publications such as the 
periodical Previews will enable researchers to locate potentially 
useful media materials. Catalogs and mediographi e s will also 
lead researchers to helpful materials. 
Examples of potentially useful dance films include Iroquois 
Social Dance and Full of Life A-Dancin'. Iroquois Social Dance 
was put out by Green Mountain Cine Works of Staten Island, New 
York, in 1980. The work includes two eighteen minute reels and 
a teacher's guide. Social and political background is included 
in the teacher's guide, and the films themselves are intended to 
teach the dances. Full of Life A-Dancin' is the work of Phoenix 
Films, New York, New York, and came out in 1978. The film is a 
study of a clogging team, the Southern Appalachian Cloggers, and 
might be of use to some Southern sites. As with other types of 
sources, films and video tapes require verification of their re-
liability as sources. Team cloggers, for instance, have greatly 
embellished the traditional forms of step dancing from which their 
art is derived. A film about clogging is therefore not necessarily 
helpful to a site interpreting traditional forms of step dancing. 
8. Popular Magazine Illustrations 




(8 . ropul~r Mag~~lnc Illustrutions) 
' I I 
! _______ __ J . 
at the left can , a·:i-ain, 
revf!al inf, _1rmation i.:i.lx:>ut co,,t.ex t and 
detail w'. 1ich wr -~ tt r:n scurces c:,) r.,::>t. 
D0.pending upon thL: subject of the 
i l.L ustrat:i.cn, in format:i _on may oe gain 2d 
about decor.at ions, re freshmE:-nts, clot.t;ing, 
hdirstyles, trar,sport.J.t.ior1, and other 
t opics . Re m,c:mber, hmwvcr , that popu-
lar ma,1azines fr2quenU .y portray thing~ ; 
not as they a re but as peorlc wish th ey 
could be. A sugge s t e d fashion ma'! nc. ·e r 
have actu n lly come into style. 
At th e left is a.n .LJ. lust:ration from 
"My Idea of the Dance Dr e ss " by Mrs . 
Vernon Castle. Th e a-.:-ti c l e z,ppeared in 
th e LaJi,_,s• Home Jo\l-rna l and included 
an offer of ~ a tt erns for ~h e four dresses 
pi c ture:d. A disc\l s:_;iun of styles a.nd 
fabrics suit e d l<):C ciunciny Wi.,s also 1. :1 -
eluded. (Castle l '.114 : 31). 
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9 . Book Illu s t ra t io n s 
Books of many kinds may be illustrat ed wiLh items helpful in 
dune ~~ research--dance histori e s, dancin9 manuals, photographic 
work s , social historie~, and others. As with other iconographic 
~;o urccs, time c1nd place of the illt:s tr.:it j cn must be known i .n 
ord er for the illu s t"i:ation to Le as u seful . ' , as pc.ssio.i..e .. If an 
illustrciti on r:.:..th er than a photograph, tLe expertis1:: of the 
artist will help to judge the materi a l's r el iability. 
Ev e n a cartoon , such as the one J;e l oi,.,· from '.::. Hi s tory of Danc ing 
Fr om the Earl i es t l\ges to Our ()',,;,1 Tim es_, first r,ubJ.ished in 
1 898 , offers information on li g hti ng , !T,us i c.:ll in stn.1.ments , ty pe 
c, f dance, c lothing, nurrb e r of musi,~ians, and decorations. 
(Vuil.li e r 1977 : 430) . 
r 
o,h .l 11·1'.,, .\C ,~11n: ~1r ·, ,·1 •L' .-..t,;.:: L: 1-; : ,., ·. · :-..c 
~\fct:r 1 ;, CiuiL .:,n:,11;..: 
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(9. Doa k Illu s tr at i o n s ) 
I n add iti on to th e original pu r posP of this ill ustra ti on -- to 
in s truct the dancer ir : t he moveme nt s of tJ·,e daw :e -·- the mode:c 1 
r esear ch er can ga in clothing inf or m.:iti on from th e illustr a ti on 
b,--l ow . This examp l e i s from The Da n c l !"?9 Mast e r first publi s h ed 
in 172 5 ( Rurnea u 1970 :145 ). 
i 
- ·-- -· -- ·--·- ·----- ·- - ·- ... --· ·-·- - ... ··- ··- ·::...::.:.:. . :..::::::·.-~-J  
J'ig. Jr5'. Sct cnd ~P (/;71,rc iii a C.?1ilrez\·mps J~, c~,;; 
__ _ ____ _ _ a __ _ __________ _ _ 
S9 . 
(9 . Book Illu s tr a ti ons ) 
'I'h e exarnr, l e .telow, from Danc e f'~_':e r, cou ld offe r th e r esearcher 
inf ormat i on ab out de co r at ions, size of t lie c r owd, balar.ce of th e 
s exes , decora ti ons , musicians, and f urnis h in s s. 'l~ e a~th o r, 
h oweve r, i den ti f i es f ew of hi s photog r apt.s •,vith t hei r d e f.init.e 
loc a ti o n s , and dates are suggest0d o nl y by th e de caJe which is 
covere d in ea.ch cha.p ter--h e r e 1 590 - 1 8 99 . (McDo r,agh 1 979 : 15). 
; \ 1 11;1/g11ul,11 1 ,1! 111111111/ i11 .\ · , · :, · }' , ,,/ , ,,,11/i :!,,· h,illd 1J11d tlr11J(i' //i,or IJi t!ir 1, .11 
______ J 
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10. Newsp':lpc.r ~[llu str.a t~ 9~ 
Like uth~, r illnst r :iti ons , news1:iapec photos a.nd cng r av 1.nqs can 
(Jive the r e s earche r inf o r:nc:.ti on on the contexts of dance e veuts. 
Because ne wspapers gc ne~a ll y r epo rt on l y th ose events whi ch 
are presen tl y occurring, r esearch o n past ti me periods wi ll 
necessitate r e turning t o pdst ne wsrape r s for data . One con -
v2n i.ence is the c lari ty wi tl1 1-1hich da t es are established us in g 
newspap~r so urc es . In pre - photoqrap hi c newspapers , eng r aving s 
will n ecess itate th e usu a l concern for th e a rti st ' s expe rtis e , 
k nowl edge , and in t e nt. 
This examp l e from t.he Louisv:i.11. e Courie r- ,l0t irnal Magaz in e 
mi ght be useful t o a s it e in terpreti ng e ither t he dance of the 
19 50 ' s or th e developmen t of vle!:::tern !:iquare dancing . 
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11. Adverti s i.~.9:. Illustr a cions 
Like written adv e rti se ments, advertising ill1IBtrati0ns show 
what pe op l e want to buy. Illustrationsand the accompanying 
t e xt oft en emphasiz e those f<c,a ture s which ,.,er e co nsider ed th 2 
most si ]n ificant. The adverti s eme nt's audience wi..11 suggest 
th e re g ions in which th<J products we ce originally us ed. 
Tli f: two e:xampl es be l ow are fr om th e 1897 Se ar s Roe buck Cata--
lo g ue (Se ars Roe bu ck and C..)mpany 1 0 6 8 :1 9::i , 20 0). 
Ladies' Vici Kid Strap S3nd:1ls. Men'o Patent L ea ther Od ~-,.·d~~ --i 
~o . :l101H ~1nd" from J{OOd ~rutlt · of pu11 · 1, 
;,-u.tl 11· r, t11l ·d 1u t11 l 1a11d 1:1rn or !, llp \ 1(•r so k . :111d 
... 11n1· \ \ h k h 1-, n ·n ; 11·.· :i l ;u 1d ut t l H • :,,;u i.1• 1 l ,n ,, I 
;.a ... \· nn d :-..:n ·t,·, ·,l l ;i , ·. ' I li t, :-.11 .. · !-. ll :-• d prt11cl1 ,:d l-
r1, r ~d :u1,· \1q{ 1t1,d _f ~,r d r, ...... ,,, ·:ir . ·"',l ,.t . ...,, ~. 1,• ~I 
v.l d ll 1, . II, E a nd Er .. \\d~l:t ,:..\ l ll / .. ll ·rp a ir 81 .• 
I 
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CHAPTER TEN: A GUIDE TO TYPES OF SOURCES FOR DANCE RESEARCH: 
MATERIAL CULTURE AND OTHER SOURCES 
MATERIAL CULTURE SOURCES 
Artifacts, the actual items used in association with a dance event, 
may suggest helpful data to the dance researcher. Documentation regard-
ing where, when, on what occasions, and by whom specific items were used 
will allow the researcher to make full use of material culture artifacts 
in museum and personal collections. Many details and pieces of informa-
tion may be detected through the examination of artifacts. Additional 
information may be found in museum or related person~l records. This 
information might includ e skirt l e ngths, woods used in dulcim e r s , styl e s 
of handmade furniture, fabrics and colors pref e rred for dancing attire, size 
of dancing rooms, and so on. Especially if the artifact is to be reproduced 
for on-site use, an in-person look at any artifact will probably be helpful. 
1. Wome n's Attire 
Museum collections often include women's fancy dresses and acces-
sories. These may be of particular use if the events to which 
the clothing was worn are known. Type of event and age of the 
original wearer will also tell the researcher what the clothing 
was originally designed for. 
The Kentucky Museum collection includes a dress known to have been 
102. 
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worn at tJ1e Bowling Green "Fair Hop" .:troun<l 189 3. In addition 
to viewin g the dress, the research e r can find the following 
information and mor e in the mus eum 's a.cc e ssi o n re co rds. 
l 
Dress . 
Cream color china silk ~-,ith ye "ilow 
pansy and dCTisy motif. Pointed bodice 
(a) has boat neckline edged with ruffle, 
elbov-1 length puff slee ves , pleat s in 
front and back. Trailing skirt (h) with 
large pleats, fini shed with ruffle. 
Made by Mrs. A.H. Taylor (Car rie), t a. 
1893 to wear at BOlvling Green ''Fair Hop." 
a) L 4 00 mm. b) L 117 0 rmi. 
Gift, 1970. 
2. Men's Attir e 
Less often s ur viving the years than wome n's clo tl:.i ng , men's attire 
10<;y s ug ges t inf orma tion about styl c,s a nd fabric s , t oo . Th e natu re 
of the events to which the c l o thin g was \<.'Orn, the a9·~ of the wearer, 
and ot her information found in musewn records may be of use to 
the dance r esearche r. 
'!'h e collect ion o t the Ke ntucky Mus0.um incl uJes a m.:m' s suit a.bou t 
which, un fo rtunat e ly, l i ttle is kno1-m. Still, th e s i ze of the 
suit sugge::-;ts an a d11lt weJ.rc r, thuS Lim i tin g th e ,HJe sr-.:'!n of th e 
s t y l ,~ and rnat cr i c1.l to ,:.bou t fifty ye a rs. The geo<Jrc1phic l oca ti o n 
also n :1r rows th e s cope cif th e su:i t' s poss i b l e use . In the absen ce 
o f b c tt -2r cl0cur, 1e 1-.t:ed pi ccc 1~, this ,; ui t. may b.,-, of som e h e l p tu th e 
104. 
researcher. The museum's records show the following, along with 
other infonnation. 
Object: Suit. 
Description: Four pieces; coat, vest, trousers, and 
suspenders; black serge, vest and trousers lined 
with cerise sateen; coat is Prince Albert style. 
Date received: August 10, 1943. 
Original owner or maker: Donor's brother; born 1848--
died 1919. 
Address of owner or maker: Nashville, TN, and 
Bowling Green, KY. 
History and remarks: No history known. 
3. Dance Cards, Tickets, and Programs 
Artifacts from a dance event may reveal the location of the event, 
the date and time of day, what type of music was played by whom, 
who attended, how formal the event was, which and hm, wany dance s 
were done and in what order, what refreshme r!t s wer e ;;,;rve d, a_,1d 
more. 
The "Annual Fair Hop" program which follows suggests a formal 
event. Information included gives all of the it ems ment ion ed 
above with the exception of refr e shments and dances done. The 
dance card reproduced next, on the other hand, tells a great deal 
about what types of dances were done, how many dances were per-
formed, and in what order the dances occurred. In addition, 
examination of the signatures on the dance card reveals not only 
which partners danced with the card holder most often but what 
she thought of two of them. The dance card i s from a dance spon-
sored by the Bowling Gr een Guard, a military group, in 1880. Both 
of these examples are from the Kentucky Library collect ion . 
11) 5 • 
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Examin a tion in rerson or thr oug h floor plans or illustratiott of 
buildings in whi ch dancing was known to occur may assist a re-
search e r in discovering information ,1bout tl,e layout of a dance 
event (wh r:!r e the cla11cing wa s and where the f oo d v13.s, f o r exa 1nple), 
the amount or space considf ,red t o be necessar y, the flo or iwJ 
material used, and so forth. Foe e xample, a look at a nearby 
house in whi ch Jancinq is known to have occurr :~d may suggest some 
inf orrnat:io1 , for the site staff wish; 11g to ir1- .erpret dance in th e ir 
107 . 
site's own hou se . 
Tak en from th e book !,et'~ Dane <::_, th e illu .s tration below is of a 
yacht cluL's annllal ball iu 185 9 (Buckman 1979:119). The height 
and other dimensions of the room can be estimated fr.om the illus-
tration. In addition, the ceilin g and window de sign are evident, 
as is the balcony. Lighting fixtures are also clearly visibl e . 
l 
I 
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ORGANIZATIONS AS SOURCES 
Organizations involved in dance research or activities can be of 
assistance to site staff members planning dance interpretation. Organiza-
tions provide a variety of services which may includ e production or spon-
sorship of books, recordings, workshops, classes, dances, research libraries, 
speakers' bureaus, newsletters, conventions, meetings, and catalog sales of 
dance-related items. They may also be able to direct sites and musewns to 
individuals with expertise valuable to the site--dance historians, musicians, 
and teachers. A selection of dance-related organizations is listed in th e 
"Sources and Resources" section of this paper. 
CLOTHING SOURCES 
Sources for appropriate period clothing fall into two major ~ategories: 
books about clothing and sources for the purchase of clothing patterns or 
actual period clothing reproductions. In using either of these types of 
sources, researchers wi ll need to corroborate information with additional 
sources and to compare styles and fabrics with information from local sources 
of the time period. 
Books on costume and dress are many. The book Costume in Detail, 
Women's Dress 1730-1 930 is a well-documented and us efu l sourcebook with 
----
illu strations drawn from actual items of clothing. Th e example below 
gives an indication of the book's detail (Bradfield 1968:235). 
1870-75 
Black silk m;imle 
edged in black rr,1pe 
over cord ed ~ilk with 
fringes .111J t.1sscls of 
bb rk silk with !ii.irk 
SJtin bow. Unlined . 
Sh.1ped ro we:ir over" 
bu s ck; inner tape tie 
at waist. 
1860-7 0 b!Jrk satin 
sho~s with heel, bl ack 
s:irin bow . 
S11owsli1ll Co/b :ti,m 
1876 go ld and black 
mourning ring. 
T. St,mley Brown 
MouRtO l'/fr R.1fv (j {t,-r 
~ d,.M~~,e,v wlw r-lt-M ~"' 
I 87 b A'k:.t &.,rfl(p., Hall 
~:o 
rf,nJ ya~t a[ h.L,v ~hr 
109 . 
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The m .m1k of niniiu111-l1c:11-y ,lull -rn ri'.1, t.·,l )ilk li.1, li, .... 11 wry rnu ,·h worn. The ..:r:1pc on 
the fronr l.1ci11gs w .1~ prnh.il 1ly n ·nw, ·c,l bt ·c.11,~l· of' 11;car. It is 111<,r<.· 1h.rn likd y a wi,low 's 
mantle, which, wlirn 11c 11·, h.1d th e f.1shin11.1hk fringe. t.1~~c1 rri1nmi11gs. Jlld bow ove r th ~ 
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The State Historical Society in Wisconsin is one example of a source 
for period clothing patterns. This group is publishing a set of 
clothing patterns made from actual period garments. All are women's 
dresses in sizes 10, 12, and 14. Currently the set includes eight 
patterns ranging from 1835 through 1896. A total of thirty patterns 
is planned. Included are contemporary notes and engravings. 
Gohn Brothers, a mail order business in Middlebury, Indiana, serves 
the Amish and incidently offers fabrics, shoes, men's trousers, and 
other items which approximate some items of period clothing. Gohn 
Brothers is one example of a source for actual clothing items. 
MUSIC SOURCES 
Music for traditional dancing is found in a variety of printed and re-
corded sources. Consultation with musicians who play for historic dances 
or those who are themselves traditional players should not be overlooked 
as valuable sources of information. Sheet music collections in librari es, 
early music collections such as Howe's Musician's Omnibus (Howe 1864), 
and bibliographies of early music are all important sources for printed 
music. For recorded music, dance organizations and record dealers and 
producers who specialize in traditional music (such as Folkways or Andy 's 
FrortHall in Voorheesville, New York) may be helpful sources. Comparison 
with other sources for verification of authenticity is still needed, and 
th e research er should be aware that arrangements found in printed and 
recorded sources are not necessarily authentic to past time periods . 
CHAPTER ELEVEN: CONCLUSION 
The purpose of any program of dance interpretation is to portray an 
event--a cultural, social, and emotional activity of importance to the 
people portrayed. The context of a dance event is as i mportant as the 
dances themselves in learning about the people of another time period. 
The major steps in planning a program of dance interpretation are 
thes e : 1.) id entify th e interpretive them e s and objectives of the site 
and the ways in which dance int erpre tation could serve thes e overall goals; 
2.) conduct research to establish that dancing was indeed do11('-. a.t. th,~ s ~ b-, 
and during the time period portrayed; 3.) establish through r esea rch th e 
types of dance events which o cc urred, which specific dances were done, 
and what the contexts and functions of the dance events were; 4.) plan, 
practice, and then incorporate the traditional dance interpretation into 
the site's program; 5.) continue to develop and substantiate the dance 
interpretation through ongoing research; and 6.) evaluate the dance inter-
pretation and make improvements whenever possible. 
The most important work in the process of developing and presenting 
a dance interpretation program is research. Research is the basis for all 
information presented to the public--dance steps, musical instruments, 
clothing, foods served, attitudes about dancing, and every other detail 
included in the outline of considerations found in Chapter Five. 
As with any other area of interpretation, som e compromise of detail 
111. 
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will be unavoidable. While necessary due to gaps in available information, 
compromises should be recognized as such. Ongoing research may later bring 
to light the information needed to eliminate the compromises made. 
Interpret a tionof traditional dance involves more than the portrayal 
of movement across the floor, through space and time. For the watching 
public, dance interpretation reveals the functions of dancing in the lives 
of the dancers and watchers, the surroundings in which the dancing took 
place, how individuals felt about the dancing and about their neighbors, 
the community interaction and teamwork involved in performing a dance, 
how members of the opposite sex related to one another, and a thousand 
other unspoken facts, concepts, and ideas. Every detail of the surround-
ings and every movement of the interpreters contributes to the humanness 
of the portrayal. The goal of the portrayal of traditional danr, e is to 
interpret meaningful human activity. 
SOURCES AND RESOURCES FOR THE RESEARCH OF TRADITIONAL DANCE 
The following pages contain sources and resources which may be of 
value to individual dance researchers. This source list is in no way 
complete or definitive but includes sources used in the preparation of 
this paper and sources which may be valuable for the information they 
include or for the additional sources they might lead the researcher to. 
The entries include bibliographic as well as other sources of information 
and are divided into the following categories. 
Folk Studies, Historic Preservation, and Museum Work 
The entries in this section include both theoretical works and prac-
tical works either written by or useful to folklorists or museum 
staff members. 
The next three sections include works of scholarship in the area of dance. 
Social Scientific Studies Involving Dance 
Anthropological, sociological, and ethnographic studies are included 
in the entries in this section. 
Theses and Dissertations on Dance 
This section lists master's theses and doctoral dissertations dealing 
with dance and music. 
Dance and Movement Notation Systems 
This section includes works dealing with systems of graphically 
recording dance and movement. 
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Bibliographies, Indexes, Dictionaries, and Encyclopedias 
Reference books on dance, music, and some historical topics are 
included here. 
Dance and Historical Organizations 
These entries include organizations which may provide site staff 
members with research assistance, names of teachers and consultants, 
and other help. Most entries are adapted from the Encyclopedia of 
Associations (Akey 1980). 
Dance and Related Journals and Magazines 
Magazines of dance groups, social scientific journals, ladies' maga-
zines for clothing and contextual data, and some ethnic magazines 
are in this sections. Most entries are adapted from Ulrich's Inter-
national Periodicals Directory (Ulrich's International Periodicals 
Directory 1980). 
Directories of Festivals and Dance Events 
This section includes sources listing dance events and related 
festivals. 
Dance Manuals and Collections 
These entries include collections of dances and instructions for 
dancing which were written for dancers performing the dances of their 
own cultures and time periods. These works may well be useful to 
site staff members because they are from the time period and the 
culture in which the dancing described was done. For the same reason, 
however, these works may provide scant explanations of dance instruc-
tions. 
How to Folk Dance In struction Books 
These books were written for individuals who wish to perform the dances 
of a culture or time period other than their own. These works may be 
useful to site staff members because they include instructions how to 
perform the dances. Th e intent of the author of each work will influ-
ence the value of the work, and additional substantiation of the infor-
mation included is advisable. 
llS. 
Historical Studies Involving Dance 
These works deal with the historical settings or development of 
traditional dance. 
Religious and Ethical Commentary on Dance 





not to give 
sources of dance information found in literature are in 
The primary aim of these sources is to describe dancing, 
instructions in how to dance. 
Iconographic Sources 
These sources include illustrations which portray dance and ma y 
suggest elements of the dance event to researchers. 
Dance Music Sources 
This section includes a sampling of the types of sources available 
for locating dance music. Some entries in the "Bibliographies" 
section also include music sources. 
Clothing Sources 
Clothing is a major portion of the portrayal of traditional dance, and 
this section suggests a few sources for period clothing information, 
patterns, and articles. 
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FOLK STUDIES, HISTORIC PRESERVATION, AND MUSEUM WORK 
ALDERSON, WILLIAM T. AND SHIRLEY PAYNE LOW 
1976 Interpretation of historic sites. Nashville, American 
Association for State and Local History. 
Basic introduction to interpretation techniques. 
ALEXANDER, EDWARD P. 
1979 Musewns in motion; an introduction to the history and 
functions of museums. Nashville, American Association 
for State and Local History. 
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BLEGEN, THEODORE C. 
Dancing through the Journal of American Folklore. 
In the collection of the Western Kentucky Folklore, 
Folklife and Oral Hitory Archives. 
A survey of the dance literature found in the 
Journal of American Folklore, 1888 -19 80 . 
The Missouri play -party. Journal of American Folklore 
24:295-318. 
Childhood recollections of 1880 's playparties. 
Scholarship on contemporary American folk foodways . 
Ethnologia Europaea 5:56-63. 
A survey of work useful in museum int erpretat ion. 
A solid sufficiency: an ethnography of yeoman foodways 
in Stuart England. Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Folklore scholarship in use in museum interpretation. 
Immat eria l material culture. Keystone Folklore 21: 
1-13. 
Folklife research techniques for outdoor museums. 
Folklife and the American museum. Museum News 59: 
46-50, 58, 60, 63, 64. 
Folklife inter p retation throu gh art objects and 
performing arts for indoor musewns. 
1947 Grass roots history. Minn eapo lis, University of Minne-
sota Press. 
BRUNVAND, JAN H. 
19 78 
An early application of the New Social History in 
U.S. scholarshi p . 
Folk dances and dramas. In The study of American folk-
lore. Jan H. Brunvand, ed. pp. 259-273. New York, 
W.W. Norton & Company, I nc . 
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BUCKLEY, BRUCE R. 
1968 
BURCAW, G. ELLIS 
1975 






COE , LINDA 
1977 




DORSON, RICHARD M. 
19 72 
"Honor your ladies": folk dance in the United States. 
In Our living traditions: an introduction to American 
folklore. Tristram Potter Coffin, ed . pp. 134-141. 
New York , Basic Books. 
Intro duction to museum work. Nashville, American 
Association for State and Local History. 
A bibliographic inventory of the folklore of the 
state of Missouri. Bloomington, Folklore Archive, 
In d iana University. 
Folklore work useful to folklife museums. 
Doin g history with material culture. In Material 
culture and the study of American lif e . Ian M.G. 
Quimby , ed. New York, W. W. Norton and Company. 
Col on ial Virgini a ns at p la y . Charlott esv ill e, Univ e r-
sit y of Virginia Press. 
Originally a museum monograph from Colonia .:i Williams-
burg. Examp le of museum res earc h which can be 
shared among sites. Includes information on dance 
events . 
Folklife and the federal government. Washington , 
American Folklife Center. 
Movement notation: its significance to the folklorist. 
Journal of American Folklore 67:291-308. 




int erprete rs. 
forgotten: the archaeology of early 
Garden City, New York , Anchor Press/ 
valuable to museum researchers and 
Introduction: concepts of folklore and folklife studi es . 
In Folklore and folklife: an introduction. Richard M. 
Dorson, ed. pp . 1-50. Chicago, University of Chicago 
Press . 
Discusses th e concept of folklife studies . 
ll8. 
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EATON, ALLEN H. 
1973 Handicrafts of the southern highlands. New York, Dover. 
(First published in 1937.) 
Material culture study useful to folklife museums. 
EVANS, GEORGE EWART 
1970 Tools of their trades: an oral history of men a work 
FORBES, JOHN M. 




c. 1900. New York, Taplinger Publishing Company. 
Oral history and material culture study valuable to 
folklife museums. 
Libraries and the preservation of American popular 
culture. Drexel Library Quarterly 16: 89 - 99 . 
Discussion of the responsiblities and poLential roles 
of libraries in the preservation of materials on 
dance popular culture. 
Meaningful things and appropriate myths: the artifact's 
place in American studi es . In Prospects 3: an annual 
of American cultural studies. Jack Salzman, ed. New 
York, Burt Franklin. 
Philosophical discussion of the concep t n f an 
"artifact" and its significance in folkl.i .fe studies. 
Folk housing in middle Virginia; a structural analysis 
of historic artifacts. Knoxville, University of Ten-
nessee Press. 
Folklore work useful to folklife museums. 
GOLDSTEIN, KENNETH S. 
1964 A guide for fi e ld workers in folklore. Hatboro, Pen-
nsylvania, Folklore Associates, Inc. 
GOODWIN, MARY 
1953 
Based on Ph.D. diss er tation from the University of 
Pennsylvania. A guide for folklore fieldwork. 
Musical instrum e nts of eighteenth-century Virginia. 
Williamsburg, Virginia, Colonial Williamsburg. 
Museum research report which might be us e ful to 
other folklif e museums. 
HARTLEY, MARIE AND JOAN INGILBY 
1968 Life and tradition in the Yorkshire Dales. London, 
J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd. 
Photographic material culture study useful to 
museums. 
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HEDWICK, ULYSSES P. 
1951 The land of the crooked tree. New York, Oxford Univer-
sity Press. 
New Social History application in U.S. scholarship. 
JENKINS, J. GERAINT 





HI GGS I .J. w. y. 
1963 




Significance of folklife scholarship to museum work. 
Folklife trends in the museum field. 
Traditional country craftsmen. London, Routledge and 
Kegan Paul. 
Material culture study useful to folklife museums. 
The use of artifacts and folk art in the folk museum. 
In Folklore and folklife: an introduction. Richard M. 
Dorson, ed. pp. 497-516. Chicago, Univerisi!;.y of 
Chicago Press. 
Folklife trends in the museum field. 
Folklife collection and classification. London, 
The Museums Association. 
The midland p e asant; th e economic and social history 
of a Leicestershire villag e . New York, St. Martin's 
Press. 
British use of the New Social History. 
International dictionary of regional European ethnology 
and folklore, volume one: general ethnological concepts. 
Copenhagen, Rosenkilde and Bagger. 
Definitiorsof folklife and folklore terminology as 
used in Europe and North America. 
KEALIINOHOMOKU, JOANN WHEELER 
1972 Folk dance. In Folklore and folklife: an introduction. 
KNIFFEN, FRED 
1965 
Richard M. Dorson, ed. pp. 381-404. Chicago, University 
of Chicago Press. 
Review of folk dance research and difficulties. 
Folk housing: key to diffusion. Annals of the Associ-
ation of American Geographers 55:549-577. 
Discussion of the use of cultural diffusion patterns 
in folklife research. 
120. 





MC DANIEL, GEORGE 
The village at Conner Prairie--OR--what on Earth have 
we become! In the files of Conner Prairie Pioneer 
Settlement, Noblesville, Indiana. 
Discussion of evolution of interpretive goals 
and modes at the Conner Prairie folklife outdoor 
museum. 
Sources on folk museums and living historical farms. 
Bloomington, Indiana, Folklore Forum. 
Bibliography of sources for museum study and for 
the members of the museum profession. Folklore 
work for museums. 
1981 Hearth and home: preserving a people's culture. Phila-





New Social History study of folk housing. 
Training programs for interpreters at outdoor museums 
in the Northeast. M.A. thesis, Cooperstown Graduate 
Program. 
Folklore work useful in the development of museum 
interpretive programs. 
The origin and aims of open-air museums. Copenhagen, 
Dansk Folkemuseum and Frilandrnuseet (National Museum 
of Denmark) . 
MONTELL, WILLIAM LYNWOOD AND MICHAEL LYNN MORSE 
1976 Kentucky folk architecture. Lexington, Univeristy of 
Kentucky Press. 
Folklore material culture study useful to museums. 
SHAFER, ROBERT JONES (ed.) 
1969 A guide to historical method. Homewood, Illinois, 





A guide for historical researchers--sources and 
techniqu es. 
Stepping into history. Museum News 53:28-35. 
Work by a folklorist employed at a folklife museum. 
Interpreting our heritage. Chapel Hill, The University 
of North Carolina Press. 
Introductory book to concepts of interpretation. 
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TYRIE, BETSY 
19 8 1 







Documenting early American foodways: sources and anno-
tated bibliography. In the files of the Kentucky 
Museum, Bowling Gr ee n, Kentucky. 
Work by a folklore graduate student for museum use. 
Sod walls. Broken Bow, Nebraska, Purcells, Inc. 
Regional folklorist's work in material culture. 
Useable by folklife museums. 
A bibliographical introduction to American folklife. 
New York Folklore Quarterly, December 1 965. 
Bibliography includes entries for "folklife museums" 
and "folkdance. 11 Intend ed as an introduction for 
European ethnologists to American folklife studies. 
The folklif e studies movement. Pennsylvania Folklife 
13:43-56. 
History of the folklife research movement . 
Folklife studies in American scholarship . Il i. American 
folklife. Don Yoder, ed. pp. 3-18. 
Overview of folklife studies movement and its re-
lation to folklife museum work. 
122. 
SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC STUDIES INVOLVING DANCE 
BOAS, FRANZ 
192 1 Ethnology of the Kwakuitl. Thirt y-f ifth annual 
report of the Bureau of American Ethnolo gy to the 
Secretary of the Smithsonian, 1913 -1 914, pp. 43-794. 
Washington, Government Prin ting Office. 
Includes several accounts of dancing ceremonies. 
Example of Bureau of American Ethnology studies of 
Native American cultures. 
BOAZ, FRANZISKA (ed.) 
1944 The function of dance in human society. New York, 
The Boaz School. 
BURCHENAL, ELIZABETH 
195 1 Folk dances of the United States: regional types and 
origins. Journal of the International Folk Music 
Council 3:18-21. 
COMSTOCK, TAMARA (ed.) 
1974 New d imensions in dance research: anthropology and 
dance--the American Indi an . New York, Committ ee on 










Committee on Research in Dance Annua l 6 . 
Social class and social dancing. Sociological Quarterly 
7:179-1 96 . 
Leisure in the In dustrial Revolution. New Yor k, St. 
Martin's Press. 
In cl udes dancing as a leisur e activity. 
To dance is human. Austin, University of Texas Press. 
Contemporary, scholarly social scientific study of 
dance. 
Folk dance survey. Journal of the International Folk 
Music Council 17:7- 8 . 
Discussion of the responses to a questionnaire about 
dance answered by folklorists throughout the world. 
Once again on the conc ep t of "folk dance." Journal 
of the Intern at ional Folk Music Council 20:30-32. 
Discussion of difficulties in defining t e rms relating 
to folk dance and its study. 
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JANKOVIC, LJUBICA S. 
1969 Paradoxes in the living creative process of dance 
tradition. Ethnomusicology 13:12 4-12 8 . 
KARPELES, MAUD (ed. ) 
1951 Coll ec tion of folk music and other ethnological material. 
Lond on , Int erna tional Folk Music Counc il and Roya l 
Anthropolo gica l Institut e of Great Britain and Ireland. 
A guide for fieldworkers. 
KEALIINOHOMOKU, JOANN WHEELER 
1965 A comparative study of dance as a constellation of 
motor behavio rs among African and United States Negroes . 
M.A. thes is, Northwestern University. 
1970 An anthropologist looks at ballet as a form of e thnic 
dance. Impulse, 1970, pp. 24-33. 
KURATH, GERTRUDE PROKOSCH 








Pan-Indianism in Great Lakes festivals. Journal of 
American Folklore 70:179-182. 
A discussion of the of Native America .n gr.oups' in- · 
fluence upon th e dancing of one a.not:h8 ·;-
The nature of dance: an anthropological perspect ive. 
New York, Int ernational Publications Service. 
Some notes on the anthropology of dance. In Anthropology 
of the Body. John Blacking, ed . New York, Academic 
Press. 
Anthropology and the dance. In New dimensions in 
dance research: an thropolog y and da nce. Tamara Comstock, 
ed. New York, Committee on Research in Dance. 
ROYCE, ANYA PETERSON 
1977 The anthropology of dance. Bloomington, Indiana Uni-
v e rsit y Press. 
RUST, FRANCES 
196 9 Danc e in society; an analysis of the relationship be-
tween the social dance and soci e ty in England from 
the Middle Ages to the present day. London , Routledge 
& Kegan Paul. 
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SWEET, JILL DRAYSON 
1 980 Play, role rev ersal and humor: symbolic elements of 
a Tewa Pueblo Navajo dance. Danc e Research Journal 
12:3-12. 
Description and discussion of Pueblo dancers 
imitating their Navajo neighbors. 
WATERMAN, RICHARD A. 
1962 Role of dance in human society. In Focus on Dance II: 
an Int erd isciplinary Search for Meaning in Movement. 
Bettie Jean Wooten, ed. Washington, American Associ-
ation for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
Discussion of the concept that dance functions as a 
force for social cohesion. 
125. 
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS ON DANCE 
BENSON, NORMAN ARTHUR 
1963 The itinerant dancing and music masters of eighteenth 








Includes a lengthy bibliography of travelers' 
accounts and other sources. 
Folk music in the Kentucky Barrens. M.A. thesis, 
Stanford University. 
Much information on musical parties is included. 
Dance in seventeenth century Massachusetts with partic-
ular reference to Indian, Puritan and Anglican cultures. 
M.S. thesis, University of Wisconsin. 
They'd have the biggest time you ever saw: square 
dances as settings for community social interaction 
in Trigg County, Kentucky, ca. 1920-1979. M.A. thesis, 
Western Kentucky University. 
KEALIINOHOMOKU, JOANN WHEELER 
1965 A comparative study of dance as a constellation of 
motor behaviors among African and United States Negroes. 
M.A. thesis, Northwestern University. 
MARTIN, JENNIFER KAYE 
1977 The English dancing master, 1660-172 8 : his 
court, in society and on the public stage. 
dissertation, University of Michigan. 
role at 
Ph.D. 
WINSLOW, DAVID JOHN 
1972 The rural square dance in the northeastern United States: 
a continuity of tradition. Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. 
126. 







LABAN, RUDOLPH VON 
Dance notation and folk dance res ea rch. Journal of 
the Int er nation Folk Music Council 10:63. 
The study of folk dance and the need for a uniform 
method of no tation. Journal of th e Internation Folk 
Music Council 11:71-73. 
Labanot a tion: the system for recording movement. 
New York, New Directions Books. 
Labanotation: or, kin e to g r ap hy. New York, Theatre Arts 
Books. 
19 75 Laban's principles of dance and movement notation. 
SUTTON, VALERIE 
1973 
Boston, Plays, Inc. 
Sutton movement shorthand: a quick, visual, easy-to-
l earn method of recording dance movement. Irvine, Cali-
fornia, Sutton Movement Shorthand Society . 
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AKEY, DENISE S. 
1980 Encyclopedia of associations: vol.l, national 
organizations of the U.S. Detroit, Gale Research 
Company. 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
1964 Compilation of dance research, 1901-1963. Washington, 
American Association for Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation. 
Followed by supplements and updates. A bibliography 
of dance research. 
AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 
1950 American dance bibliography. Proceedings of the 
LIX:217-222. 
BACKUS, EDYTH N. 
1949 
American Antiquarian Society 
Catalogue of music in the Huntington Library printed 
before 1801. San Marino, Huntington Library. 
BEAUMONT, CYRIL 
1963 
WILLIAM (comp. ) 
BELKNAP, S. YANCEY 
1931-1962 
A bibliography of dancing. 
(First published in 192 9 . ) 
New York, Benjamin Blom. 
In c ludes many manuals of social instru c tion 
Guide to danc e periodicals. 10 vols. Gain es ville, 
Univ ers ity of Florida Press and New York, Scarecrow 
Press. 
Subject and author index to articles from periodicals 
primarily devoted to dance. Index ends with 1962. 
CARMAN, HARRY J. AND ARTHUR W. THOMPSON 
1960 A guide to the principal sources for Ame rican civili-
zation,1800-1900, in the city of New York: manuscripts. 
New York, Columbia University Press. 
A bibliography of manuscript sources found in major 
New York City libraries. 
1962 A guide to th e principal sources for American Civili-
zation, 1800-1900, in the city of New York: printed 
sources. New York, Columbia University Press. 
CHUJOY, ANATOLE 
1949 
A bibliography of printed sources found in the 
collections of major New York City libraries. Both 
of the above books are highly organized by topic. 
The dance encyclopedia. New York, A.S. Barnes. 
Includes dance terms, dancers, dance steps, ballets, 
etc . Covers some popular and folk dance forms. 
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COLEMAN, JOHN WINSTON 
1949 A bibliography of Kentucky history. Lexington, 
Kentucky Press. University of 
Example of 
might lead 
state or regional bibliographies 
to sources describing dance events. 
which 
COMPACT EDITION OF THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 
1971 The compact edition of the OxforaEnglish dictionary. 
Oxford, Clarendon Press. 
Entries give first known English usea ge of the word 
and additional lit era ry and manuscript useages. 
This may be a useful tool in id entifying origins 
a nd useages of terms, dance steps, etc. 
DREWAL, MARGARET THOMPSON AND GLORIANNE JACKSON (com ps .) 
1974 Sources on African and African-related dance. New York, 





Folklore thes es and dissertations in the United Sta tes. 
Austin, University of Te xas Press . 
American bibliography 1639-1800. 14 vo ls. Chicago, 
Blakely Press and Worcester, American Antiquarian 
Society. 
A bibliography of American publ ications. 
EVANS, HENRY HERMAN 
1951 Western bibliographies. San Francisco, Peregrine 
Press. 
A checklist of bibliographies and reference materials 
on the history of states and territories of the West, 
including Alaska and Hawaii. 
FLETCHER, IFAN KYRLE (comp.) 
1954 Bibliographical descriptions of forty rare dance books 
in the collection of P.J.S. Richardson, O.B.E. London, 
The Dancing Times, Ltd. 
FREIDEL, FRANK BURT 
1974 Harvard guide to American history. Revised ed. 2 vols. 
Cambridge, The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 
A guide to many typ es of historical sources, arranged 
by topic. 
FULD, JAMES J. AND MARY DAVIDSON 
In press Early American manuscripts to 1800. Music Library 
Association. 
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GREENE, EVARTS B. AND RICHARD B. MORRIS 
1929 A gu ide to the principal sources for early American 
history (160 0-1 800 ) in the city of New York. New York, 
Colwnbia University Press. 
Div ided into two parts: printed and manuscript 
sour ces. Arranged by topic. 
HANDLIN, OSCAR (ed.) 
1954 Har va rd guide to American history. Cambridge, The 
Bel k nap Press of Harvard University Press. 
Many t ypes of sources are included and arranged by 
topic. 
HANNA, JUDITH LYNNE 
1976 Th e anthropology of dance: a selected bibliography. 
Richardson, Texas, University of Texas at Dallas. 
HELM, SIBYL R. 
1970 Th e Shakers. CORD (Committee on Research in Dance) 
News 2:27 -3 9. 
Survey of Shaker dance literature. 
HENRY E. HUNTINGTON LI BRARY AND ART GALLERY 
1979 Guide to American historical manuscripts in the Hunt-
in gto n Library. San Marino, Huntington L.i.tx 3.r y. 
HIGHAM, ROBIN (ed.) 
1975 
HIXON, DONALD L. 
1970 
I ncludes descriptions of manuscripts and background 
information on the manuscript authors. 
A gu ide to the sources of United States military his-
tory. Hamden, Connecticut, Archon Books. 
Includes personal correspond ence and papers as well 
as books, reports, and official documents. 
Music in early America. A bibliography of music in 
Evans. Metuchen, New J ersey , Scarecrow Press. 
Bibliography of music published in America covered 
in Charles Evans's bibliography above. 
HUGHES-HUGHES, AUGUSTUS 
1 966 Catalogue of manuscript music in the British Museum. 
3 vols. London, British Museum. (First published in 
1908 .) 
HUMMEL, RAY O. (ed.) 
1971 Southeastern broadsides before 1877; a bibliography. 
Richmond, Virginia State Library. 
Lists broadsides, with exerpts, and indicates which 
libraries hold them. 
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INDEX AND PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 
No date Index and pronunciation guide. San Francisco, The 
Folk Dance Federation of California, Inc. 
Listing of 775 dances, the country or region of 
the dance's origin, correct pronunciation of the 
dance name, and where instructions and/or music 
can be found. 
INTERNATIONAL AFRICAN INSTITUTE 
1965 A select bibliography of music in Africa. London, 
International African Institute. 
IRELAND, NORMA OLIN (comp.) 
1976, 1978 Index to America: life and customs. 2 vols. Westwood, 
Massachusetts, F.W. Paxton Company, Inc. 
Volume one: Seventeenth century. Volume two: 
Eighteenth century. Index to sources on life and 
customs during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries in America. 
IREY, ~HARLOTTE (comp.) 
1973 Research in dance II. Washington, American Association 
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. 
KAMINKOW, MARION J. 
1975 
KAPRELIAN, MARY H. 
1976 
Updates previous volumes and supplements . Bibliography 
of dance research sources . 
(ed.) 
United States local histor.:ies in the Library of Congress: 
a bibliographies. 4 vols. and supplement. Baltimore, 
Magna Carta Book Company. 
Indexes published sources only. Localities listed 
under state, then region, county, city, or town. 
Biographies also included. 
Aesthetics for dancers: a selected annotated bibliogra-
phy. Washington, National Dance Association, American 
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recre-
ation. 
Bibliography of sourc es on dance philosophy. Pri-
marily deals with art and theater dance. 
KEALIINOHOMOKU, JOANN W. AND FRANK J. GILLIS 
1970 Special bibliography: Gertrude Prokosch Kurath. Ethno-
musicology 14:114-128. 
Bibliography of scholarly dance works by Kurath. 
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KELLER, KATE AND CAROLYN RABSON 
1980 National tune index: 18th century secular music. 
New York City, University Music Editions. 
A very useful sourc e for locating specific p ieces 
of music. 
KELLER, KATE VAN WINKLE 
In press 
KURATH, GERTRUDE P. 
1960 
Popular secular music in America through 1800. A 
checklist of non-printed sources in North American 
coll ec tions. Music Library Association. 
Panorama of dance ethnology. 
1:233-254. 
Current Anthropology 
Bibliography based on correspondence with scholars 
around the world. 
MC DONALD, DONNA (comp. and ed.) 
197 8 Dir ec tory of historical societies and agencies in the 
United States and Canada. Nashville, American Associ-
ation for State and Local History. 
Up dated regularly. 
MC MURTIE, DOUGLAS CRAWFORD AND ALBERT H. ALLEN 
1939 Check list of Kentucky imprints, 1_ 787 1810 . Louisville, 
The His torical Records Survey. 
Completed by the Historical Records Survey of the 
Works Progress Administration. Example of bibli-
ography of works printed in a particular state or 
region. Works listed by year of publication. 
1939 Check list of Kentucky imprints, 1811-1820. Louisville, 
The Historical Records Survey. 
MAGRIEL, PAUL 
1936 
DAVID (c omp .) 
A bibliography of dancing; a list of books and articles 
on the dance and related subjects. New York, The 
H.W. Wilson Company. 
Followed by cumul a ted supplements. 
MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY, MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
1936 An index to folk dances and singing games. Chicago, 
American Library Association. 
Entries made by title and nationality. 
1949 An index to folk dances and singing games, supplement. 
MORRISON, JAMES E. 
No date 
Chicago, American Library Association. 
Ind ex to American danc e and tune titles before 1820. 
In the collection of the Country Dance and Song Society 
of America, New York. 
Manuscript which could be consulted for assistance 
in loc ating particular tunes and dances. 
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE 
1978 Directory of archives and manuscript repositories. 
Washington, National Archives and Records Service, 
General Services Administration. 
NATIONAL UNION CATALOG; PRE-1956 IMPRINTS 
· 1973 The national union catalog: pre-1956 imprints. 725 vols. 
London, Mansell Information/Publishing Limited. 
Bibliography of all titles and editions in the col-
lections of major U.S. libraries and which were 
published prior to 1956. Entries are by author or 
by title if no author is indicated. Entries indi-
cate which libraries hold each volume. Material 
published after 1956 is indexed in subsequent 
editions of The National Union Catalog. 
NEW YORK ~ITYJ PUBLIC LIBRARY 
1974 Dictionary catalog of the dance collection: a list of 
authors, titles, and subjects of multi-media materi-
als in the Dance Collection of the Performing Arts 
Research Center of the New York Public Library. 10 vols. 
New York, New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and 
Tilden Foundations. 
Bibliography of the holdings of a majo r dance col-
lection. Entries by author, title , an, • ,::. : ·bj ect. 
NORTON, CANDY AND MARILYN G. TRIGG 
1980 Dance directory: programs of professional preparations 
in American colleges and universities. Eleventh ed. 
Reston, Virginia, American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance. 
PEASE, EDWARD 
1980 The historiography of dance. Bowling Green, Western 
Kentucky University. 
Primarily art and theater dance. 
RAFFE, WALTER GEORGE AND M.E. PURDON 
1964 Dictionary of the dance. New York, A.S. Barnes. 




Encyclopedic dictionary of dance terms. 
(comp.) AND FREDERICK L. RATH AND MERRILYN ROGERS (eds.) 
A bibliography on historical organization practices: 
interpretation. Nashville, American Association for 
State and Local History. 
Country dance index: an index to sources of English 
and American country dances. New York, Country Dance 
and Song Society of America. 
Entries by dance names. Guide to sources of music 
(written and recorded) and instructions. 
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SCHNAPPER, EDITH B. 
1957 British union-catalogue of early music. 
Butterworths Scientific Publications. 
London, 
Index to music holdings in major British libraries. 
SCHWARTZ, PAUL (ed.) 





Guide to where folk dancing can be seen. An older 
source, but may be of some use in locating sources 
of assistance. 
K., ET AL. (eds.) 
Early American imprints, 1639-1800. Worcester, 
chusetts, American Antiquarian Society. 
Index of American publications. 
Massa-
Early American imprints, second series, 1801-1819. 
Worcester, Massachusetts, American Antiquarian Society. 
SHIPTON, CLIFFORD K. AND JAMES E. MOONEY 
1969 National index of Ame rican imprints thr ough 1800: the 
short-title Evans. 2 vols. Barre, Massachusetts, 
Ame rican Antiquarian Society and The Barre Publishers. 
SMITH, WILLIAM C. 
1948 
Ind e x of Americ a n publ i ca tion s . 
A catalogue of the musical works published by John 
Walsh [1695-1720). London, Bibliographic Society. 
SMITH, WILLIAM C. AND CHARLES HUMPHRIES 
1968 A bibliography of the musical works published by the 
firm of John Walsh during the years 1721-1766. London, 
Bibliographic Society. 
SONNECK, OSCAR GEORGE THEODORE AND WILLIAM TREAT UPTON 
1945 A bibliography of early secular American music. Washing-
ton, The Library of Congress, Music Division. 
Includes music of the eighteenth century. 
THOMAS GILCREASE INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN HISTORY AND ART 
1972 The Gilcrease-Hargett catalogue of imprints. Norman, 
Oklahoma, University of Oklahoma Press. 
Bibliography of titles in the Gilcrease-Hargett 
collection. Primarily deals with the country west 
of the Mississippi River. Listed by subject, inclu-
ding many Indian tribes. 
TITUS, EDNA BROWN (ed.) 
1965 Union list of serials in libraries of the United States 
and Canada. 5 vols. New York, The H.W. Wilson Company. 
Indexes the periodical and serial holdings of major 
libraries. 
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ULRICH'S I NTERNATIONAL PERIODICALS DIRECTORY 
1980 Ulrich's international periodicals directory. Nineteenth 
ed . New York, R.R. Bowker Company. 
WAGNER, HENRY RAUP 
1921 
WARNER, THOMAS E. 
1967 
Ind ex of pe riodicals currently in print. 
The Plains and the Rockies; a bibliograph y of original 
narratives of travel and adventure, 1800-1 865 . San 
Francisco, J. Howell. 
An annotated bibliography of woodwind instruction books, 
16 00 -1 830 . Detroit, Inform a tion Coordinators, Inc. 
Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography, number 11. 
WINTHER, OSCAR OSBURN 
1961 A classified bib lio graphy of the periodical lit era ture 
of the trans-Mississi pp i West, 181 1-1957. Bloomington, 
Indiana Univ ers ity Press. 
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DANCE AND HISTOR ICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY 
1400 Eighth Avenue South 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 (615)242-5583 
AMERICAN DANCE GUILD 
Umbr e lla organization for all local and stat e 
historical organizations, sites, and museums. 
Publishes a wide variety of related books and 
t ech nical leaflets. Produces audio-visual 
presentations. Publishes monthly journal, History 
News. Sponsors workshops and seminars. 
1133 Broadway, Room 1427 
New York , New York 10010 (212) 691-7773 
Includ es teachers, performe rs, historians, critics, 
writers, and students in various dance fields. Pub-
lishes monthly newsl e tter and quarterly journal, 
Danc e Scope. Publishes books and bibliographies on 
dance. Maintains speakers bureau. Sponsors con-
f e r e nces, workshops, master classes, concerts. 
ASSOCIATION FOR LIVING HISTORICAL FARMS AND AGRICULTURAL MUSEUMS 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 20560 
Umbrella organization for f a rrn a nd vil.l age. outdoor 
museums and livin g history sites and programs. 
Publishes bi - monthly n ewsletter and p roc ee din gs of 
annual meeting. 
COUNTRY DANCE AND SONG SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
505 Eighth Avenue, Room 2500 
New York, New York 1001 8 (212)594-8833 
DANCE NOTATION BUREAU 
Promotes present day use of English and American 
folk songs, dances, and music. Maintains a refer ence 
library. Sponsors workshops and summer camps. Pub-
lishes monthly newsletter and annual journal, Countr y 
Dance and Song. Also publishes books and issues 
records. Catalog sales of dance books and recordings. 
505 Eighth Avenue 
New York, New York 1001 8 (212)736-4350 
Documents and preserves dance works through the use 
of graphic notation and visual recordings . Researches 
movement related analysis techniques and programs. 
Maintains library on dance and movement notation. 
Offers courses in movement notation. Publishes 
quarterly newsl e tter and semiannual Teachers Bulletin. 
Publishes dance scor es and notation books. 
(DANCE AND HISTORICAL ORGANIZATIONS, CONTINUED) 
EXOTIQUE DANCERS LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
2317 South Pacific Ave nu e 
San Pedro, California 90731 
136. 
(213) 547-0ll 7 
Organized to "promote and improve the image of a 
fine old American tradition; to fight the trend of 
pornography." Collects historical photographs, 
playbills, books. Maintains burle s que hall of fame 
and museum. Maintains speakers bureau. Presents 
annual "Fanny" award. Publishes newsletter. 
FOUNDATION FOR ETHNIC DANCE 
17 West 7lst Street 
New York, New York 10023 (212) 8 77-9565 
Provides advisory, consulting, and ref ere nce work 
on ethnic dance. Condu c ts seminars and workshops. 
Maintains library and biographical archives. Com-
piles statistics. Servi ces of the organization are 
by appointment only and may be subject to a fee. 
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL DANCE STUDIES 
24 West 57th Street 
New York, New York 1001 9 (212)757-6660 
Provides facilities and staff to instruct t eachers 
of social dance. Maintains r eference library of 
books, films, tapes, recordings, prints, and other 
artifacts. 
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF KINETOGRAPHY LABAN 
554 South Sixth Street 
Colwnbus, Ohio 43206 
Organization of dancers, t ea chers, and others using 
the laban notation system for recording dance move-
ments. Guid es the unifi ed development of the use 
of the laban system and encourages consistent stan-
dards of practice. 
LABAN ART MOVEMENT GUILD 
Mullions 
Eastcombe 
Stroud, Gloucester s hire GL6 7EA, England 
Organization of individuals who use laban notation 
in the fields of professional and recreative dance 
in education, industry, and therapy. Publishes 
semiannual magazine and triennial list of members. 
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LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
2217 Cedar Acres Drive 
Manhattan, Kansas 66502 (913)539-6306 
Teaches the folk rhythms of the American people 
in dance, music, song, and allied folk arts as 
a tribute to the memory of Lloyd Shaw (folk dance 
scholar and teacher). Conducts workshops, pro-
duces records, provides mail information and 
consultation service, maintains library. Publishes 
workshop and curriculum materials. Annually 
published The Long Shadow; quarterly publishes 
The American Dance Circle. 
NATIONAL CLOGGING AND HOEDOWN COUNCIL 
600 Parkview Drive 
SACRED DANCE GUILD 
Durham, North Carolina 27712 (919)477-2417 
Works to preserve th e many regional forms of 
mountain dancing; promote communication among the 
many clogging groups; establish a written vocabu-
lary of clogging terminology; compile information 
and history of clogging styles; establish judging 
standards. Sponsors festivals and exhibitions. 
Produces workshop vid e otapes . Biennially publishes 
Toe Tapping Talk. 
P.O. Box 177 
Peterborough, New Hampshir e 03458 
Works to stimulate interest in the dance as a re-
ligious art form and to provide a means of communi-
cation and training for dance choirs. Supports and 
encourages workshops. Conducts local, regional, and 
national workshops for training in dance technique, 
religious theme and application to worship services 
and religious occasions. Conducts research into 
sacred dance styles. Publishes a journal three times 
per year and an annual membership list. Also pub-
lishes helps and guidelines. 
DANCE AND RELATED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES 
ALBERTA SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE FEDERATION NEWSLETTER 
Began: 1976; semiannual. 
Alberta Square and Round Dance Federation 
2002 27th Street Southwest 
Calgary, Alberta T3E 2E7, Canada 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
Began: 1945; monthly. 
Annual ind ex in December issue. 
Indexed in Guide to Dance Periodicals. 
Formerly: American Squares, Square Dance. 
Burdick Enter p rises 
Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
ARABESQUE; JOURNAL OF MIDDLE EASTERN DANCE AND CULTURE 
Began: 1975; bi-monthly. 
Ibrahim Farrah, Inc. 
One Sherman Square, Suite 22F 
New York, New York 10023 
BALLROOM DANCING TIMES 
Began: 1956 ; monthl y. 
Dancing Times Limit ed 
18 Hand Court 
High Holborn 
London WClV 6JF, England 
COSTUME (Historical and modern dress) 
The Costume Institute 
CROSS TRAIL NEWS 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
5th Avenue at 82nd Street 
New York, New York 10028 
Began: 1977; published five times per year. 
138. 
Vancouver Island Western Square Dance Association 
244 Fenton Roa d 
Victoria, British Columbia V9B lCl, Canada 
COUNTRY DANCE AND SONG (English and American country dance and music) 
Published annually. 
Country Dance and Song Society of America 
505 Eighth Avenue 
New York, New York 10018 
DANCE INDEX (North and South American dancing) 
Began: 1942; monthly. 
Published in New York City from 1942 through 1948. 
(DANCE AND RELATED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES, CONTINUED) 
DANCE LOVERS MAGAZINE 
Began: 1923. 
139. 
Published in New York City as Dance Lovers Magazine from 1923-1925 
and as Dance Magazine from 1925-1931. 
DANCE PERSPECTIVES (All forms of dance) 
Quarterly. 
Index ed in Guide to Dance Periodicals and Humanities Index. 
Dance Perspectives Foundation 
29 East 9th Street 
New York , New York 10003 
DANCE RESEARCH JOURNAL (All disciplines interested in dance) 
Began: 1967, semiannual. Includes annual, Dance Research Annual. 
Indexed in Arts and Humanities Index. 
Formerly: CORD (Con gress on Research in Dance) News and CORD Research 
Annual. 
Congress on Research in Dance 
Dance Department 
Education 675D 
New York University 
35 West 4th Street 
New York, New York 10003 
DANCE.MAGAZINE (Pri marily art and theater dance; som e social and ethnic.) 
Monthly. 
THE DANCING TIMES 
Danad Publishing Company, Inc. 
11 80 Avenue of the America s 
New York, New York 10036 
Began: 1894. No longer published. 
Formerly: Dancing and Ballroom, Amateur Dancer. 
DRESS (Historical 
Dancing Times Limited 
18 Hand Court 
High Holborn 
Lon don WClV 6JF, England 
and modern dress) 
Th e Costume Institute 
The Metropolitan Museum of 
5th Avenue at 82nd Street 
New York, 
ENGLISH DANCE AND SONG 
Began: 1936; quarterly. 
New York 1002 8 
Indexed in Guide to Dance Periodicals. 
Art 
English Folk Dance and Song Society 
Cecil Sharp House 
2 Regents Park Road 
London NWl 7AY, England 
(DANCE AND RELATED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES, CONTINUED) 
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 
Began: 1953; three times per year. 
FOLK DANCE SCENE 
The Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Began: 1965; monthly, eleven t i mes per year. 
Folk Dance Federation of California, South 
12350 Ida Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90066 
HABIBI (Middle Eastern dance, music, news) 
Began: 1976, monthly. 
Habibi Publications 
726 Sutter Avenue 
Palo Alto , California 94303 
HEARTH AND HOME (Ladies' magazine) 
Published: 1868-1875. 
Published by Vickery and Hill; Augusta, Maine. 
HEMBYGDEN (Swedish folk dance and folk music) 
Began: 1922; six issues per year. 
Svenska Ungdomsring e n foer Bygdekultur 
Box 4030 
S-102 61 Stockholm, Sweden 
HORA (Isr aeli folk dance) 
Began: 1976; three times per year. 
American Zionist Youth Foundation 
515 Par Avenue 
New York , New York 10022 
GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK AND MAGAZINE (Ladi es' magazine) 
Published: 1830-1898 . 
Published by Godey's Lady's Book and Magazine, Philadelphia. 
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (Ladies' magazine) 
Began: 1855 ; monthly. 
Ind exed in Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature. 
Hearst Magazines 
959 Eighth Avenue 
New York, New York 10019 
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN FOLK.LORE 
Began: 1888; quarterly. 
The American Folklore Society 
17 03 New Hampshire Avenue, Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
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HARPER'S BAZAAR (Ladi es ' magazine) 
Began: 1867; monthl y . 
Index ed in Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature. 
Hearst Magazines 
717 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
LABAN ART OF MOVEMENT GUILD MAGAZINE (Dance notation) 
Began: 1948; semiannual. 
Laban Art of Movement Guild 
5la Surbiton Road 
Kingston-upon-Thames 
Surrey KTl 2HG, England 
THE LADIES HOME JOURNAL (Ladies' magazine) 
Began: 1883; monthly. 
Indexed in Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature. 
Downe Communications, Inc. 
641 Lex ington Avenue 
New York, New York 100 22 
LET'S DANCE, THE MAGAZINE OF INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING 
Annual ind ex in December issu e . 
LET'S SQUARE DANCE 
Let 's Dance 
127 5 "A" Street, Room 111 
Hayward, California 94541 
Began: 1953 ; monthly. 
141. 
British Association of American Square Dance Clubs 
2 Tolmers Gardens 
Cuffley 
Pott e rs Bar 
Herts EN6 4JE, England 
MANI SQUARE 
Began: 1970; nine issues per year. 
Square Dance Federation of Manitoba, Eastern Division 
1177 Corydon Avenue 
Winni peg , Manitoba R3M OX5, Canada 
MIXED PICKLES; THE MAGAZINE OF FOLK DANCE, FOLK LORE, AND RELATED ARTS 
Began: 1976; monthly, July through October. 
Fol k Dance Association 
Box 500 
Midwood Station 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
(DANCE AND RELATED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES, CONTINUED) 
NEW ENGLAND SQUARE DANCE CALLER 
Began: 1951; monthly. 
NEW ROUNDUP 
New England Caller, Inc. 
80 Central Street 
Norwell, Massachusetts 02061 
Began: 1948; monthly. 
Formerly: Roundup . 
NORTHERN JUNKET 
Square Dance Federation of Minnesota 
330 Lilac Lane 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112 
Began: 1950; bi-monthly. 
Ralph Page, Editor and Publisher 
117 Washington Street 
Keen e , New Hampsh ire 03431 
NOTATION NEWS (Dance notation) 
Began: 1974; semiannual. 
ONTARIO FOLKDANCER 
Movement Shorthand Society 
Box 7344 
Newport Bearch, California 92660 
Began: 1969; monthly, ten issues per year. 
Ontario Folk Dance Association 
43 Cynthia Road 
Toronto, Ontario M6N 2P8, Canada 
PETERSON'S MAGAZINE (Ladies' magazine) 
Published: 1842-189 8 . 
Published in Philadelphia and New York City. 
142. 
Formerly: Lady's World of Fashion, Lady's World, Artist and Lady's 
World, Ladies' National Magazine, Peterson Magazine , New Peterson 
Magazine, Argosy. 
SQUARE DANCING 
Began: 1948; monthly. 
Sets in Order American Square Dance Society 
462 North Robertson 
Los Angeles, California 90048 
DAS TANZARCHIV (German dance and folklore) 
Began: 1953; monthly. 
Verlag das Tanzarchiv 
Postfach 27 03 42 
5000 Cologne l 
West Germany 
(DANCE AND RELATED JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES, CONTINUED) 
VILTIS MAGAZINE (International folk dancing) 
Viltis Magazine 
Box 1229 
Denver, Colorado 80201 
(Folk and other dance forms) WEST COAST DANCE CALENDAR 
Began: 1974; monthly. 
Formerly: West Coast Dance. 
San Francisco Bay Area Dance Coalition 
Fort Mason Building 312 
San Francisco, California 94123 
143. 
144. 
DIRECTORIES OF FESTIVALS AND DANCE EVENTS 
AKIN, RONALD AND BRUCE FINGERHUT (eds.) 
1980 The book of festivals in the Midwest, 1980 and 1981. 
FOLK DIRECTORY 
1977 
South Bend, Indiana, Icarus Press. 
Includes Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and 
Illinois. Festivals of all sorts listed. 
Folk Directory. London, English Folk Dance and Song 
Society. 
HOVORKA, SUE AND JOHN STEELE (eds.) 
1981 People's Folk Dance Directory. Austin, The Texas 
International Folk Dancers. 
Lists places where folk dancing of all types regu-
larly occurs. Includes list of teachers and dance-
related businesses. 
LA BARBERA, RAYMOND (ed.) 
1980 Folk Dance Directory. Brooklyn, Folk Dance Associa-
tion. 
Previous titles varied. Coverage expanded to 
entire U.S. after beginning as New York City 
dancing only . 
145. 
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Beadle's dime ball-room companion. 
& Co. 
New York, Beadle 
One of a series of "Bea dle's dime companion" books. 
The series includ e s baseball, the ball-ro om, etc. 
A coll ec tion of co tilli ons , Sco t c h reels, &c. intro-
duced at the dancing school of M.B. Brouillet, Logans-
port, Indian a , 1834. Lo gan sport, S. Lass e ll e , Printers. 
CASTLE, MR. AND MRS. VERNON 
1914 Mr. and Mrs . Vernon Castle's new dances for this Winter. 
CLEVELAND, C.H. 
1878 
Th e Ladies' Home Journal, October 1914, pp. 38 -39. 
Description with illustrations of the Castle Po lka. 
Danci n g at hom e and abroad. New York, C. H. nitson & 
Co. 
COMPLEAT COUNTRY DANCING-MASTER 
1731 Th e co mpl ea t country dancing-master. London, John 
Walsh. 
Anonymous. 






Dancin g without a master; a ne w tr eat is e on all the 
modern dances, containing full, plain and p ractical 
instructions, diagrams of marches, quadrilles, polkas, 
waltzes, etc. Philadelphia , Royal Publishing Co. 
Anonymous. 
Compl e te guide to dancing; a complet e guide to all 
modern dancing steps, also to the dances of the past 
generation. Chicago, Regan Publishing Corp . 
Includes ballroom etiquette, quadrill e calls , and 
an explanation of the st ep s. 
Da ncing and its relation to education and social lif e ; 
with a new method of instruction, including a complete 
guide to th e cotillion (Ge rman) with 250 figures. 
New York , Harper & Brothers . 
A discussion of ballroom dancing in New York. 
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DUKES, NICHOLAS 
1752 
FERRERO I EDWARD 
1859 
A concise and easy method of learning the figuring 
part of country dances ... to which is prefixed the 
figure of the minuet. London, n.p. 
The art of dancing, historically illustrated. To which 
is added a few hints on etiquette; also, the figures, 
music and necessary instruction for the performance of 
the most modern and approved dances, as executed at the 
private academies of the author. New York, Dick & 
Fitzgerald. 
Author was master of a dancing school in New York. 
FEUILLET, RAOUL AUGER 
1706 Orch esog raphy or th e art of dancing by ch arac ters, and 
demonstrative figures ... being an exac t and just transla-
tion from the Fr e nch of Monsieur Feuillet. London, 
1970 
H. Meere, for the author. 
Includes "tables conteyning most of the steps us'd 
in dancing." 
For the further improv e ment of dancing. Cotesh ille, 
Arnersham, England, Gregg International Publishers. 
(First published in 1710.) 
In c ludes music as well as notes for dan ".e::,. Translator, 
John Essex. 
FONTLEROY MANUSCRIPT 








Men's Institute at New Harmony, Indiana. 
Manuscript collection of danc e s including a few which 
reflect the utopian society attempted at New Harmony. 
No photocopying of the manuscript is allowed . 
The prompter's handbook. Boston, 0. Ditson Company. 
Collection for dance prompters and callers. 
El eanor Hague manuscript. In the collection of the 
Southwest Museum at Los Angeles, California. 
Manuscript including music from Mexico, some dances, 
and European art songs. No photocopying of the 
manuscript is allowed. 
The s c holar's companion and ba llr oom vade mecum •.. with 
hints and instructions respecting toilet, deportment, 
etc., etc . New York , T.R. Turnbull & Co. 
Including instructions for dancing. 
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HOSTETLER, LAWRENCE A. 
1937 The art of social dancing; a text book for teachers 
and students. New York, A. S . Barnes and Company, 
Incorporated. 
HOWE, ELIAS 
1858 Complete ball-room hand book; containing upwards of 
three hundr ed dances ... and rules on deportment and the 
etiquette of dancing. Boston, 0. Ditson. 
1866 American dancing master, and ball-room prompter: con-
taining about five hundred dances .... Boston, E. Howe. 
HUNT, PAUL AND CHARLOTTE UNDERWOOD 
1955 Calico rounds. New York, Harper and Brothers . 
IVES, JOHN H. 
1799? 
Instructions for folk and round dances. 
Twenty-four figures of the most fashionable country 
dances; together with eight cotillions, for the year 
eighteen hundred. New Haven, Read & Morse. 
KINGSLAND, MRS. BURTON 
1900 The etiquette of dances and balls. Th e Ladies' Home 
Journal, May 1900, p. 22. 
Detailed etiquette for the g iving and attending of 
th e balls of the social elite in New York. 
KINNEY, TROY AND MARGARET WEST KINNEY 





LEARNED, MRS. FRANK 
Nouveau guide des danses Francaises & Americaines . 
Paris, L. Sauvaitre. 
New and curious school of theatrical dancing. 2 vo ls. 
York, Dance Horizons. (First published in 1700?) 
Republication of the English edi tion edited and 
published by C.W. Beaumont in London in 1928. 
1906 The etiquette of New York to-da y . New York, Frederick 
A. Stokes Company. 
New 
Includes the e tiqu ette of giving and attending dances. 
MACKARNESS, MRS. HENRY (ed.) 
1876 Th e young lady's book: a manual of amusements, exer -
cises, studies, and purs uit s. New York, Routledge 
and Sons. 
Mentions currently popular dances and discusses the 
healthfulness of dancing for the young . 
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The morals of p l easure. Illustrated by stories de-
signed for young persons. Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & 
Carey. 
"By a Lady." 
How to become a good danc e r. New York, Simon and 
Schuster. 
Includes instructions and discussion. 
Popular ballroom dances for all; dance fundamentals, 
the fox-trot, the waltz, the rumba, the samba, the 
tango, the lindy. New York, Barnes & Noble, Inc. 
Sketches relative to the history and th eo ry, but more 
especially to the practice of dancing ... int e nded as 
hints to the young teachers of the art of dancing. 
Aberd ee n, J. Chalmers & Co. 
The English dancing master: or, plaine and easie rules 
for the dancing of country dances , with th e ~une to each 
dance. New York, Da nce Horizons . (First published in 
1651.) 
An unabridged republication of the edition published 
by Hugh Mellor, London, in 1933. Playford's is the 
first known printed English dance coll e ction. This 
work went through seventeen editions from 1650-1728 
and was used in America as well as England . 
Lemaitre a danser. New York , Broude. 
in 1725.) 
(First published 
A facsimile of the 1725 Paris edition. 
The dancing master. Brooklyn, Dance Horizons . 
An English translation, by C.W. Beaumont, of the 
above work. Detailed instruction for dancing with 
instructions on behaving genteely. 
A treatise on dancing, etc. N.p., printed for the 
booksellers. 
(Printed in Boston? ) 
Modern ballroom dancing. London, H. Jenkins Ltd. 
Earlier editions published in 1930 and 1936. 
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SILVESTER, VICTOR AND PHILIP J.S. RICHARDSON 
1936 The art of the ballroom. London, H. Jenkins Ltd. 
STEPHENSON, RICHARD MONTGOMERY 
1980 The complete book of ballroom dancing. Garden City, 













Orchesography, a treatise in the form of a dialogue 
whereby all manner of pers ons may easily acqu ire and 
practice the honourable exe rcising of dancing. London, 
C.W. Beaumont. (First published in 15 88 .) 
Includes music. Translated by C.W. Beaumont. 
The art of dancing expla in ed by reading and figures; 
whereby the manner of performing the steps is mad e 
easy by a new and familiar method... London, By the 
Author. 
The art of dancing and six dances. 2 volumes in one. 
Coteshille, Amersham, England, Gregg International 
Publishers. (First published in 1720 and 1735.) 
An analysis of country dancing. 
An analysis of country dancing. 
J. S. Dickson. 
London, W. Calvert. 
Third ed. London, 
A description of the correct method of waltzing, the 
truly fashionable species of dancing ... part 1 . London, 
Sherwood , Neely, and Jones. 
Instructions for Ge rman and French waltz ing. Music 
included. 
Th e quadrille and cot illion panorama. London, R. & E. 
Williamson. 
In French and English, "all of the quadrille and 
cotillion figures generally adopted." 
The complete system of English country dancing .•.. 
London, Sherwood, Neeley and Jones. 
Instructions for "all the figur es ever used in 
English country dancing" plus etiquette. 
The danciad; or, dancer's monitor. Being a descriptive 
sketch in verse, on th e different styles and methods 
of dancing quadrilles, waltzes, country dances, &c. 
&c .... togeth e r with observations on the l aws regarding 
dancin g , with extracts from the Acts of Parliment 
relating thereto. London, By the Author. 
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BALL, LEONA NESSLY 
1931 
Classical dances and costumes of India. London, A. and 
C. Black. 
Dances of Portugal. New York, Chanticleer Press. 
Includes music arranged for the piano . 
Dances of Spain. New York, Chanticleer Press. 
The play party in Idaho. 
44:1-26. 
Journal of American Folklore 
BELIAJUS, VYTAUTAS FINADAR 
1940 Dance and be mer ry, volume one. Chicago, Clayton F. 
Summy co. 
Thirty-one dances mostly from Eastern and Central 
Europe, including music. 
1942 Dance and be merry, volume two. Chicago , Clayton F. 
Summy Co. 
Sixteen Europ ea n dances. Includes music . 
1955 Me rrily dance. Delaware, Ohio, Cooperati ve Recreation 
Service. 
BERK, FRED (e d .) 
1975 
Dances of I ,ithuania. 
The Chasidic dance. New York, American Zionist Youth 
Foundation. 
Includes some instructions. 
BOSSING, ED AND ELSIE BOSSING 




Emphasis on American couple dances. Folk and round 
dances included. 
The American play-party song. New York, F. Ungar. 
Play-party dances from Oklahoma. Some tunes included. 
BURCHENAL, ELIZABETH (ed.) 
1918 American country dances. New York, G. Schirmer. 
Danc es larg ely from the New England stat e s. Includes 
dances which "seem to be home-grown American." 
1924 Rinnce na Eirann, national dances of Ireland. New York, 
A.S. Barnes and Comoa nv. 
1938 
Includes dances collected from traditional sources 
in Ir eland . 
Folk dances and singing games ; twenty-six folk-dances 
of the United States , De nmark, Sweden , Russia, Hungary. 
Finland, Italy, Czecho-Slovakia, England, and Scotland. 
New York, G. Schirmer. 
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CABALLERO BONALD, JO SE MANUEL 
1959 Andalusian danc es. Second ed. Barcelona, Editorial 
Noguer. 






Folk dances of different nations. 
Singing games and playpa rty games . 
Publications, I nc . 
New York, L.H. Chali f . 
New York, Dover 
Swing partners. Sevenoaks, Kent, England, Nove llo & 
Co. Limited. 
English social dances, traditional but still in use. 
COMMUNITY DANCES MANUAL 
1977 Community dances manual, number 5. Lon do n, English 
Folk Dance and Song Society. 
Instructions and music for tr ad ition al Eng lish dances. 
Numbers 1, 2 , 5, and 6 have accompanying records. 
Seven instructi on manuals in all. 
COOPERATIVE RECREATION SERVIC E 





Haiti singing. New York , Cooper Square Publishers . 
(First pub lish ed in 1939.) 
In cl udes songs, dances, social customs. 
1908 Folk dances and games. New York, A.S. Barn e s & Company. 
CREIGHTON, HELEN 
1950 Folklore of Lunenbur g County, Nova Scotia. Ottawa, 
King's Print er. 
Includ es some dance information. 
CZARNOWSKI, LUCILL E K. 
1950 Dances of early California days. New York, A.S. Barnes 
DANCES OF FRANCE 
1950 
& Compa ny. 
Includes forty traditional dances an d shows the 
Spanish influenc e. Divided into danc es before and 
dances afte r 1849. 
Dances of Franc e . Lon don , Parrish. 
Handbooks of European Nationa l Dances series. 
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DICKINS, GUILLERMINA 




The Traditional Dances of Latin America series. 
Dances of 
Da Capo . 
Dances of 
Da Capo. 
England and France: 1450 to 1600. New York, 
(First pub lished in 1949.) 
Spain and Italy: 1400 to 1600. New York, 
(First pub lished in 1954.) 
DUGGAN, ANNE S., JEANETTE SCHLOTTMANN, AND ABBIE RUTLEDGE 
1948 Folk dance library. 5 vols. New York, A.S. Barnes 
and Co. 
Volumes deal with teaching of folk dances, dances 
of Scandinavia, dances of continental Europe, dances 
of the British Isles, and dances of the U.S . and 
Mex ico. 
DUNSING, GRETEL AND PAUL DUNSING 






International folk dances, includin g musir.. 
Honor your partner: 81 American square, circ:~e and 
contra dances, with complete instructions for doing 
them. New York, Devin-Adair Co. 
Folk dance. Dubuque, Iowa, William C. Brown Co. 
ELLFELDT, LOIS AND VIRGIL L. MORTON 
1974 This is ballroom danc e . Palo Alto, National Press 
Books. 
ELSOM, JAMES CLAUDE 
1927 
Includes instructions and a "chronology of ballroom 
dances in the United States." 
Social games and group dances. 
Lippincott Co. 
Philadelphia, J.B. 
FORD, MR. AND MRS. HENRY 




Int ended to revive old-time country danc es and 
revive America's flagging morals (of the 1920's). 
Da nces of Germany. London, Parrish. 
Handbooks of Eurpean National Dances series . 
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HAMILTON, GOLDY M. 
1914 
Some play-party games in Michigan. 
can Folklore 23:91-133. 
Journal of Ameri-
Africa dances; a book about West African Negroes. 
New York, Norton & Co. 
Danc es of Rumania. London, Parrish. 
Handbooks of European National Dances series. 
Buyo; the classical dance. New York, Walker/Weatherhill. 
Japanese traditional dance. 
The play -party in north eas t Missouri. 
American Folklore 27:289-303. 
Journal of 
HARRIS, JANE A., ANNE PITTMAN, AND MARLYS S. WALLER 
19 64 Danc e a while; handbook of folk, square, and social 






Folk dances for all. New York, Barnes and Noble, I nc. 
Folk dance syllabus. New York , Folk Dance House. 
Includes seventy-two dances, folklore ancedotes, 
and recip es for national dishes. 
The contra da nce book. Newark, New Jersey, American 
Squares. 
Over one hundred American dances plus historical 
information. 
JANKOVIC, LJUBICA AND DANICA JANKOVIC 
1934-1951 Summary folk dances. 6 vols. Belgrade, Counci l of 
Sc i ence and Culture of the Government of th e F.P.R. of 
Yugoslavia. 
Detailed field collection by the Jankovic sisters. 
JONES, BESSIE AND BESS LOMAX HAWES 
1972 Step it down: games, plays, songs, and stories from the 
Afro-American heritage. New York, Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers. 
Activities from Jon es 's own childhood in the Georgia 
Sea Islands. 
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KARPELES, MAUD 
1931 Square-dance figures from northern New York State. 
London, English Folk Dance and Song Society. 
Includes calls and instructions for several running 
set figures. 
KARPELES, MAUD AND LOIS BLAKE 




Handbooks of European National Dances series. 
Dances of Bulgaria. London, Parrish. 
Handbooks of European National Dances series. 
KELLER, KATE VAN WINKLE AND RALPH SWEET 
1976 A choice selection of American country dances of the 
Revolutionary Era, 1775-1795. New York, Cow1try Dance 
and Song Society of America. 
KENTUCKY DANCE INSTITUTE 
1954 on Syllabus of the Kentucky Dance Institut e . Morehead , 
Morehead State Univ e rsity . 
KIDSON, FRANK 
1 9 19? 
Annual volumes of dances ta ug ht at th e ·.e ;, c.uck.y 
Dance Institut e . Int ernat ional folk dancP-s. 
Old English country dances and morris tunes , Fifth 
ed. London, J. Curwen & Sons ltd. (First p ublished 
in 1890.) 
Includes music. 
KIRKELL, MIRIAM AND IRMA SCHAFFNIT 






American and European singing games and dances. 
Square dances of today. New York, Ronald Press. 
Singing games, cou p le dances, and square dances. 
Recreation leader's handbook. New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co. 
Includes dances. 
Play activities for boys and girls. New York, McGraw-
Hill Book Co . 
Includes dances. 
Folk dancing; a guide for schools, coll eges , and 
recreation groups. New York, The Macmillan Company. 
Includes 111 North American and Euro pea n dances, 
with the level of difficulty indicat ed for each. 
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KULBITSKY, OLGA 
1959 






LEKIS, LI SA 
1958 
Te achers ' dance handbook: rhythms, song p l ays , play-
party games, folk dances, squares, contras, mixers, 
with notes indicating variations, historical and 
back ground information, and teaching suggestions. 
Newark, New J er s ey , Bluebird Publishing Co. 
Desi gned for kinder ga rt en throu gh sixth g rade. 
Spanish dancing. New York, A.A. Barnes. 
Written by Russell Meriwether Hughes. 
Dances of the Jewish People. New York, Jewish Educa-
tion Committee. 
European J ewish and Isra el i dances inclu ded . 
Euro pean folk dance; its national and musical char-
acters i st ics. Lond on , Pi t man. 
Da nc es of Latin America . New York, Scarecrow Press , 
LEVIN, IDA (comp . and ed. ) 
1928 Kentucky square dances. Louisville, Re cr eat ional 
Coun c il of Loui svi ll e . 
LLOYD, ALBERT LANCASTER 
1960 Da nces of Argentina. London, Parrish. 
LUBINOVA, MILA 
1949 
Th e Traditional Dances of Latin America series. 
Danc es of Czechoslovakia. London, M. Parrish. 
Handbooks of European National Danc es series. 
LUCERO-WHITE, AURORA 
1937 Folk dances of the Spanish-colonials of New Mexico. 
N.p., Examiner Publishing Co. 
MC DOWELL, FLORAL. 
1953 Folk dances of Ten nessee. Delaware, Ohio, Cooperative 
Recreation Service. 
MADDOCK, DURWARD 
1941 Swing your par tners; a guid e to modern country dancing. 
Brattleboro, Vermont, Stephen Daye Press. 
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MILLIGAN, JEAN C. 
1952? 
1956 
MORRISON, JAMES E. 
1976 
NAPIER, PATRICK E. 
1975 
PAN AMERICAN UNION 
Won't you join the dance? Manual of Scottish country 
dancing. London, Patterson's Publications. 
101 Scottish country dances, including 23 hitherto 
unpublished. Glasgow, Collins. 
(ed.) 
Twenty four early American country dances, cotillions 
and reels for the year 1976. New York, Country Dance 
and Song Society of America. 
Includes instructions, music, and quotes from 
manuscripts, di a ries, etc. 
Kentucky mountain square dancing. Berea, Kentucky, 
Berea College. 
Instructions for Kentucky running set figur e s. 
1956 Some La tin American festivals and folk dances. Third 
revised ed. Washington, D.C., Pan America n Union. 
PETRIDES, THEODORE AND ELFIELDA PETRIDES 
1961 Folk dances of the Gr ee ks; orig ." ns .::mcl i Ds1-.v: ·:c tions " 
New York, Exposition Press . 
Instructions for modern Gree k dancin g . 
PINON, ROGER AND HENRI JAMAR 








Handbooks of European National Dances s e ries. 
Some play-party games of the Middle West. ,Journal of 
American Folklore 28:262-289. 
Minuet--the beginning of the end. Ballroom Dancing 
Times 6:406-408. 
Includes instructions for dancing. 
Minuet--the end of an era. Ballroom Dancing Times 
6:518-520. 
Includes instructions for dancing. 
The Ozark play party. Journal of American Folklore 
42:201-232. 
RICHMON, w. EDSON AND WILLIAM TILLSON (eds.) 
1959 Playparty in Indiana. Indianapolis, Indiana Histori-
cal Society. 
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ROHRBOUGH, LYNN 
1940 





Handy play party book. Delaware, Ohio , Cooperative 
Recreation Service . 
Over 110 traditional singing games , primarily 
American . Includes music . 
Dances of our p ioneers. New York, A.S . Barnes and Co. 
Published in 1926 as Music for Dances of Our Pioneers . 
Play-party games from Kansas . Empor ia, Kansas , Heri -
ta ge of Kansas . 
No tunes are included. 
1934 Legends & dances of old Mexico. New York, A.S . Barnes 
and Company, Incor pora t ed . 





SHARP, CECIL J. 
1901-1927 
1912 -1 9 1 3 
Mexican and New Mexican folkdances. Albequerque, 
University of New Mexi co Press . 
Revised and en l arged edi tion ptobi...i.shed ~.-.:, _;_9 38. 
Danc e s of Mexico and New Mexico. Albequer que , Univ er-
sit y of New Mexico Press. 
Not very descriptive for learning of dances. 
Danc es of Norway. London, M. Parrish. 
Handbooks of European National Dances series. 
Th e country dance book, volumes 1-6. London , Novel l o 
and Company, Ltd. 
I nc lu des one volume of tr aditional English dances 
co ll ected in country vil l ages , one volume of 
figures for the running set , and four volumes of 
dances fr om Playford 's The Eng li sh Dancing Master 
(1 650 -172 8 ) . 
Th e sword dances of northern England , together with 
the horn danc e of Abbots Brom l ey. 3 vo ls. Lo ndon, 
Nove ll o and Company, Limited. 
SHARP, CECIL J. AND HERBERT C. MACILWAINE 
1907 The morris book . London, Novello and Company , Limited . 
Int ended to help those int eres ted in reviving morris 
dancing . 
158. 




The round dance book. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 
Ltd. 
Thorough background informaticn and instructions for 




Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers. 
for traditional Western dances. Many 
SMITH, FRANK H. AND ROLFE. HOVEY 
1955 The Appalachian square dance. Berea, Kentucky, Berea 
College. 
THISSE-DEROUETTE, ROSE 
1967 Danses Populaires de Wallonie. Luttre, Impr. F.& N. 
Dantinne. 
Includes dance descriptions and music. 
TLLLHAGEN, CARL-HERMAN AND NILS DENCKER 
1951 Sv enska Folkl ekar Och Dans er . Stockholm, Bokverk. 
Collection of Swedish songs and dances, mostly from 
manuscripts. 
TOLENTI NO, FRANCISCO REYES 
1946 Philippine national dances. New York, Silv er Burdett 
Co. 
Cultural background, music, photographs, and dances 
are all included. 
TOLMAN, BETH AND RALPH PAGE 
1937 The country dance book; the old-fashioned square dance, 
its history, lore, variations & its callers. Complete 
and joyful instructions. New York City, Farrar & 
Rinehart. 
VAN DOREN, CARL 
1919 
Country dances of New England. Includ es contras, 
quadrilles, etc. 
Play-party songs from eastern Illinois. Journal of 
American Folklore 32:486-496. 
WEDGEWOOD, HARRIET L. 
1912 The play-party. Journal of American Folklore 25:268-
273. 
WOLF, JOHN Q. 
1965 A country dance in th e Ozarks in 1847. Southern 
Folklore Quarterly XXIX:319-321. 
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WOLFORD, LEAH JACKSON 








Dances of Poland. London, Parrish. 
Handbooks of European National Dances series. 
Some historical dances: twelfth to nineteenth century. 
London, Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing. 
More historical dances. London, C.W. Beaumont. 
Advanced historical dances. London, Imperial Soc i ety 
of Teachers of Da ncing. 
The three above all include instructi ons and music 
arranged for the piano. 
160. 
HISTORICAL STUDIES INVOLVING DANCE 
ALFORD, VIOLET 
1962 Sword dance and drama. London, Merlin Press. 
Traces sword dance and drama throughout Europe. 
ALLEN, FREDERICK ALLAN 
1931 Only yesterday: an informal history of the 1920's. 
ANDERSON, JACK 
1974 
ANDERSON, JOHN Q. 
1956 
New York, Harper & Brothers. 
Includes 1920's r e sponses to dancing. 
Danc e . New York, Newsweek Books. 
Concentrates on art and theater dance. 
Froli c : social dancing on the southern frontier. 
Dance Magazine, October 1956, pp. 14-16, 8 3, 85, and 
November 1956, pp. 35, 80-81. 
ANDREWS, EDWARD DEMING 
1940 The gift to be simple: songs, dances, and rituals of 
th e American Shakers. New York, J.J. Ausgustin. 




BOND, CHRYSTELLE T. 
A history of ballet and dance in the wes te rn world. 
New York, Praeg er Publishers. 
1976 Chronicle of dance in Baltimore 1780-1814. Dance 
Perspectives 17:1-49. 
BREATHNACH, BREANDAN 
1971 Folk music and dances of Ireland. Dublin, Talbot Press. 
CHENEY, SHELDON 
1970 
DAMON, S. FOSTER 
1957 
DOWNER, ALAN S . 
1966 
The art of the dance. New York, Theatre Arts Books. 
(First published in 1928.) 
A memorial book of essays by Isadora Duncan. 
The history of square dancing. Barre, Vermont, The 
Barre Gazette. 
(e d.) 
A detailed discussion of the roots and history of 
American square dancing. 
Th e memoir of John Durang: American actor 1785-1816. 
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh Press. 
Memoir of America's first p rofessional dancer. 
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EMERY, LYNNE PAULEY 




Palo Alto, Californi a , National Press Books. 
Referenc e source for th e influ e nces of Afro-American 
and White dance on each other. 
Rantin' pipe and tremblin' string: a history of Scot-
tish dance music. Montreal, McGill-Queen's University 
Press. 
A social history of Scottish dance; ane celestial 
recreation. Montreal; McGill-Queen's University Press. 
FEDERAL WRITERS' PROJECT 
193 8 Iowa: a guide to the Hawkeye State. New York , Viking 





Comp iled and written by the Federal Writ ers ' Project 
of the Works Progress Administration for the State 
of Iowa. In c lud es some descriptions of dancing. 
Similar Federal Writers' Project works may be found 
dealing with other states. 
Dancing to the music: dcmestic squax.e danc~~s a_;,d 
community in southcentral Kentuck y , ca. 1880- 1940 . 
Journal of th e Folklore Institute 18:49-68 . 
Based on interviews with dancers, callers, and 
musicians. 
Social dance: a short history. London, Routledge and 
K. Paul. 
FRAZER, LILLY GROVE, LADY 
1895 Dancing. London, Lon gmans , Green and Co. 
FURNAS, J.C. 
1969 
Part of the Badminton Library of Sports and Pastimes. 
With numero us illustrations. Includ es historical 
information as wel l as practical notes for dancing 
and giving balls. 
The Americans: a social history of the United States 
1587-1914. New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 
Includes information on French dancing masters, 
hootchy-kootchy dancers, Shaker dances, and ragtime 
dances. 
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GALLINI, GIOVANNI-ANDREA 




An early history of dancing including accounts of 
dancing in other parts of the wor ld, the history of 
ancient danc e, r equirements for th e perfection of 
the art of dancing, and thoughts on the utility of 
learning to dance. 
Scott Joplin and the ragtim e era. London, Angus & 
Robertson. 
History and criticism of ragtim e music. 
GRONOW, REES HOWELL, CAPTAIN 
1873 Anecdotes of celebrities of London and Paris . To which 
are added th e last recollections of Captain Gronow. 








J OHNSON, DAVID 
1972 




Th e gossip of English and French elite society. 
The reminiscences and recollections of Captain Gronow ... 
1810-1860. Lon don , J.C. Nimmo. 
Lost country lif e. New York. ; t'r.11: ·t-be o c Bo ,/ ··E . 
A history of pre-industrial life in Eng ~a nd : inclu-
ding some mentions of dancing. 
The Shakers. CORD News 2:27-39. 
Survey of Shaker dance lit erature. 
Pre-classic dance forms. New York, Dan c e Horizons. 
(First published in 1937 .) 
Descriptions of specific dances including the minuet, 
bourree, rigaud on , pavane , and others. 
Music and society in lowland Scotland in the eighteenth 
century. London, Oxford University Press. 
Cecil Sharp: his lif e and work. Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, and London, Routledge and Kegan Paul. 
Study of the work of the famous folk dance scholar. 
England's dances; folk danc in g today and yesterday. 
London, Be ll. 
Provides historical and functional analysis of 
English folk dancing of the past and p r esen t. 
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KENNEDY, DOUGLAS 
1964 
LAVER, JAMES (ed.) 
English folk dancing today and yesterday. London, 
G. Bell. 





Accounts of elite society dances. 
European folk dance, its national and musical char-
acteristics . London, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. 
America learns to danc e ; a historical study of dance 
education in American before 1900. New York, Expo-
sition Press. 
MARTIN, JENNIFER KAYE 
1977 The English dancing master, 1660-1728: his 
court, in society and on the public stage . 














Th e American square danr.e < New York, Sent· L1e ~. Books . 
Polka, the dance sensation of 1844 . Dance Magazine, 
January 1944, pp. 6-7, 30, and February 1944, pp. 
16-17, 30-32. 
The earliest dance manuals . Medievalia et Humanistica 
3: 117-131. 
Th e ballerina, from the court of Louis XIV to Pavlova. 
New York, Macmillan. 
The story of dance music. New York, Philosophic Li-
brary. 
The unembarrassed muse: the popular arts in Amer ica. 
New York, Di al Press. 
QUIREY, BELINDA, ET AL. 
1976 May I have the pleasure? London, B.B.C . Publi c at ions. 
A history of popular dancing. 
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RICHARDSON, PHILIP JOHN SAMPEY 
1946 A history of English ba llroom dancing (1910-1945). 
London, H. Jenkins. 
1950 The story of the Charleston. Th e Dancing Tim es , 
September 1950, pp . 751, 753, 755. 
1960 The social dances of the nineteenth centur y in England. 





London, H. Jenkins. 
The danc e bands. New Rochelle, New York, Arlington 
House Publishers. 
A history o f dance orchestras, 1920's to 1940's. 
World history of the dance. New York, W.W. Norton & 
Compa ny, Inc . 
Lengthy and authoritative overview of dance in many 
parts of th e world, but dated in its ethn0centric 
perspective. 
The commonwea lth of art; style in th e fin e arts, music 
and the dance. New York, W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 
SCHMIDT, MARTIN F. AND DEE BROWN 
19 55 The set tl ers ' West. New York, Charle~ Sr ri~n a r 's Sons . 
A historical view of the settling o:i: i:ne i1e st with 
several mentions of dancing. Little documentation 
mak e information useful to res ear ch e rs . 
SCHNEIDER, GRETCHEN A. 
1969 Pigeon wings and polkas: the dances of th e California 
miners. Dance Perspectives 39. 
SELLAR, ROBERT 
1888 
Materials drawn from contemporary sources. Many 
illustrations. A Dance Perspectives monograph. 
The hi s tory of the county of Huntington and of th e 
Seigniories of Chateaugay & Beauharnois from their first 
settlement to the year 183 8 and revised to th e 1900's. 
Huntington, Quebec, The Ca nadian Gleaner. 
An early and detailed history based on oral accounts. 
SHARP, CECIL AND A.P. OPPE 
1924 The dance; an historical survey of dancing in Europe. 
New York, Minton, Blach & Company. 
SIMON, GEORGE THOMAS 
1971 Simon says: the sights and sounds of the swing era, 
1935-1 95 5. New Rochelle, New York, Arlin gton House. 
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SPALDING, MARTIN J. 
1972 Sketches of early Catholic missions in Kentucky. 
New York, Arno Press. (First published in 1844. ) 
Includ e s accounts of dancing and Catholic response 
to dancing as early as 1795. 
STEARNS, MARSHALL WINSLOW AND JE AN STEARNS 
1968 J azz dance; th e story of American vernacular dance. 
TERRY, WALTER 
1956 




New York, Macmill an . 
The dance in America. New York, Harper. 
Deals primarily with art and th eater dance. 
Rural felicity: social dance in 18th century Connecti-
cut. Dance Perspectives 65. 
A Dance Perspectives monograph . Information on 
music, dances, instruments, dancing lessons, clothing. 
A history of dancing from the earliest ages to our own 
times. Boston, Longwood Press, Inc. (First publ ish ed 
in 1898.) 
YOUNG, GEORGE MALCOM 
1934 Portrait of an age. In Early Victorian England, 1830-
1865, '1,0lume two. London, Oxford University Press. 
166. 
RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL COMMENTARY ON DANCE 
ADDAMS, JANE 
1913 The public dance halls of Chicago. The Ladies 
Home Journal 3:19. 
A discussion of immoral conditions and a plea to 
correct them. 
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
1930 Dance regulations of 1747. Rhode Island Historical 
Collection XXIII:56-59. 




MARKS, JOSEPH E. 
1975 
Dancing as a social amusement by professed Christians, 
or their children. New York, American Tract Society. 
Publication nwnber 491. 
Dancing, is it a sin? Trial and suspension of Heber 
Donaldson, of Oil City, Penn'a. His defens P ~efore 
the Presbyterian Synod of Eri e , delivered at Eri e , 
Penn'a., October 22, 1881. Minutes of the session of 
the Presbyterian Church of Emlenton, Pa., and other 
records in the case. Oil City, Pennsylvanin. , Ormston 
& Hosey. 
(ed . ) 
The Mathers on dancing. Brooklyn, Dance Horizons. 
Includes "A bibliography of anti-dance books (1685-
1963)." Two essays: "An arrow against profane and 
promiscuous dancing drawn out of the quiver of the 
scriptures," 1685, by Increase Mather; and "A cloud 
of witnesses," 1700, by Cotton Mather. 
MOREAU DE SAINT-MERY, M.L.E. 
1975 Dance. New York, Dance Horizons. 
SCHOLES, PERCY ALFRED 
Article drawn from the work titled: Repertory of 
colonial information, published in 1796. 
1934 The Puritans and music in England and New England; a 
contribution to the cultural history of two nations. 
London, Oxford University Press ,. 
LITERARY SOURCES 







Little women. Boston, Little, Brown and Company. 
(First published 1868.) 
Discussion of several dance events. 
The Diary of William Black. Pennsylvania Magazine 
of Historical Biography I. 
My Antonia. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company. 
Includes detailed description of the context of 
rural dancing in the late 1800's. 
CRESSWELL, NICHOLAS 
1924 The journal of Nicholas Cresswell, 1774-1777 . 
York, n.p. 
New 




The leap year hop. 
12 January 1880. 
Frankfort (Kentucky) Daily Yeoman, 
Description of dance attended by state congressmen. 
Peggy. Boston, Little, Brown and Company , 
Fictionalized biography of Peggy Shipp en '-4.r:d the 
Philadelphia dance events she attended at the time 
of the American Revolution. 
FITHIAN, PHILIP VICKERS 
1957 Journal and letters of Philip Vickers Fithian, 1773-1774. 
LUTES , DELLA T. 
1937 






Williamsburg, Colonial Williamsburg. 
Home grown. Boston, Little, Brown and Company. 
Detailed description of dancing in southeastern 
Michigan during the author's own childhood. 
Civil War diary. Manuscript in the Kentucky Library, 
Bowling Green. 
Swing your partners--30,000 of them. Louisville 
Courier-Journal Magazin~ 8 June 1958, p. 62 . 
Florida's Indians: a question of survival. Fort Myers 
News-Press, 31 May 198 1. 
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SINCLAIR, UPTON 
19 50 The Jungle. New York, The Viking Press. (First published 
1905.) 
Includes a lengthy description of a Lithuanian 
wedding celebration in Chicago. 
SPIRIT OF THE TIMES 
1827 Dancing academy. Bowing Green (Kentucky) Spirit of 
the Times, 15 September 1827 . 
Advertisem e nt for the opening of a dancing academy. 
STEPHENS, MRS. ANN SOPHIA WINTERBOTHAM 
1855 The old homestead. New York, Bunce & Brother. 
TEVIS, MRS. J.A. 
18 78 
A recollection of New England farm lif e . 
Sixty years in a schoolroom: an autobiography of Mrs. 
Julia A. Tevis, principal of Sc ience Hill Female Academy. 
Cincinnati, Western Methodist Book Concern. 
THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD (ed .) 
19 59 The Jesuit relations and allied documents: travels ~nd 
explorations of the Jesuit missionaries in New France 
1610-17 9 1. 73 vols. New York, Pag t~a1ot Boo!< Compan y o 
Includ es some descriptions of Native Jl...merican dance 
events . 
TILGHMAN, MOLLY AND HETTY TILGHMAN 
1926 Lett e rs of Molly and Hetty Tilghman, 17 82- 1790. Mary-
land Historical Magazine XXI. 
TROLLOPE, MRS. FRANCES 
1832 Domestic manners of Americans. 2 vols. London, Whit-
taker, Treacher & Co. 
WILDER, LAURA INGALLS 
1971 Little house in the big woods. New York, Harper & 





Includ es chapter "Dance at Grandpa's," pp. 131-155. 
The Virginian. New York, Gr osset & Dunlap. 
Dance description inlclu dedo n pp. 107-122. 
Wanda Hickey's night of golden memories and other 
disasters. New York, Dell Publishing, Inc. 
















The drawings of George Caleb Bingham with a catalogue 
raisonne. Columbia, University of Missouri Press. 
An example of an artist's preliminary sketches for 
paintings. Clothing detail is excellent and very 
visible in the sketches. 
Let's dance. New York, Penguin Books. 
Popular culture book full of photographs, engravings, 
etc. Bibliography may lead to other iconographic 
sources. 
A treasury of art masterpieces from the Renaissance 
to the present day. New York, Simon and Schuster. 
All the paintings of Pieter Bruegel. New York, 
Hawthorn Books, Inc. 
Flemish painter of the 1500's. Includ es some dancing 
scenes. 
Th e family of man. New York, Museum of Ivloc.10.:t"n Art. 
Photographs r e lated to music and dance fo und on 
pages 97-119. 
The dance in art; a book of dances, poems, paintings, 
sculpture and music. New York, J. Fischer & Brothers. 
LIPMAN, JEAN, AND ALICE WINCHESTER 
1974 The flowering of American folk art (1776-1 876). New 
York, The Viking Press. 
MC DERMAT, JOHN FRANCIS 
1959 George Caleb Bingham, river portraitist. Norman , 
Oklahoma, University of Oklahoma Press. 
MCDONAGH, DON 
1979 
MILLER , LEWIS 
1966 
Dance fever. New York, Random House. 
Covers early American dances by de cade from 1890 
through 197 9 . Includes many illustrations but 
scant documentation. 
Lewis Miller: sketches and chronicles. York, Pennsyl-
vania, The Hi storical Society of York County. 
Pennsylvania German folk artist from the early 1800's. 
(ICONOGRAPHIC SOURCES, CONTINUED) 
ISRAEL, FRED L. 
1968 
(ed.) 
1897 Sears Roebuck catalogue. 
Publishers. 
TERRY, WALTER AND JACK RENNERT 
170. 
New York, Chelsea House 
19 75 100 years of dance pos t ers . New York , Universe Books. 
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DANCE MUSIC SOURCES 
ALLEN, N.H. 
18 9 7 












Old time music and musicians. Connecticut Qua rterly 
III:67-76. 
Old-time fiddling and social dance in central St. 
Lawrence County. New York Folklore Quarterly 30: 
163-184. 
The harpsichord or spinnet miscellany. Williamsburg, 
Colonial Williamsburg. (First published in 1765.) 
A keyboard instruction book. 
Military music of the American Revolution . Chapel 
Hill, University of North Carolina. 
Popular music of the olden times; a collection of 
ancient songs. Ballads and dance tunes illustrative 
of the national music of England. 2 vols . New York, 
Dover. (First published in 1855-1859.) 
Includes ballads, dan ce ·tunes , a ncedot e, , r.tnc h i.sto :cy. 
Awopbopaloobop alopbamboom: pop from the beginning. 
London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, Ltd. 
Music from the days of George Washington. Washington, 
United States George Washington Commission. 
FISHER, WILLIAM ARMS 
193 1 The music that Washington knew. New York, Oliver 
Ditson Company, Inc. 
FLEMING-WILLIAMS, NAN AND PAT SHULDHAM-SHAW 




London, English Folk Dance and Song Society. 
Seventeenth and eighteenth century country dance 
tunes. 
A popular selection of traditional dance airs, book II. 
London, English Folk Dance and Song Society, 
The sound of the city; the rise and fall of rock and 
roll. New York, Outerbridge & Dienstfrey . 
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HITCHCOCK, H. WILEY (ed.) 
1975 American musical miscellany. Ne\.J York, Da Capo. 
published in 1798.) 
(First 
HOWE, ELIAS 
1864 Musician's omnibus; containing forty setts of quadrilles, 
including waltz, polka and schottische, with calls, and 
an immense collection of polkas [etc.] for the violin, 
flute, coronet, clarionette, &c. Boston, By the Author. 
KENNEDY, PETER (ed.) 
1951 The fiddler's tune book. New York, Hargail Music Press. 
Contains "100 traditional airs." 
1954 The second fiddler's tune book. New York, Hargail Music 
Press. 
Contains "100 traditional airs." 
KIDSON, FRANK (coll. and ed.) 
1890 Old English country dances; gathered from scarce printed 
collections, and from manuscripts. London, W. Reeves. 






Music in New Orleans: the formative years, 1791-1841 , 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana Stat e Univ e r s it y Pr e ss. 
Music and musicians in early America. New York, Norton. 
Rhode Island music and musicians, 1733-1 8 50. Detroit, 
Information Coordinators, Inc. 
A compilation of data from contemporary newspapers. 
MARROCCO, THOMAS AND HAROLD GLEASON 
1964 Music in America: an anthology from the landing of the 







New York, Norton. 
Music in New Hampshire. New York, Columbia University 
Press. 
Riley's flute melodies, volume I. New York, Da Capo. 
(First published in 1818.) 
After the ball: pop music from rag to rock. New York, 
Simon and Schuster. 
A history of popular music from ragtim e to today. 
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Virginia dance tunes. 
VI:1-10. 
Southern Folklore Quarter ly 
A companion to the ball room. Third ed. London, 
Sherwood, Neely and Jones. 
Wilson is the author of nume rous dance instruction 
books. This one includes information on music and 
instruments. 
Songs & music of the Redcoats; a history of the war 
music of the British army 1642-190 2. Harrisbnrg, 
Pennsylvania, Stackpole Books. 
Secular music in America, 1801-1825; a bibliography. 
3 vols. New York , The New York Public Library. 
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR STATE AND LOCAL HISTORY 
1400 Eighth Avenue South 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
BARTON, LUCY 
1961 




Available: 1373 Bustle Pattern 
Audio-visual kit, How to Create Period 
Costume 
Historic Costume for the Stage. Boston, Walter H. 
Baker Company. 
In c ludes both male and female attire from 4000 B.C. 
Egyptian clothing through 1914 attire. Many illus-
trations. 
Victorian fashions & costumes from Harper's Bazaar, 
1867-1898. New York, Dover Publications, Inc. 
Costume in detail, women's dress 1730-1930. Boston, 
Plays, Inc. 
Very detailed illustrations. Dimensions given . 
Includes undergarm ents. Covers women only. 
CASTLE, MRS. VERNON 
1914 My idea of the dance dress . The Ladies' Horne Journal, 
October 1914, p. 31. 
Illustrations of four dresses designed by the author. 
COLEMAN, ELIZABETH A. 
1975 Of men only: a review of men's and boy's fashions, 
1750-1975. Brooklyn, The Brook l yn Museum. 
Authoritative source on men ' s clothing. 
1977 A bibliography on Amer ican costume. Museum News 56: 
65, 67, 69, 70. 
ETHNIC ACCESSORIES 
P .O. Box 250 
Forestville, California 95436 
GOHN BROTHERS 
Available: catalog including Folkwear c ompany p atterns 
including ethnic and historical clothing. 
Middlebury, Indiana 46540 
Available: shoes, fabric, broadfall trousers, and some 
other items of clothing appropriate for use as 
period clothing r epre sentations. 
Gohn Brothers is a supply company for the Amish. 
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GORSLINE, DOUGLAS 
1952 
HAIRE, FRANCES H. 
What people wore. New York, Bonanza Books. 
1, 800 illustrations in chronological order from 
about 2750 B.C. to the 1920's. 
1926 Folk costume book. New York, A.S. Barnes. 
Includes tw en ty-six national folk costum es . 
HORRIDGE, PATRICIA, DIANE G. SMATHER, AND DIANE L. VACHON 
1977 Dating costumes: a check list method. Nashville, 
American Association for State and Local History. 
Technical leaflet number 102. A ch eck list to 
assist in the dating of women's dresses. 
KIDWELL, CLAUDIA B. AND MARGARET C. CHRISTIAN 
19 74 Suiting everyone: th e democratization of clothing in 
America. Washington, Smithsonian Institution Press. 
Everyday clothing. 
KUNCIOV, ROBERT (ed.) 
19 71 Mr. Godey ' s ladies: being a mosaic of fashi0n s and 
fancies. New York, Bonanza Books . 
In cl udes a chronology of major fash.io n tn:=, \·.d2 fJo .~1 
1830 throu gh 1879 . 
LADIES' INDISPENSABLE ASSISTANT 
197 1 Ladi es ' indis pensab l e assistant. Louisville, Cookbook 
Collector's Library. (First pub lished in 18 52.) 
LYON, MAUD 
1981 History that fits: period clothing for living history 
inter p r e tation. M.A. th es is, Cooperstown Graduate 
Program. 
MONTGOMERY WARD AND COMPANY 
1872 on Montgomery Ward and Company general catalog. Chicago, 
Montgomery Ward and Company . 
Source for period clothing, instrum e nts, furniture, 
and other inform at ion. 
PAST PATTERNS REPLICAS 
2017 Eastern, Southeast 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 
Available: 1895-1905 pa tterns for ladies' gar ments and 
on e man ' s suit. 
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PATTERNS OF HISTORY 
The State Historical Society 
816 State Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
Available: Women's patterns in sizes 10, 12, and 
14 from 1835 through 1899. Includes contemporary 
descriptions and engravings. When finished, set will 
include 30 different patterns. 
SCHROEDER, JOSEPH J. 
1971 The wonderful world of ladies' fashion. Chicago, 
Follett Publishing Company. 
Covers 1850-1920 and includes illustrations from 
period books and catalogs. Some children ' s clothing 
is includ ed . 
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY 
1886 on Sears, Roebuck and Comp any general catal.o q Chicago, 
Sears, Roebuck and Company. 
Source for period clothing, instruments, furniture, 
and other items. 
WARWICK, EDWARD, ET AL. 
J.965 Early American Dress . New York J:Jh• j a m.1 r r· · .. ,i . 
WAUGH .. NORAH 
1964 
196 8 
The cut of men's clothes 1600-1900. London , Faber and 
Faber. 
The cut of women 's cloth e s 1600 - 1930. New York, Theater 
Arts Books. 
WILLETT, C. AND PHILLIS CUNNINGTON 
1951 The history of underclothes. London, Michael Joseph. 
WORRELL, ESTELLE ANSLEY 
1980 Children's costume in America 1607-1910. New York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons. 
